
Hero of Heroes Introduction

By Night

"Are you sure you want to walk? It's about 30 more miles away," the driver 
said as he dropped off a man dressed wearing a red bandanna and dressed 
in a white gi. He carried a white duffel bag which contained his few 
belongings.

"Yes, I will go on foot from here. I should make it before dark," he replied.

The driver nodded and drove away and Ryu watched as the car slowly 
disappeared into the sunset.

Ken, he thought to himself. I will keep on training... fighting... searching... to 
become a true warrior. Wait for me warriors! I hunger for your challenge!

Ryu ran... running towards the sunset to face whatever fate has to offer the 
best fighter in the world.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 1 - Reunions

By Night

This city is bigger than I thought, but at least it's beautiful at night Ryu thought 
to himself.

He was walking along a long bridge which was lit up beautifully. He saw 
many cars passing by, and looked out and saw many ships flowing in the 
water beneath him.

He looked farther across the waters and saw another bridge which was even 
more beautiful than the one he was walking on.

That must be the Golden Gate bridge in the postcard Ken sent me Ryu 
thought, Ken definitely picked such a nice place to live in.

Ryu felt tranquility being in such a dazzling environment. After his huge fight 
with the being known only as Gill, he once again remembered how it felt just 
to relax and enjoy nature after a adrenaline pumping battle.



The air had the sweet smell of the sea, and the lights and buildings decorated 
the city perfectly. A cool breeze passed by, blowing through Ryu's hair and 
his bandanna flowed along with the wind.

Very different from back home in Japan Ryu thought to himself, yet it's still 
just as beautiful.

After many hours of walking and exploring, Ryu finally set down his duffel 
bag. San Francisco at last! Now where is that Masters Estate again...? Ryu 
grumbled as he picked up his duffel bag once again and continued walking.

After many MORE hours of walking Ryu finally reached his goal: The Masters 
Estate. It was widely known across the city and Ryu had no trouble finding 
directions.

The Estate hasn't changed much from when he first saw it. It still had its 2 
mile front yard, and huge mansion that only a man of Ken's father's wealth 
could afford.

Ryu just stood at the front gate not too sure of what he was to do next. It was 
completely dark, and he estimated it was about midnight.

Guess I'll just have to ring the bell... he thought, until his warrior senses 
sprang into focus, warning him of an opponent nearing!

"Hey there ol' buddy! Took you long enough to get here!" a familiar voice 
yelled out as the figure jumped out from behind him.

"Ken! It appears your skills in stealth are still not at their optimal levels!" Ryu 
responded.

"Yep, that's you all right! So why did you decide to walk anyway? I could've 
bought you a plane ticket!"

"I like walking. It lets me be closer to nature."
"Heh heh, you never change ol' pal."
"It seems you never change either. So how is your wife and son?"

"Oh, Eliza is inside watching The Tonight Show, and Mel is soundly asleep. 
They both are just great. It's just so wonderful being a husband and a father."

"Just don't let your family hinder your skills as a fighter!"



"Nah, of course not! I still train all the time and still teach my student Sean. 
He's growing quite powerful, just like the guy who instructs him hahaha!"

"Let's just hope he does not develop his master's ARROGANCE as well!"

Laughing, Ken punched Ryu on the shoulder. "Well, let's not waste time 
standing out here in the cold chatting, let's go in a catch up on some... OLD 
TIMES!" Ken whistled and waved up his arm, and a limosine out of nowhere 
quickly arrived.

"Does that mean what I think it means?" Ryu smiled, knowing full well what 
Ken was up to.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 2 - Memories

By Night

Ryu and Ken, dressed in their respective white and red gis, stood only a few 
feet away from each other inside the Masters Estate dojo.

Both were eager to engage in battle once again. Both had the same 
memories as one another in their younger years and in their older years as 
they fight with and against each other in the past tournaments.

"So show me what you showed this Gill!" Ken taunted.

"I am not too sure if you can handle it! To make this match fair, I shall fight at 
a lower level!" Ryu retorted.

"You'll see that I've ALWAYS been the better fighter!" "Enough talk... let's 
BATTLE!"

Ken, being the offensive cocky fighter he always was, lunged at Ryu with a 
straight punch first, which was easily dodged. But Ken was fast, and he 
quickly followed the missed punch with another punch to Ryu's gut.

Ryu anticipating such a follow up attack blocked it.

Knowing Ryu would block low, Ken delivered a kick towards Ryu's head, 
smiling knowing he would make the first attack.

However, Ryu knew his opponent well, and parried the kick, following up with 
a punch right to Ken's chest knocking him backward. "The first blow. Perhaps 



it is your marriage that holds you back from training? Or perhaps it's your 
arrogance?" Ryu said as he got back into fighting stance.

"You may have delivered the first blow, but I shall deliver the last!" Ken 
responded.

Ken leaped in the air with a flying side kick, which Ryu blocked, but still 
pushed him back with powerful force. He landed and quickly

crouched and kicked low, forcing Ryu to crouch low to block. Smiling, Ken 
quickly stood up, raised his foot and performed his Inazuma Kakoto Wari, 
chopping down with tremendous velocity at the crouching Ryu.

Ryu tried to block, but the overhead kick was too powerful! Ryu rolled back, 
and tried to recover.

Ken took this opportunity and already charging at the recovering Ryu leaped 
in the air. "TATSUMAKISENPUUKYAKU!"

Not prepared to block the powerful hurricane kick, Ryu was hit across the 
side of his head countless times.

The attacker landed from his kick, but Ryu knowing full well of this move, as 
he knows how to do it himself, took the opportunity to counter attack. Ryu 
stepped forward and brang his knee up and nailed Ken right in the crotch! 
Ken yelled as he realized he was hit in a vital area... but that wasn't it.

After landing his foot, Ryu pivoted and delivered a powerful high side kick - 
the joudan sokutou geri - causing Ken to fly far back.

"You must learn to KNOCK DOWN your opponent with the 
tatsumakisenpuukyaku my friend... mine has always been more powerful 
than yours," Ryu told to a kneeling Ken.

Ken growled under his breath and leaped up in the air to jump kick Ryu, but 
Ryu spun and performed his marvelous roundhouse, knocking him out of the 
air he was once in.

Ryu's roundhouse was one of his favorite moves, and he knew so well when 
to use it.



Ken however knew he'd use this to hit him, and Ken timed his landing and 
rolled right behind Ryu as he recovered from the roundhouse.

"IKUZE!" Ken yelled out. Ryu knew what was coming and knew he didn't 
have enough time to block it. "SHINRYUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUKEN!"

Ryu was pummeled by multiple blows as he was lifted into the air by Ken's 
powerful form of the dragon punch. However, knowing Ken's super attack, he 
knew how to take the damage. Anticipating where each blow would land, Ryu 
positioned his body so each hit would deliver minimal damage.

Both Ryu and Ken landed on their feet and Ken saw Ryu standing with no 
signs of heavy damage.

"What??? How could you survive THAT?" he asked puzzingly.

"You are predictible as always Ken. That has always been your weakness." 
Ryu stepped forward punching for Ken's face, but it was blocked. He followed 
up the blocked punch with another punch to Ken's lower right side which was 
also blocked. Another punch followed, but it was also blocked as well as the 
next four punches.

Ken smiled, "I'm just too quick for you Ryu!"

Ryu twiched at his snide remark, and that was all Ken needed to 
counterattack with a short, but powerful... "SHORYUKEN!!!" Ryu fell 
backwards to Ken's mighty dragon punch and tumbled backwards. Ken's 
shoryuken is a powerful one... Ryu thought to himself.

After landing from his first shoryuken, Ken decided to be flashy and executed 
another shoryuken, going higher into the air than the first.

If I know Ken... he's gonna do his flaming shoryuken right after he lands...

Ken landed right next to Ryu and... "SHORYUKEN!!!" His fist bursted into a 
flame and Ryu easily blocked the predictable attack as Ken rose to the roof 
with his third and most powerful shoryuken.

As Ken began to land Ryu spoke, "If I must say it again, I will! You are just 
too predictable my friend! Now suffer from your mistake!" Ryu flipped 
backwards and dashed forward at the landing Ken landing his left elbow right 



in Ken's gut, and brought his forearm up and backhanded Ken right in the 
face!

Ken tried regain balance, but Ryu ducked low and foot sweeped him taking 
his feet off the ground causing him to fall forward... but he never hit the 
ground... he continued his attacks as he punched Ken right in the face with 
his left fist stopping his fall, and followed up with an uppercut right to his gut.

The wind was completely knocked out of Ken, but more attacks followed up. 
Ryu kicked Ken right in the head with his left foot, following up with a right 
punch back to his face.

Ken was too stunned to do anything, and Ryu finished his combination of 
attacks with a powerful roundhouse kick which sent Ken flying. Ryu put his 
hands together, calling up his energy inside him... "The finishing blow! 
Shinkuu..."

"HEY!!!" a female voice yelled.

Eliza entered the dojo in her nightgown, her hair a mess. "People are 
TRYING TO SLEEP!!!"

Ryu lowered his hands, while the collected energy swirled away.

Ken regained his bearings and walked up to his wife, "Okay okay okay! We 
were just about finished anyways! Just go back to bed!"

"Cause a disturbance like this again and you're sleeping on the couch 
buster!"

Ryu chuckled, seeing that Ken and his wife indeed were a great married 
couple.

Ken kissed Eliza goodnight as she headed back to the bedroom, and walked 
back towards Ryu.

"Heh heh, well that sure brought back a few things. Leave it to a woman to 
always interrupt a battle between men, eh Ryu?"

Puzzled, Ryu simply said, "I guess."

"Well, we can finish this some other time ol' buddy. We should go to sleep, I'll 
show you your room."



"Very well, even a warrior requires rest..."

Ken walked his long time friend down the halls of the estate to Ryu's 
bedroom. "Heh, you never change Ryu."

"You haven't changed much either."

"Hey now! Being a father has changed me a LOT! It's a totally exciting and 
wonderful experience Ryu."

"I suppose. At least you have people to love and love you back." Ryu said as 
the both finally arrived to the bedroom Ryu was to sleep in.

"Heh... so what about you Ryu? Have you fallen in love with any ladies you 
have come across in your journies?"

"...No."

Ken sighed, "You really have to keep an open eye buddy! You might realize 
one day you had someone, but by then you'll realize it's too late!"

"Too late?"

"It happens all the time. A woman loves you but you just never realize it, and 
by the time you do, she's gone!"

Ryu was speechless. "Then I suppose the fault lies with me then if that ever 
happens."

"Heh heh, just like you to always cut yourself down. Look, as a best friend, I 
only want to say to you that there is more to life than just the fight, Ryu. You 
have to take a grasp of what you can truly get a hold of!"

"...I suppose you are right. But for now, I just want to fight until I meet my one 
true challenge."

"Well Ryu, your one true challenge is out there... but it won't be a fight."

"What do you mean by that?"

"You'll find out one day. Good night! Seeing you again sure brang back a lot 
of memories."

Ken left Ryu's bedroom leaving him to think about his last words.



Ryu, exhausted from battle, unfolded the bed and drifted off to sleep 
pondering what Ken had told him. ...my true challenge... isn't a fight...? Then 
what is it...?

Hero of Heroes Ch. 2 - Memories

By Night

Ryu and Ken, dressed in their respective white and red gis, stood only a few 
feet away from each other inside the Masters Estate dojo.

Both were eager to engage in battle once again. Both had the same 
memories as one another in their younger years and in their older years as 
they fight with and against each other in the past tournaments.

"So show me what you showed this Gill!" Ken taunted.

"I am not too sure if you can handle it! To make this match fair, I shall fight at 
a lower level!" Ryu retorted.

"You'll see that I've ALWAYS been the better fighter!" "Enough talk... let's 
BATTLE!"

Ken, being the offensive cocky fighter he always was, lunged at Ryu with a 
straight punch first, which was easily dodged. But Ken was fast, and he 
quickly followed the missed punch with another punch to Ryu's gut.

Ryu anticipating such a follow up attack blocked it.

Knowing Ryu would block low, Ken delivered a kick towards Ryu's head, 
smiling knowing he would make the first attack.

However, Ryu knew his opponent well, and parried the kick, following up with 
a punch right to Ken's chest knocking him backward. "The first blow. Perhaps 
it is your marriage that holds you back from training? Or perhaps it's your 
arrogance?" Ryu said as he got back into fighting stance.

"You may have delivered the first blow, but I shall deliver the last!" Ken 
responded.

Ken leaped in the air with a flying side kick, which Ryu blocked, but still 
pushed him back with powerful force. He landed and quickly crouched and 
kicked low, forcing Ryu to crouch low to block. Smiling, Ken quickly stood up, 



raised his foot and performed his Inazuma Kakoto Wari, chopping down with 
tremendous velocity at the crouching Ryu.

Ryu tried to block, but the overhead kick was too powerful! Ryu rolled back, 
and tried to recover.

Ken took this opportunity and already charging at the recovering Ryu leaped 
in the air. "TATSUMAKISENPUUKYAKU!"

Not prepared to block the powerful hurricane kick, Ryu was hit across the 
side of his head countless times.

The attacker landed from his kick, but Ryu knowing full well of this move, as 
he knows how to do it himself, took the opportunity to counter attack. Ryu 
stepped forward and brang his knee up and nailed Ken right in the crotch! 
Ken yelled as he realized he was hit in a vital area... but that wasn't it.

After landing his foot, Ryu pivoted and delivered a powerful high side kick - 
the joudan sokutou geri - causing Ken to fly far back.

"You must learn to KNOCK DOWN your opponent with the 
tatsumakisenpuukyaku my friend... mine has always been more powerful 
than yours," Ryu told to a kneeling Ken.

Ken growled under his breath and leaped up in the air to jump kick Ryu, but 
Ryu spun and performed his marvelous roundhouse, knocking him out of the 
air he was once in.

Ryu's roundhouse was one of his favorite moves, and he knew so well when 
to use it.

Ken however knew he'd use this to hit him, and Ken timed his landing and 
rolled right behind Ryu as he recovered from the roundhouse.

"IKUZE!" Ken yelled out. Ryu knew what was coming and knew he didn't 
have enough time to block it. "SHINRYUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUKEN!"

Ryu was pummeled by multiple blows as he was lifted into the air by Ken's 
powerful form of the dragon punch. However, knowing Ken's super attack, he 
knew how to take the damage. Anticipating where each blow would land, Ryu 
positioned his body so each hit would deliver minimal damage.



Both Ryu and Ken landed on their feet and Ken saw Ryu standing with no 
signs of heavy damage.

"What??? How could you survive THAT?" he asked puzzingly.

"You are predictible as always Ken. That has always been your weakness." 
Ryu stepped forward punching for Ken's face, but it was blocked. He followed 
up the blocked punch with another punch to Ken's lower right side which was 
also blocked. Another punch followed, but it was also blocked as well as the 
next four punches.

Ken smiled, "I'm just too quick for you Ryu!"

Ryu twiched at his snide remark, and that was all Ken needed to 
counterattack with a short, but powerful... "SHORYUKEN!!!" Ryu fell 
backwards to Ken's mighty dragon punch and tumbled backwards. Ken's 
shoryuken is a powerful one... Ryu thought to himself.

After landing from his first shoryuken, Ken decided to be flashy and executed 
another shoryuken, going higher into the air than the first.

If I know Ken... he's gonna do his flaming shoryuken right after he lands...

Ken landed right next to Ryu and... "SHORYUKEN!!!" His fist bursted into a 
flame and Ryu easily blocked the predictable attack as Ken rose to the roof 
with his third and most powerful shoryuken.

As Ken began to land Ryu spoke, "If I must say it again, I will! You are just 
too predictable my friend! Now suffer from your mistake!" Ryu flipped 
backwards and dashed forward at the landing Ken landing his left elbow right 
in Ken's gut, and brought his forearm up and backhanded Ken right in the 
face!

Ken tried regain balance, but Ryu ducked low and foot sweeped him taking 
his feet off the ground causing him to fall forward... but he never hit the 
ground... he continued his attacks as he punched Ken right in the face with 
his left fist stopping his fall, and followed up with an uppercut right to his gut.

The wind was completely knocked out of Ken, but more attacks followed up. 
Ryu kicked Ken right in the head with his left foot, following up with a right 
punch back to his face.



Ken was too stunned to do anything, and Ryu finished his combination of 
attacks with a powerful roundhouse kick which sent Ken flying. Ryu put his 
hands together, calling up his energy inside him... "The finishing blow! 
Shinkuu..."

"HEY!!!" a female voice yelled.

Eliza entered the dojo in her nightgown, her hair a mess. "People are 
TRYING TO SLEEP!!!"

Ryu lowered his hands, while the collected energy swirled away.

Ken regained his bearings and walked up to his wife, "Okay okay okay! We 
were just about finished anyways! Just go back to bed!"

"Cause a disturbance like this again and you're sleeping on the couch 
buster!"

Ryu chuckled, seeing that Ken and his wife indeed were a great married 
couple.

Ken kissed Eliza goodnight as she headed back to the bedroom, and walked 
back towards Ryu.

"Heh heh, well that sure brought back a few things. Leave it to a woman to 
always interrupt a battle between men, eh Ryu?"

Puzzled, Ryu simply said, "I guess."

"Well, we can finish this some other time ol' buddy. We should go to sleep, I'll 
show you your room."

"Very well, even a warrior requires rest..."

Ken walked his long time friend down the halls of the estate to Ryu's 
bedroom. "Heh, you never change Ryu."

"You haven't changed much either."

"Hey now! Being a father has changed me a LOT! It's a totally exciting and 
wonderful experience Ryu."



"I suppose. At least you have people to love and love you back." Ryu said as 
the both finally arrived to the bedroom Ryu was to sleep in.

"Heh... so what about you Ryu? Have you fallen in love with any ladies you 
have come across in your journies?"

"...No."

Ken sighed, "You really have to keep an open eye buddy! You might realize 
one day you had someone, but by then you'll realize it's too late!"

"Too late?"

"It happens all the time. A woman loves you but you just never realize it, and 
by the time you do, she's gone!"

Ryu was speechless. "Then I suppose the fault lies with me then if that ever 
happens."

"Heh heh, just like you to always cut yourself down. Look, as a best friend, I 
only want to say to you that there is more to life than just the fight, Ryu. You 
have to take a grasp of what you can truly get a hold of!"

"...I suppose you are right. But for now, I just want to fight until I meet my one 
true challenge."

"Well Ryu, your one true challenge is out there... but it won't be a fight."

"What do you mean by that?"

"You'll find out one day. Good night! Seeing you again sure brang back a lot 
of memories."

Ken left Ryu's bedroom leaving him to think about his last words.

Ryu, exhausted from battle, unfolded the bed and drifted off to sleep 
pondering what Ken had told him. ...my true challenge... isn't a fight...? Then 
what is it...?

Hero of Heroes Ch. 4 - Journeys

By Night

San Francisco



Ryu woke up, stretching and fully rested. It's been a while since I've slept that 
peacefully. I'm so glad I came. He jumped out of his sheets and immediately 
places his two feet on the edge of the bed. He placed his thumbs on the floor 
and started doing thumb push- ups for his morning exercises. As he did each 
push up he observed his surroundings. Such a nice room. This room alone is 
a mansion compared to what I have back at home. After he was done doing 
his one hundred thumb push-ups, he began to make the bed. Even guests 
must be hospitable to their hosts. Before he finished, he was interrupted by 
his door suddenly opening, revealing his best friend and rival, Ken.

"Good mornin' pal! HEY! You're making the bed? We got maids to do that! 
Just forget about it and let's have some breakfast!"

"Breakfast?" Ryu's ears sprung, "That sounds quite nice." It's been a long 
time since Ryu ate a first course meal, and he immediately dropped the bed 
sheets and followed Ken to the dining room.

The dining table was already filled with steaming pancakes, sizzling meats, 
fresh baked pastries, condiments, and everything else that made a breakfast 
complete. Ryu still remembered the last time he ate at the Masters Estate 
and he his mouth watered to the memories of all the delicious meals.

Ken and Eliza sat together along with Mel sitting right next to his mother. Ryu 
sat at the other end of the long table. "Go ahead and eat all you want, buddy!" 
Ken offered.

"Oh I will Ken! I will!" And eat he did. Ryu may have been a polite gentleman 
and honorable warrior in almost every way, but at the dining table, his 
cleanliness was at the level of the average pig. Pancake after pancake was 
consumed, sausages and bacon were swallowed down in seconds, and 
pastry after pastry was gone one after another. The plates kept piling up and 
Ryu just kept eating to his heart's content.

"Wow Mommy," Mel said as he tugged at Eliza's shirt, "Uncle Ryu is a 
machine!"

Eliza giggled in response, "It's so nice to see you still so healthy, Ryu!"

"I still don't understand," Ryu said between bites, "why..." *chew* "...with so 
much good food like this..." *chew* "...you don't pig out every day!" *gulp*



"Well, not every meal is like this," Eliza smiled, "we always have a big feast 
like this for very special guests, especially you!"

"I will forever be in your debt for such a meal!" Ryu mumbled again while 
eating.

"So Ryu," Eliza continued, "what are you planning to do now?"

"I suppose I'll just settle down for a little bit here. The last battle I had was 
huge and even warriors must take long rests from battle. I was hoping to 
catch up on old times with Ken and maybe see more of this beautiful city."

Ken put an arm around the chair of his wife, "Heh heh, sure! I'll take you out 
right after breakfast, if it ever ENDS that is! OH! And by the way, you never 
did tell me the details of your fight with that guy Gill yet! Tell us all now!"

Ryu put down his fork and swallowed his last bite, "It was indeed an intense 
battle. Gill was indeed the half-red half-blue being you claimed he was, and I 
discovered those colors represented his abilities to control the powers of fire 
and ice!"

"Interesting!" Ken laughed

"He was very powerful... one of the most powerful warriors I've ever fought... 
but the challenge was what made it so exhilarating!"

***

Ryu stood a few feet from where a tall golden haired being stood. The being 
was only known as "Gill" with no clothes on except for a pair of underwear. 
He stretched his arms, calling up both the power of fire and ice at each hand 
and clenched his hands into fists. Waves of lava crashed in the background, 
and Ryu observed the surroundings of the stone arena. The sky was lit 
beautifully with stars and the Mediterranian Sea was seen out in a distance. 
At this least battle will have beautiful scenery.

"So you are the one everyone talks about... you are Ryu eh? Let's see if you 
are as powerful as they say you are!" Gill smirked.

Ryu said nothing in response. He simply got into his fighting stance and 
stood, ready for battle.



"Nothing to say? You must be the strong silent type. Then I shall end your 
silence by filling the air with screams of your suffering!" Gill started first by 
leaning backward and putting his hands together. He called forth a ball made 
of fire and hurled it in Ryu's direction.

Already channeling his own energy, Ryu immediately retaliated with his own 
attack. "HADOKEN!" The ball of pure energy nullified Gill's fireball and Ryu 
once again stood, taunting Gill to fight more.

Gill simply laughed. He approached Ryu with a punch with his blue arm. Ryu 
blocked the attack with his forearm, but immediately felt the cold sting of ice 
burn his skin. Ryu cringed in pain, and Gill followed up his attack with a 
punch with his red arm hitting Ryu's upper right arm. His skin felt a new 
searing pain of burning flames, and Ryu jumped backwards to avoid anymore 
contact. Smiling, Gill lunged forward with his shoulder to ram Ryu, but Ryu 
crossed his arms to block the impact. Gill hit Ryu's crossed arms with his 
shoulder, and the force was so strong it knocked Ryu to the floor. Gill smiled 
again. "Feh. Loser." Gill leaped up in the air to stomped on a downed Ryu's 
head.

Ryu looked up seeing Gill's legs headed straight for his head. "I'm going to 
give you a taste of what I gave Sagat! SHORYUKEN!!!" Ryu leaped in the air, 
performing his trademark shoryuken, knocking his opponent out of the sky. 
Gill landed on his back with a thud and stood up immediately.

"I'm almost impressed." He simply said as he dusted himself off. Gill charged 
forward again with his shoulder, and Ryu counterattacked with a punch. As 
Gill slid foward, he ducked Ryu's punch and grabbed his neck! "I did say 
almost. Loser."

Holding Ryu up with his hand, Gill used he knee to slam into his abdomen 
and used his other fist to punch him in the face. Ryu raised his arm and brang 
his elbow down as hard as he could against Gill's forearm, but Gill didn't even 
feel it. In response, Gill crunched Ryu's neck harder and Ryu gasped for air. 
"The battle is over already. It appears you are obviously not as strong as 
everyone says. Now receive your death."

Gill squeezed Ryu's neck tighter and grinned. Ryu used every last breath of 
air he could find and used it to channel energy in one of his hands. When just 



enough energy was accumulated, he opened his hand right in front of Gill's 
face and a small ball of energy launched out, exploding right in his eyes.

Reeling back, Gill released Ryu and rubbed his face at the pain of the 
explosion. Ryu dropped to the ground and he used this opportunity to attack! 
"TATSUMAKISENPUUKYAKU!" One hit from Ryu's powerful hurricane kick 
to the head knocked Gill backwards and slammed him into the wall. 
"Underestimating your opponent will always lead to your defeat, monster!" 
Ryu said as he caught his breath.

"Heh heh," Gill laughed as he wiped the blood off his mouth, "it appears now 
you are showing your true abilities. This will be a battle we will both enjoy!" 
Gill stood up and charged ar Ryu with a barrage of punches. Ryu knew that 
blocking them would be an unwise maneuver, and he simply dodged each 
punch. When he saw an opening he delivered a elbow smash to the gut, and 
pushed him back with a side kick.

Angered, Gill raised his foot high above Ryu's head and came down with a 
powerful axe kick. "DIE!"

Ryu timed, and caught the leg coming down upon him, and said, "I'm afraid it 
will not be today!" Ryu jumped up as high in the air as he could with Gill's leg 
still in his grasp and flipped him over his head and slammed Gill's head right 
into the concrete with a sickening crack sound.

Exhausted, Ryu lowered his hands and stood in front of the body. It's over 
now. Ryu turned around and started to walk away when suddenly he looked 
over his shoulder and saw Gill's body float into

the air. Gill stood upright in midair and spread his body in an X formation 
channeling energy all thoughout himself.

"HA HA HA HA HA HA!!!" Gill laughed evilly, "YOU THINK YOU CAN 
DEFEAT ME??? I AM UNSTOPPABLE!!!" Ryu stood back into his fighting 
stance, waiting to see what Gill would attack with.

"NOW FEEL THE WRATH OF MY TRUE POWER!!!" Gill raised his hands in 
the air, and the earth shook beneath Ryu's feet. Ryu maintained balance, and 
began to see small rocks hit the ground. The rocks became larger and larger 
and eventually small meteors came crashing down! Ryu dodged and swatted 
as many as he could, but the laws of averages were against him and he was 



hit by multiple meteors. When the meteor shower was over, Ryu staggered, 
almost out of energy. Gill laughed once again. "YOU ARE A FOOL IF YOU 
THINK A PATHETIC PERSON WHO CALLS HIMSELF A WARRIOR CAN 
EVEN HURT ME!"

"This... battle... is... still... not finished!" Ryu responded.

"IT ENDS NOW PATHETIC HUMAN!" Gill rushed forward with another 
mighty shoulder charge hoping to finish a wounded Ryu... FOR GOOD!

Ryu, seeing the charge coming right for him, closed his eyes and 
concentrated all his remaining energy on one final blow. Gill's body still 
charged forward at Ryu and with closed eyes, Ryu ducked low and 
uppercutted Gill right in the stomach. Another uppercut to the stomach with 
the other fist was followed, and Ryu shouted, "SHIN..." Ryu completed his 
move by rising up with his fist with all his energy, "SHORYUKEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

Both Gill and Ryu soared sky high, and Ryu's most powerful punch took Gill's 
body flying right into the waves of crashing lava as Ryu landed safely on his 
legs. Gill's screams died out as his entire body was incinerated by the lake of 
intense liquid fire. Ryu knew the

battle was truly over now, feeling Gill's energy die along with him. Ryu bowed 
to the lake of lava, and turned and walked away.

***

"Whoa Ryu, you used your shin shoryuken on him eh?" Ken said, amused.

"Indeed. Never have I performed a more powerful move in my whole life," 
Ryu replied.

Eliza, wide eyed, said, "I'm just glad you made it back alive! You fought a 
monster!"

"And Uncle Ryu wasted him! He's way more powerful than Daddy! Uncle Ryu 
must be the best fighter... in the UNIVERSE!" Mel added.

Ken slapped the back of his head, a little insulted, "Hey now, Son! That's not 
for certain!"



Both Ryu and Eliza chuckled, and Ken gave his son a noogie. "Ok ok kiddo, 
why don't you go out and play with the dogs!"

"Ok Daddy!" Mel eagerly grabbed a baseball and ran outside.

"Kids... aren't they just something, honey?" Ken laughingly asked his wife as 
he kissed her on the forehead.

"Yes dear, he is the best thing that could have happened to us," she 
answered.

Ryu smiled, seeing his best friend so happy.

"So Ryu," Ken started, "Fei Long made a Hong Kong new movie, and it starts 
tonight in the US! It's called 'Flying Dragon II' the

eagerly awaited sequel to his first movie ever made! Wanna catch it? I got 
reserved seating just for us!"

"Would I ever!" Ryu answered gleefully.

***

"WOW DADDY! Remember the part when Uncle Fei Long punched that guy 
like a million times in like one minute? That was so cool!!!" Mel exclaimed as 
the group walked out the movie theater.

"Yep. That's Fei Long for you!" Ken replied as his put his hand on his son's 
shoulder and another hand around his wife's shoulder. Ryu walked by himself 
behind the Masters family, looking at the stars. "Hong Kong flicks never 
cease to amaze me, ha ha!" Ken continued.

"Hong Kong..." Ryu said aloud, "I... I haven't been there for the longest time."

Eliza looked over her shoulder. "Hong Kong? You want to go there Ryu?"

"I'd love to. It is such a nice place, and I could pay my respects to Grand 
Master Gen as well. He was a good friend of Master Gouken." Ryu replied.

"But you've only been here in SF for one day! Please stay longer at least!"



"Oh, of course my lady!" Ryu smiled, "Then I shall leave in about a week I 
suppose. Until then you two can show me more beautiful sights in this 
wonderful city!"

Ken smiled, "Anything for you good buddy." ***

A week later...

At the gate of SFO airport, Ryu hugged Eliza. "Goodbye Ryu, have a safe 
trip!"

"Farewell Eliza. I will miss you." Ryu reached over and gave Eliza a kiss on 
the cheek.

Ryu bent down and gave Mel a hug, too. "I'll miss ya Uncle Ryu!"

"I'll miss you too Mel! Oh, and here!" Ryu opened up his duffel bag and 
handed the boy a small carving of a dragon. "I carved it just for you!"

"Oh THANK YOU Uncle Ryu!" Mel screamed happily.

Ryu smiled and looked up at Ken who was smiling as well. "Just remember 
Ryu, one more round!" Ryu and Ken gave each other a huge best friend hug.

"Farewell my good friend. May our paths cross again very soon."

Ryu waved to Ken, Eliza and Mel, and walked down the ramp that led to the 
plane that would take him on his next journey.

"I'm surprised you talked him into flying this time, dear!" Eliza said as she 
watched Ryu leave.

"Well, I just told him that if he flew I'd give him an even bigger feast next time 
he came!" Ken and Eliza laughed together and the Masters family walked 
back to their home arm in arm.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 5 - Illusions

By Night

Hong Kong

Chun-Li walked throughout the large city of HK with a shopping bag held in 
one arm. Gen let her have the day off and she decided to take full advantage 



of it. Looking across the street, she saw the airport and in the distance saw 
many planes landing. "Must be tourist season," she thought to herself. 
Walking by a window, she then noticed a complete blue and black sport outfit 
at a very good price. Chun-Li jumped up and smiled with glee. Oh! It looks so 
cute! I GOTTA have that!

Some time later, Chun-Li walked out of the store, now with two bags in her 
arms. Such a cute outfit! she thought as she smiled to herself. A small breeze 
passed by, blowing through her hair, causing her short bangs to slightly flow. 
She closed her eyes, turning her head aside and clung her to bags in 
response to the sudden chill. Her eyes reopened, and her view was looking 
across the street. Everything then began to happen in slow motion. She saw 
something she didn't think she'd ever see again. It was him. The white gi. The 
red bandanna. The duffel bag. It had to be him. Across the street, Chun-Li 
saw Ryu was walking in the opposite direction. Is he really here? Did he... 
come for me...? Chun-Li's heartbeat increased and she held her bags closer 
to her, almost crushing the contents inside.

"Chun? Is that you?" said a voice. Time suddenly came back to normal as 
Chun-Li turned her head to the person now talking to her. She had long hair, 
almost similar to Linn's, and was dressed in a casual t-shirt and jeans. "Oh, 
Maki, is that you?" she responded.

"That's me!" Maki smiled.

Chun-Li jerked her head back to see if Ryu was still there, but he was gone. 
Where... how... was it just an illusion? Chun-Li thought to herself.

"Chun? You all right?" Maki continued.

"Oh... yes. I just thought I saw something. Must've been my imagination. So 
what are you doing all the way here in HK?"

"Well, Guy and Rina wanted to go on like some 'international shopping 
vacation' and these were one of the hot spots. So we just stopped here and 
next stop is Singapore! I just wanted to tag along, being Guy's best friend and 
all!"

"So why are you here all by yourself? Where are Guy and Rina?"



Mika rolled her eyes. "They had to spend some 'time alone', leaving poor me 
to walk out here all by myself. But it's a good thing I bumped into you eh?"

"Alone huh? I know that feeling..." Chun-Li sighed. She turned her head to 
look back across the street one more time. Nothing.

"Aw, it's ok! At least I bumped into you and now we can hang out together! So 
how about lunch?"

"S-Sure! I wasn't doing much later anyway!" "Okay, let's go then!"
***

"Ohhhhhhh... so THAT'S why you looked so weird and kept looking back 
there! I thought I saw a karate guy before I saw you!" Maki laughed as she 
sipped her iced tea.

"Yeah... when I thought I saw him... my heart missed a beat and then it just 
kept beating faster and faster," Chun-Li sighed, digging through her noodles 
with her chopsticks.

"Why didn't you just call out to him or run after him? I would've understood!"

"I... I just froze up... I didn't know what to do... I wasn't even sure it was him!"

"Well, I KNOW I saw some guy dressed in a white gi and red bandanna 
holding a duffel bag! Who else COULD it be? And if you're not completely 
sure, go ask Master Gen! He'd probably know if the greatest fighter in the 
world is here in HK!"

"I suppose you're right. Maybe I'll ask him right after lunch, but then I'd be 
leaving you all alone!"

"Oh, don't worry! I'll probably return to the hotel in a couple o' hours anyway! 
We can hang out 'till then!"

"Hehe! Ok!" Both Chun-Li and Maki finished up their lunches, paid the bill and 
headed out back to the street.

***

The two women walked down the sidewalk, their arms filled with bags full of 
clothes. Many young men passing by them gave them more-than-long-



enough looks. Maki smiled back at them while Chun-Li tried her best to 
ignore them.

"Hehe what's wrong Chun? It's all part of the fun getting looks from guys!" 
Maki laughed.

Chun-Li looked down at the ground, "I don't know. I just don't like it when a 
guy just 'checks me out'. I want a guy to look at me for who I am, not just how 
I look..."

Maki smiled, "You're hoping that Ryu can look at you like that don't you?"

Chun-Li's heart missed another beat. "Y-Yes. But I don't know if he even 
THINKS about... love."

"Well, you're just gonna have to MAKE him think about it! You've got charm, 
Chun. If you use that charm, there's no way he can resist you!"

"That is... if I can ever find him..."

"You will find him! I know you will! Believe in fate, Chun! Fate will bring you 
two together and keep you together forever!"

"You're always so positive, Maki," Chun-Li smiled, "but I never believed in 
fate... but I guess a woman can still hope."

"Don't worry. One way or another, I just know you'll end up with him. You love 
him so much that I can't see how he couldn't accept you! But one thing I gotta 
tell you... once you find him... don't ever let him outta your sight. Grab hold of 
him and never let him go! The more you're in contact with him, the more he'll 
feel comfortable being with you. Then the two of you can freely exchange 
your feelings with one another!"

"But... when will I know when I can tell him how I feel?" "You will know. Your 
heart will tell you."

Chun-Li closed her eyes and held her bags close against her chest. "I sure 
hope so..."

"Hey... I'm just wondering... what do you really see in that guy anyway?" Maki 
asked.



"Ryu... he... he's so nice... with calm eyes... very gentle... single- minded... 
and sooo naive and shy. I guess it's his shyness mainly that attracts me. I 
know there's a heart beneath that hardened fighter shell that wants to touch 
someone. And I want to be that person that helps him discover his own 
heart... and be the person

that he touches with it," Chun-Li answered, holding her items close to her 
heart.

Maki sighed, "Wow... what a guy... well, we still got about a half- hour before I 
should be going back to Guy and Rina, so let's not waste time! Let's clean out 
whatever's left to be cleaned!" Maki speeded up her pace as she began to 
quickly run down the street completely swamped with stores.

"Okay, but wait for me!" Chun-Li called out, following close behind.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 6 - Favors

By Night

What a crowded city Ryu thought as he walked through the streets. Left and 
right he looked, and saw numerous people, cars, bicycles, and an endless 
chain of stores along the sidewalks. Easily sticking out from the crowd, Ryu 
also received many looks from the people passing him. It was unusual seeing 
a Japanese man dressed in his uniform walking through the crowded city of 
Hong Kong. Even some young women passing by gave him warm smiles. 
Ryu merely blushed and kept walking straight.

The sounds of students training could be heard as Ryu finally reached his 
destination. He entered the dojo waiting room and observed the class. Such 
unique fighting styles. Taking on the forms of creatures of nature. Perhaps I 
shall learn the basics of this style one day he thought to himself. In the front 
of the class he saw Grand Master Gen, old, but still healthy and in top fighting 
condition. It was only a few minutes until Gen realized he had a visitor and 
when he finally saw who it was, he immediately turned to one of his aides to 
relieve him and take over.

Ryu smiled as Gen headed in his direction and bowed before him when he 
approached. "Grand Master, it is the greatest honor to see you again," Ryu 
said respectfully.



Gen put a hand on Ryu's shoulder and laughed, "Grand Master? My son, 
have you forgotten how much we elder warriors dislike being reminded of our 
old age?"

Smiling Ryu replied, "My deepest apologies. But indeed you are no doubt a 
Grand Master and it would be of disrespect to call you otherwise."

"Your honor never leaves you, my young warrior. But first, let us go into my 
office and catch up on things!"

"Of course Gran..." Ryu paused, "er... Master."

Gen's office was filled with various weapons, trophies gained from his 
younger years, and pictures of numerous people. Ryu noticed an 
autographed picture of Fei Long, his grandsons Yun and Yang, who were 
currently in the dojo training, and various other students who trained under 
the great Grand Master.

"Have a seat, my son," Gen said as he sat behind his desk.

Ryu nodded and pulled out the seat across from the desk and sat down.

"So, young Ryu," Gen started, "what brings you here to Hong Kong?"

"Well Master, after seeing Fei Long's new movie in the United States, I was 
reminded how long it has been since I have been here," Ryu answered.

"Ah, so you saw 'Flying Dragon II'? By far the best sequel ever made. So you 
just saw the movie and just decided to fly here?"

"I knew you were here training students, so I decided to pay my respects to 
you. You were after all, one of my late master's greatest allies."

Gen's face began to take a concerned look. "I see. You wish to still seek 
advice from me on dealing with loss of your master?"

"I have gotten over that some time ago, but I still feel that his... departure... 
was unjust. During the last tournament, I failed to find Akuma."

"Ah, I heard all about your victory against Gill. He was definitely a powerful 
opponent."



"But I still did not find Akuma... However, during the battles I fought... I DID 
sense his evil presence. But I just could not find him anywhere!"

"Akuma is an elusive one, Ryu. I fear that he has been watching you... 
observing how you fight. He wants to see your full potential. I can only 
assume he hasn't presented himself to you because there's more he wants to 
see."

Ryu looked at Gen in awe. "But... I was nearly defeated by Gill. I did indeed 
use all I had in order to defeat him!"

"Maybe. But perhaps, Ryu, you have more power within you that has not 
been unleashed. This is the power Akuma seeks."

Trembling, Ryu looked down at the floor. "But I... I cannot! I know Akuma only 
wants me to... discover my evil intent! I mustn't! It is not a warrior's way fight 
with evil..."

Gen reached over and put his hands on Ryu's shoulders. "Do not worry, my 
son. As a... Grand Master... I know that you are one of the strongest willed 
warriors I have ever witnessed in all my years of fighting and teaching. I know 
that you are strong enough never to give into Akuma's words."

"Perhaps. But... deep in the recesses of my body, I know there IS untapped 
power I have not yet unleashed... I really can feel it."

Looking down at Ryu, Gen gently said, "I know too, Ryu. Like Akuma, I too 
know that there IS indeed more power within you that you have not yet 
realized. But Akuma wants you to unleash it quickly and realize how much 
devastation you can truly deal. I on the other hand believe there is a way you 
can unharness your true power, but without giving into evil."

Puzzled, Ryu asked, "Without giving into evil?"

Gen leaned back in his chair. "Ryu, we all have evil sides within ourselves. 
You. Me. My students. My grandchildren. All of us. Sometimes, anger is what 
makes us powerful. When we become angry and use it to battle... we lose 
ourselves in the anger itself. But since you are one capable of channeling 
pure energy throughout yourself, the anger you use could turn the energy into 
evil energy. Satsui No Hado... if you choose to fight angrily too much... Satsui 



No Hado may eventually consume you. That is exactly what happened to 
Akuma."

"Akuma... his hate for his master and his brother... my master... made him... 
a... a DEMON!"

"I know, Ryu. And he's only using Gouken's defeat to anger you. To make 
you remember how close he was to you so you can use your anger when you 
fight him. But I know that you are strong enough not to give into this."

"But what can I do, Master? If I ever face him... I know all I'll think about is 
Master Gouken..."

"Be strong, Ryu. There is a way to find your power without giving into your 
hate. And once you unleash your power in this way... you'll be free to use it 
without ever worrying about Satsui No Hado."

"Master! You must tell me! I need to know how!"

Gen frowned, "Sorry, my young warrior. But the answer lies within you and 
you must find it yourself."

Disappointed, Ryu could only say, "I... I see."

Gen kept his hand on Ryu's shoulder. "Do not fear! The answer may be 
closer than you think!"

Just then the door to the office opened. "Um... sifu? Are you..." the woman 
who opened the door completely froze.

Ryu froze as well as he couldn't believe his eyes. He looked at Gen, and back 
at the woman. He looked back at Gen and looked past his shoulders to see a 
picture of the same woman on top of a cabinet behind him.

"Chun-Li? I thought I gave you the day off? What brings you back here?" Gen 
asked, not aware of what was going on between the two younger people.

Chun-Li gasped. "R...Ryu...! It... it really IS you!" Her heart suddenly speeded 
up as if a lover had returned from a long voyage to the woman he loves.

"Ch...Chun-Li... I... I never thought I'd see you here! You... train under Master 
Gen now?" he asked as he stood up.



Chun-Li didn't answer. She only ran up to Ryu and wrapped her arms around 
him and hugged him tightly.

"Ch-Chun-Li...! I..." Ryu suddenly stopped in his words as he felt Chun-Li's 
body tightly against him. He could feel the firmness of her breasts lightly 
press up against his chest, and he began to tremble. He blushed heavily, and 
in response to the feelings, he wrapped his

arms around her waist to hug her back, pressing her body even deeper 
against his.

... I... I'm... finally in the strong arms of the man I...

"Interesting. I was unaware the two of you knew each other this much!" Gen 
finally said, interrupting Chun-Li's thoughts.

Shocked, Chun-Li immediately let go of Ryu and blushed in embarrassment. 
"Oh! I'm... I'm so sorry Ryu! I-It's just that I haven't seen you for a long time 
and I-" she stammered.

Ryu, feeling a small tingle on his chest where Chun-Li's breasts once were, 
was blushing as well. "It... it's ok!"

Gen, knowing both Ryu's and Chun-Li's questions finally said, "Chun-Li, Ryu 
is here visiting Hong Kong to pay his respects to me. And Ryu, yes Chun-Li 
has been training under me for quite a while and has already mastered the 
arts of both the praying mantis and the crane! She came to me after the 
second Street Fighter tournament after Bison's defeat and decided to teach 
other students not to use revenge as a motive for fighting. And she has done 
her job well."

"Oh... I see," Both Ryu and Chun-Li said simultaneously. They both looked at 
each other, still embarrassed and laughed again.

"So Ryu, where are you planning on staying?" Gen asked. "Well Master, I 
guess I'll just stay at a hotel for to-"

"No!" Chun-Li interrupted, "Why waste your money on a hotel when you... you 
can stay at my place?!"

"But Chun-Li! I cannot impose upon you!" Ryu said in an honorable manner.



"No no no! It's no problem Ryu! Really! And by staying at my place I can 
show you around the city easier!"

"But wouldn't it be inconvient for a man to be in a woman's sanctuar-"

"Ryu!" Gen interrupted, "Have you forgotten that it is ungrateful to refuse a 
favor?"

Ryu, completely caught off guard, lowered his head, "Indeed I have forgotten. 
You are quite right, Master." Ryu looked back at Chun-Li accidentally 
focusing straight into her brown eyes. He was completely dazzled by how her 
eyes had a certain sparkle. They're so beautiful I could stare at them 
forever... he thought. Not wanted to be too focused for too long, Ryu broke 
out of his daydream and finally said, "Okay, I'll go with you back to your place, 
Chun-Li. Thank you so much for the offer."

Chun-Li smiled happily. "Yay! Then let's go! There's so much I want to talk to 
you about!" She grabbed hold of Ryu's arm pulling him quickly out of Gen's 
office.

"Wait! Chun-Li!" Gen called out, "You never told me why you came to see 
me!"

"Oh... well sifu, I just wanted to ask if you saw Ryu! And I guess I know the 
answer now!" she playfully replied.

Smiling, Gen said, "Ah. Well then feel free to take the day off tomorrow and 
any other day you wish to spend with him!"

"Really? Oh sifu, Thank you soooo much!" Chun-Li squeezed Ryu's arm even 
harder.

"Ow..." Ryu winced.

"Oops! Sorry!" Chun-Li excitedly said as she rubbed the part where she 
squeezed.

"You two have a good time now you hear?" Gen yelled out as Chun-Li and 
Ryu left the dojo.

"Oh we will sifu! We will!" Chun-Li yelled back, pulling Ryu to her apartment 
as fast as she could.



Gen went back into the training area to relieve his aide. As he continued to 
instruct his students he thought to himself, Ryu... perhaps you have found the 
answer already...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 7 - Emotions

By Night

The door opened, and Ryu and Chun-Li walked in the apartment. Chun-Li 
turned on the lights and headed for the refrigerator. "Need something to 
drink? Must've been a long flight!" she asked.

"Sure, I can definitely use a refreshment," Ryu answered as he set down his 
duffel bag. He observed his surroundings of the place he'd be spending for 
the night and perhaps the following nights. Chun-Li had a small, nicely 
decorated kitchen, and neatly organized living room complete with a high 
quality entertainment center, futon and other miscellaneous furniture. 
Definitely a woman's place Ryu thought to himself.

"Iced tea ok, Ryu?" Chun-Li asked.

"Iced tea is perfect," Ryu said. He walked towards the door to Chun-Li's 
bedroom and took a peek inside. He took notice of trophies, and hanging on 
the wall, her blue Chinese uniform she wore during the second Street Fighter 
tournament. Ryu smiled to himself, Very rare to see such a powerful female 
warrior. Below her

uniform was a nightstand which had a large picture of a man, with candles 
around it.

"That's my father," Chun-Li quietly said, as she handed a cup of iced tea to a 
startled Ryu.

"He must've been a very important man," Ryu replied. He was still a little 
shaken at how Chun-Li was able to approach him without him sensing her. 
She definitely did not intend on approaching me with stealth... yet she was 
still able to do it... and so easily and gracefully... he thought.

"Yes, he was," Chun-Li weakly said, "but... thanks to you, he is finally 
justified, and I have so much to thank you for that!"

Ryu smiled, "I'm just grateful you are happy. I require nothing more from you."



Chun-Li made a twisted smile and poked Ryu in the chest. "Well, one way or 
another big guy, I'm gonna repay you. I promise!" She continued to playfully 
poke at Ryu's chest until he finally pushed away her arm and backed away 
from her.

Blushing, Ryu ran a hand through the back part of his hair. "O-okay, if you 
must insist! Just don't go overboard!" Ryu slowly sipped at his iced tea and 
continued looking inside Chun-Li's room. He saw many bags filled with 
clothes next to a full sized bed. She must shop a lot... Ryu thought as he took 
another sip, and that bed... definitely enough for more than one person. Ryu 
shook quickly as he realized what was going through his head. Why was I 
thinking that...?

"Don't worry Ryu, I'll find a nice way to repay you! So how 'bout we sit down 
and chat a bit?" Chun-Li offered, as she sat down on her futon, patting the 
empty space right next to her.

"S-Sure," Ryu said, getting his thoughts together. He walked over to futon 
and sat about a foot's distance to where Chun-Li sat.

"I heard about your battle with Gill. You almost... almost..." Chun-Li started.

"It happens. But miracles happen too, Chun-Li," Ryu finished as he took 
another sip.

"I'm just glad you're all right! I get worried about you sometimes... worried that 
one day when you go into battle with some unknown opponent... you may not 
win!"

"That is all a part of the fight," Ryu smiled, "Seeing how powerful you truly are 
as you battle more and more powerful opponents!"

"Oh Ryu, you are just too much!" Chun-Li laughed, "So after you won the 
tournament what did you do?"

"I went back to the States to see Ken again. He's the same as usual, but he's 
so much more focused now on his family more than anything. I just hope that 
it doesn't affect his training..."

"It won't! When there are people you love so much, you'll think about them all 
the time when you fight! Like how I always thought of Father everytime I 
fought! You... you think of your late master don't you?"



Ryu finished his tea and placed the cup on the coffee table and looked down, 
"Yes. During each and every fight. Before fighting a powerful opponent, I 
always look up in the sky telling him that if I lose, I'll be joining him."

"NO! Don't even think that!" Chun-Li shrieked, "You mustn't think like that 
Ryu! If... if you lose, then you'll be leaving so many people!" Ryu looked up at 
Chun-Li, realizing he said the wrong choice of

words. "Ken... Guy... Gen sifu... and... many others... will all be so sad if you 
ever leave them! You have admirers all around the entire world! The planet 
will weep..." A tear began to form in Chun-Li's eye.

"I'm... I'm sorry if I upsetted you, Chun-Li," Ryu said apologetically, "I never 
realized that I meant so much to more than just the people I know."

Chun-Li wiped her eye, and smiled. "It's okay, Ryu. Just the thought of losing 
a... friend... just tears me apart."

"Don't worry Chun-Li. I won't ever leave this planet... not while Akuma still 
eludes me." Ryu said as he clenched his fist.

"You didn't find him during the tournament?"

"No... but I knew he was there. I felt his evil aura... as if he was watching me."

"Oh my... and you couldn't find him?"

"He was hiding from me. I'm sure I only would've found him if he allowed me 
to. But he was probably just hiding... watching to see how much power I'd use 
when I would fight... seeing if I'd... unleash Satsui No Hado!" Ryu brought his 
head down and his hands to his knees.

"Satsui No Hado?" Chun-Li asked, completely curious.

"It's... the evil power that can be used to increase the power of the pure 
energy I use. If I fight using anger, then the power of it will channel through 
my energy tapping body... increasing my power... to levels I fear I won't be 
able to control..."

"But in your battles, you fight with complete skill, not anger! You once told 
that to Sagat after beating him again in the second tournament!"



"I know... but if I ever fight with Akuma... I'll just remember what he did to 
Master. I want to kill him... but that's exactly what he wants out of me."

"How come he wants you? He can't find other person?"

"Because the energy I use in battle... it's the only type of energy that can be 
affected by Satsui No Hado. Ken and I were the last people trained to 
channel that type of energy. Ken cannot tap his energy as well as I can, so 
that's why Akuma wants only me."

Chun-Li was wide-eyed through the entire conversation. "Wow..."

"I just hope I don't ever have to submit to Satsui No Hado... but I know when I 
face Akuma, I'll just be thinking of Master!" Ryu brought his head down 
further.

Chun-Li moved closer to him, putting her hand on his hand which was resting 
on his knee. "I know you're very strong, Ryu. And I know you won't ever give 
into your evil side. You are such a gentle person to do so," she said gently.

Ryu nearly jumped at the warm touch of her gentle hand. "Ch... Chun-Li..." 
was all he could say...

Again, she moved over to get closer to him, and Ryu didn't move. She smiled 
and decided to move even closer to be right next to him, wondering how 
close she can get before he begins to move back. Ryu noticed that she was 
doing this... but he still didn't move. His hand was completely warmed by 
hers, and he sniffed the air and could smell a sweet scent coming from her 
hair. Her... her scent... he thought, completely forgetting what he was talking 
about

earlier, ...her hair... smells so... clean and fresh... Ryu couldn't quite 
understand the sort of effect Chun-Li was having over him. Her presence 
seemed to weaken him... something he's never felt before in the presence of 
anyone else. He felt her hand squeeze his gently and he began to blush a 
bright shade of red.

"What's wrong?" Chun-Li said softly. She used her other hand and reached 
up to touch Ryu's cheek. "You're blushing profusely..." She stared straight 
into his eyes and for the first time, she saw emotion in them. His pupils were 
wide, and his body was lightly trembling. He was in fear... he was completely 



nervous... and Chun-Li.. losing herself in what she was doing... continued to 
advance on him. "You're sweating too..." She gently used a finger and wiped 
off a bead of sweat near his cheek bone, and continued to touch his cheek 
with her warm palm.

Ryu didn't do anything... he'd become completely lost in her advances. He 
continued to sit... letting her do whatever she wanted and was... enjoying it. 
For the first time ever in his life, he'd never felt this warm feeling that was 
going through him. His heart was racing and he began to feel weak and faint. 
His eyes never left Chun-Li's... he couldn't release himself from her beautiful 
gaze. He'd become hers...

"Oh..." Chun-Li finally said in a rather seductive voice, "your heart... it's 
beating so fast..." She put moved her hand from his cheek, and put it on his 
bare chest, beneath the folds of his gi. She could feel his heart pounding, 
almost threatening to explode. The firmness of his chest almost made her 
want to completely pounce on him. But she decided to take her time...

Ryu didn't know much longer he could hold back. He was lost in the feelings 
she was giving him, and he didn't know whether he should stop her... or join 
in. He's never felt these type of feelings before...

these feelings of passion. He saw her as a good friend, and he didn't expect 
that she felt this deeply for him.

But tonight... he began to see her as much more than just a friend now. She's 
shown her feelings for him without words... by just action alone. And just as 
he was getting his thoughts together, he felt Chun-Li's hand move from his 
chest, and onto on his shoulder. Her hand that was on top of his squeezed it 
even tighter, and she pulled him closer to her. Her mouth opened slightly and 
her lips drew closer to closer to his with each moment. He felt himself moving 
closer too, and he could feel the heat of her warm breath against his lips.

"Ryu..." Chun-Li slowly said...

Ryu moved even closer... but out of sheer will power... he lowered his head 
and turned it to the side. "Ch... Chun-Li... we... we mustn't."

Chun-Li felt her heart sink a little. "Oh... Ryu... but I..."



Looking for words to say, Ryu blurted, "I'm... s-sorry... I... I've only been here 
for one day... and... I..."

Squeezing his hand again, Chun-Li interrupted, "Oh... Don't apologize Ryu... I 
should be the one who's sorry. I was seducing you... and I got lost in what I 
was doing. I'm so sorry." Chun-Li began to almost cry... the physical moments 
were gone... but the emotions were not.

"Please don't think I hate you, Chun-Li... I really don't. I like you as a friend... 
but tonight... I..." Ryu paused.

"You...?" Chun-Li asked eagerly waiting for him to answer.

"I... I don't know... I just need more time with myself to sort out my feelings... 
I've just never experienced these type of moments..." he fumbled.

A tear escaped Chun-Li's eye. "Ryu... if you feel at all uncomfortable with me 
or what I did... you can leave me if you want... I'll understand."

"No! I'm not uncomfortable at all... I... I just want to see... my true feelings for 
you. This was all so sudden... and I just want to be absolutely sure about 
what I feel about you."

Chun-Li smiled through her tears. He... he doesn't hate me! she thought, I 
just wonder... what his... true feelings are... I just hope they are what I think 
they are...

Ryu wiped away the tears running down Chun-Li's cheeks and put his finger 
underneath her chin. "Maybe... maybe we should just call it a night then."

"S-Sure..." she said as she slowly stood up and took Ryu's empty cup to the 
sink.

"I suppose I'll sleep here..." Ryu said, but Chun-Li interrupted him. "No... 
sleep in my room. You had a long flight!"
"But I can't impose on-"
"Have you forgotten? It's ungrateful to refuse a favor!"

Caught off guard again, Ryu looked down, smiling. "You are quite right. 
Thank you so much."



Ryu took his duffel bag and walked into her bedroom, looking back at her as 
he entered. As he looked into her eyes, he remembered the conversation he 
first had with Ken when he first arrived in San

Francisco. Ken... he thought, perhaps you were right. I just hope... hope I 
don't lose her.

"Good night, Chun-Li," he said aloud.

Chun-Li looked back at him, seeing that he was thinking about something. 
Thinking about her. Her heart warmed, and she reached up and held her 
hands at her chest. "Good night, Ryu."

Ryu walked in the bedroom and closed the door behind him.

Unfolding the futon, Chun-Li thought deeply about what happened tonight. 
She knows now that she has a chance to enter Ryu's heart. And she knows 
now that she truly loves him. Everything on her mind ever since the end of 
the second Street Fighter tournament was about him. She would do anything 
and everything for him. She truly wanted to let him see that there's so much 
more to life than just the fight. She wanted to show him love... and receive his 
love in return. She knew, deep down within him, he held a huge heart that 
was waiting to be opened up to someone. She just hoped that gentle heart 
could be hers.

Finishing unfolding the futon out, she pulled up a blanket and slowly tucked 
herself in. She reached up and turned out the light. Resting her head on the 
pillow, she slowly closed her eyes, thinking of nothing but Ryu.

Oh Ryu... at least now I know... there is a chance for us.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 8 - Dreams

By Night

"So Ryu," a long blond-haired young boy in a red gi said, facing Ryu in a 
fighting stance, "I heard there's some girlie you like haha!"

"Enough, Ken!" Ryu retorted, also in the same stance, "I... she... I just have to 
sort out my feelings with her that's all!" Both warriors

were standing in a forest, the forest both had trained in from the beginning.



"So it's true Ryu! You got yourself a girlfriend hahahah!" Ken just stood there 
laughing at him.

"I've had it with your insolence!" Ryu charged at Ken with a punch, but Ken 
somehow quickly jumped over him and jumped on his back.

"Ryu and Chun-Liiiiiiiiii hahaha!" Ken put a fist on the back of Ryu's head and 
gave him a big noogie.

"How do you already know her name? How do you-" Ryu started to say.

"RYU!" a booming voice shouted from on top of a nearby mountain. Both 
students looked up, seeing a towering figure holding what appeared to be a 
body. Neither Ryu nor Ken could see his face, for the sun blinded their vision. 
The figure threw the bundle down to the rocky ground right in front of Ryu. 
Ryu was in complete horror.

"S-S-S-S-S-SENSEI!!!!!" he screamed. He did not want to believe what he 
was seeing in front of him. The body laid still, spraying blood. Ryu clenched 
his fists and looked back up at the mountain, but the towering figure that 
stood there was gone. Ryu turned his head in every direction. He noticed that 
Ken was gone as well. "WHERE ARE YOU DEMON?! WHERE IS KEN? 
SHOW YOURSELF!"

"RYU!" the voice said again, "IT IS YOUR DESTINY TO BECOME THE 
STRONGEST WARRIOR IN EXISTENCE. JUST UNLEASH... YOUR TRUE 
POWER!!!"

"No!!! I will not!" Ryu screamed into the air.

"YOU WILL! YOU WILL UNCOVER YOUR UNTAPPED ENERGY AND 
SHOW THIS WORLD THE TRUE MEANING OF POWER!"

"Don't listen to him, Ryu!" said another voice. It was a gentle female voice this 
time... and she was running towards him.

"Ch... Chun-Li!" Ryu turned his head, seeing her running towards him with her 
arms open...

"FOOL. YOU HAVE LET THIS YOUNG ONE MAKE YOU WEAK. THOSE 
WHO GET IN THE WAY SHALL BE DESTROYED!!!" As the voice concluded 



its sentence, the ground began to shake and break apart. Chun-Li lost her 
footing and fell on her knees... and the ground opened up beneath her!

"Ryuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu!!!" she screamed as she plummeted down the dark 
abyss.

"Chun-Li!!!!!" Ryu ran and dived down the hole she fell into. He positioned his 
body straight so he would generate less friction and be able to reach her. 
"Chun-Li... I'm coming!" He finally reached her and took her into her arms... 
but still continued falling... and falling...

***
"Chun-Li!" Ryu screamed.

"Ryu! What's wrong?" the door opened and Chun-Li stormed inside in her 
pajamas and quickly sat at the side of the bed.

Ryu was breathing heavily and his body was sweating. "Ch... Chun- Li..."

"It's okay Ryu. It was only a dream. It's morning now," she said gently, wiping 
off a bead of sweat from his face. Chun-Li smiled to herself... wondering if 
she should try repeating what she did the night before. Oh come on, Chun... 
the guy had a bad dream! Well,

at least give him SOME comfort... She reached behind his head and slowly 
untied his red bandanna. "Jeez, you're sweating like crazy!" She removed the 
bandanna and wiped his forehead clean of the sweat with it. When she was 
done, she reached over and kissed his forehead gently. Putting a hand on his 
shoulder, she finally said, "So tell me about your dream..."

"It... it was terrible..." Ryu started, "It was as if I was re-living the moment 
went my master was killed by Akuma..."

"Oh Ryu, that's so terrible..." Chun-Li continued to wipe sweat from his face 
as he continued explaining his dream.

"And... you... you were in it..."

Chun-Li's eyes widened. "Wow! I was? What happened to me...?"

"Well... the dream is starting to fade away from me but... all I remember is 
that Akuma summoned tremendous power and suddenly you were falling... 



and I... I jumped in after to try and save you... but we both just kept falling and 
falling... and that's when I woke up."

"So that's why you called out my name...! And you actually jumped down after 
me to catch me while I fell??? Oh, that's soooo romantic!" Chun-Li sighed.

Ryu blushed, "Heh..." He was still unsure of his true feelings for Chun-Li, but 
after having this dream... he knew his he was coming closer to knowing them.

"Well, now that we're both awake, I guess I'll just make some breakfast then!"

"Sure, that sounds perfect." Ryu regained his strength, and finally got up out 
of the bed, taking his bandanna with him. "I suppose I should take a shower 
then."

"Oh, okay, I'll show you where the bathroom is." Chun-Li led him out of her 
bedroom and pointed to where the bathroom was located. Ryu walked in 
while Chun-Li headed for the kitchen. Shortly after opening the refrigerator, 
she heard Ryu turn on the shower faucets and heard the jets of water 
running. Wow... Ryu... all to myself. And last night was something special... 
even though nothing happened... but it was still special... she thought to 
herself. She searched through the fridge to see what she should make for the 
morning meal. She took out some eggs, meats and butter. The reached up 
and opened a cabinet and pulled out a box of pancake mix. Hmmm... I guess 
I can make him a western style breakfast!

A few minutes later, she already had on the dining table two plates with two 
buttermilk pancakes each, complete with an omlette topped with salsa, bacon 
and sausage. There! Sure hope he likes it! Hmm... guess I should fix 
MYSELF up then... she headed back to her bedroom to go change.

After getting her clothes from her drawer, Chun-Li slowly pulled down her 
pajama bottoms down to the floor. She placed her hands at the bottom of her 
top she slowly pulled up her top off over her head. As she placed her top on 
the bed she realized something, Wait a second... I don't hear the water 
running anymore... Then she heard footsteps. Chun-Li gasped. The door 
opened and Ryu, dressed only in a towel walked into the bedroom and 
suddenly stopped as he saw the beautiful figure in front of him.



Ryu gasped as he saw Chun-Li, only in her white bra and panties... and 
Chun-Li shrieked and grabbed her top to try to protect her modesty. Ryu 
awoke from his daze by her scream, and he

immediately turned away. "I-I-I'm so sorry Chun-Li! I d-didn't know you were 
in here getting dressed! I-"

"It's okay, it's okay!" she quickly returned, "Just get out so I can finish 
changing!"

Ryu left the room at the speed of a lightning bolt hitting the earth. He went 
back into the bathroom to catch his breath, and agonized over what he just 
saw. That... that was... n... nice...! Ryu lightly blushed, but quickly shook his 
head No... you mustn't think of such things!

Chun-Li finished putting on her shirt and untied her hair buns and combed out 
any knots in her hair. I-I can't believe he saw me! But... he did look real cute 
just in a towel and that bandanna... She blushed as well not aware Ryu was 
doing the same in the other room. And I guess I shouldn't be mad at him for 
seeing me... that was probably the most skin he's seen a woman ever in his 
life so far! Maybe I should've... taken it all off! She giggled at the thought but 
quickly shook her head. Now THAT'S going a little too far, Chun!

Leaving her bedroom Chun-Li called out to Ryu who was still in the bathroom. 
"It's okay Ryu! I'm done! Just get dressed and meet me at the table!"

"Okay," he responded as he marched out the bathroom still just in his towel 
and bandanna. Chun-Li blushed at the sight of his well- built body and 
watched him until he closed her door to her room.

Some time later...

"Wow Chun-Li! That was... just as good as what I had at Ken's!" Ryu 
commented as he finished the last bit of food on his plate.

Chun-Li smiled, "Hey! Glad you liked it! I'd be glad to make it again tomorrow 
morning too!"

Ryu leaned back in his chair and put his hands on his tummy. "So... do you 
have anything planned today?"



"Well, actually by an amazing coincidence Guy and his wife Rina are here 
visiting along with Maki!"

"Guy?!" Ryu said as his ears sprang up, "Are you serious? I have not seen 
him for the longest time!"

"Yep! It's the truth! They're going on an international shopping spree and this 
is one of their locations! I ran into Maki before I ran into you back at the dojo 
and she left me the number to her hotel! I can call them up right now and ask 
if we can go hang out with them!"

Ryu smiled, "Guy... at last I get to see you once again. Well, let's get going 
then!"

Chun-Li went over to the front door where her purse hanged and dug out the 
piece of paper where she wrote down the hotel number. Picked up the phone 
and quickly dialed up the number that Maki had left her. She held the phone 
between her ear and her shoulder and while awaiting an answer, Ryu looked 
up at her, smiling. She smiled back, knowing Ryu was anxious to see his old 
friend again. "Oh... hello? Maki? Yeah it's me Chun! I'm fine! Yep, you were 
definitely right, it WAS him! He's at my place right now! Yup! For real!"

Wow... women sure change when they talk on the phone... Ryu thought to 
himself.

"...well anyway," Chun-Li continued while on the phone, "I was wondering if 
like Ryu and I could like tag along with the three of you! I wanted to show him 
around the city and going shopping with

you three would be perfect! And Ryu could finally see Guy again! Really? It's 
okay? All right! Okay! We'll leave right now! All right, bye bye!" Chun-Li 
pressed the button to shut off her cordless and smiled to Ryu. "Well, they said 
to meet in front of their hotel right now! We'll take a cab!"

"Okay! I can't wait! Just let me get my stuff..." Ryu went back into Chun-Li's 
room to get his duffel bag, but Chun-Li ran in after him.

"No no no, you'll need a free hand! You're gonna be carrying a LOT of stuff 
by the end of today, big guy! I'm gonna get you a whole new wardrobe!" 
Chun-Li teased as she squeezed his muscles.



"Well, at least let me take some cash..." Ryu reached in his duffel bag and 
took out many Hong Kong currency bills.

Chun-Li grew wide eyed and could see that the money in Ryu's hand added 
up to a very high four digit number. "Wow! Where'd you get that kinda cash? 
And in HK currency?"

Ryu chuckled, "Well, I've fought here many times in the past and kept the 
earnings from winning. And since I never have to pay rent and only buy 
suffient rations, it adds up pretty nicely."

Laughing, Chun-Li punched Ryu in the arm, "Well, put that in a safe place... 
hey! You don't even have any pockets in that uniform! At least for once wear 
something CASUAL! You DO have something casual in that bag of yours, 
right?"

"Hmmm... I'm pretty sure I do have one set of casual clothing items in here... 
Ken told me to buy something when I was in San Fransico... ah, here they 
are," Ryu said as he pulled out a Banana Republic white shirt, jacket and 
pants.

"Good taste, Ryu!" Chun-Li stated, "and those are the NICE BR things too! 
Unlike some people who buy the t-shirts with JUST the LOGO on it to try and 
show it off!"

"I... was not aware of that," Ryu said bluntly.

"Well, lots of real stupid guys always buy those logo t-shirts with the logo 
clear on the front to try and look cool. I think they look like idiots! But you 
picked out real good items!" Chun-Li commented.

A few minutes later, Ryu came out of the bedroom dressed in his casual 
clothes looking at himself in a mirror. "Hmmm... rarely have I seen myself 
outside of my gi..."

Chun-Li looked at Ryu and noticed he wasn't wearing his bandanna either. 
"Oh don't worry Ryu! You look cute!!!" She reached up and ran her fingers 
across Ryu's cheek.

Running his hand through the back of his hair, Ryu blushed. "Th- thank 
you...!"



"Well they'll be waiting for us! Let's go!" Chun-Li took her purse and opened 
the door and walked out, Ryu following close behind.

Having completely forgotten about the dream he had during the night, Ryu 
smiled to himself as he walked down the halls of the building. I'm so glad I 
came.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 9 - Thoughts

By Night

Ryu and Chun-Li walked down the halls of the building towards the elevator. 
Ryu's focus was on nothing but her. He watched her walk, as she smiled to 
herself without a care in the world. Her hair was not tied up in buns today... 
she let it flow all the way down to its full length, reaching down to the middle 
of her back and swayed with each step she took. The

front section was curled perfectly into light, small bangs as she always had it. 
Ryu continued studying her as he looked down her body... she was wearing a 
sporty, rather tight fitting, royal blue shirt and black jacket. Looking further 
down, he saw that she wore a tight pair of stretch pants and had on a pair of 
Nike Air tennis shoes to complete her outfit. A rather... athletic choice of 
clothes... They reached the elevator and Chun-Li pressed the "down" button, 
then turned to face him.

Noticing he was studying her, she smiled and said, "Hehe, how do I look?"

"You look... great!" he replied.

"I got this all yesterday before I came saw you at the dojo! Glad you like it!"

"It suits you well. You look completely fit."

"Hey, you don't look bad yourself! Who would've thought a guy like you who 
wears nothing but his karate gi 24/7 would one day be seen in Banana 
Republic clothes?"

"Well I suppose I must adapt myself for changes. Perhaps I'll buy some more 
today..."



"You do that!" Chun-Li said as she poked Ryu in the chest, "Say... don't you 
think we look like a couple?" Chun-Li stood closer to Ryu and looked in the 
blurry reflection on the closed elevator doors.

Ryu looked and saw that the clothes they were both wearing did make quite a 
good match. "Why, it appears we do!" He continued at their reflection and put 
his hands in his pockets. Just as he was studying himself further, there was a 
dinging sound of the elevator finally arriving, and the doors opened.

"Well, let's hurry up! The taxi will be waiting!" Chun-Li said excitedly as she 
took Ryu's arm and guided him inside.

Ryu jumped a bit at her sudden movements, and walked in with her. She 
pressed the button to the ground level and Ryu continued to study her again. 
She's so cheerful. So much energy. How could such an energetic and 
outgoing person like such a lonely, quiet person like me...? Ryu thought. She 
stood rather close to him, and he could smell the sweet scent of her hair just 
as he did the night before. His hands suddenly began to move and head 
towards her waist in reaction to the angelic aroma. Ryu noticed this and 
stopped himself No! I must not think such things...

Chun-Li noticed Ryu move suddenly and asked, "Yes Ryu? What's up?"

"Oh... nothing... just that um... you hair smells great," he stammered.

Blushing, Chun-Li brushed a hand through her long, black hair. "Oh! I... I just 
washed it!"

"Just washed it? Just shampoo alone creates such a magnificent aroma?" 
Ryu asked surprisingly.

Chun-Li laughed, "I dunno! It's just a funny thing we women have!"

*DING!* The elevator finally reached ground level and Ryu and Chun-Li 
walked out. As they walked towards the doors to the street, Ryu still couldn't 
help himself from looking at her. She does not appear to be wearing any 
make-up. Her beauty is... natural... The yellow cab was already parked 
outside waiting, and Ryu walked ahead of Chun-Li to open the door for her.

"Why thank you! You're so sweet! Now did you do that because of your 
HONOR, or out of the kindness of your heart?" Chun-Li teasingly asked as 
she sat down.



"I... uh... well, both..." Ryu stumbled as he sat down next to her.

"Hehe, I was only teasing, Ryu! No need to get so nervous!" she said as she 
touched him on the shoulder. Chun-Li told the driver the location of the hotel, 
and the cab took off.

Ryu sat, puzzled. She's so cheery, it's as if she's a completely different 
person than from last night... one night she acts like a seductress, the next 
morning she acts as if nothing happened... It appears I have a lot to learn 
about females... The night before was still clearly implanted in Ryu's mind. It 
was a night he knew he could never forget... the first time a woman has ever 
made such advancements on him. I wonder... DOES she really feel that way 
about me...? And if she does... I wonder how I should feel in return... Ryu 
looked at her, noticing she was just staring out the window. You look so 
peaceful... Is it because you are with me...?

Chun-Li noticed him looking, and looked back at him and smiled. Ryu, caught 
in the act of looking, blushed and turned away to look straight ahead. Chun-Li 
smiled to herself and looked back out the window. He's looking at me... does 
he think I'm beautiful...? she wondered, as she brushed a hand through her 
hair. Just play your cards right, Chun... play them slowly and smartly... and 
he'll be all yours... They did not speak a word to each other throughout the 
entire ride. They just continued to stare in their directions, both thinking of 
each other... and their feelings.

Chun-Li... Ryu tought, I can't believe what is happening to me but... I've never 
felt this close to anyone ever in my life...

***

Chun-Li paid the fare, and the cab took off while Ryu looked up at the 
towering hotel. "Incredible... so huge and magnificently built... it's like a 
palace!"

"This is one of the most expensive hotels in all of HK!" Chun-Li explained, 
"Let's go up!" Chun-Li grabbed Ryu's arm while he was still staring upward 
and tugged him inside.

Ryu observed his surroundings, finding nothing but complete luxury. This is 
about as equivalent to Ken's mansion! He looked from left to right slowly 
while Chun-Li continued walking ahead towards the elevator. Ryu was 



captivated in the elegant interior of the lobby until Chun-Li finally came 
running back and grabbed his arm.

"C'mon slow poke! They're not gonna be waiting for us all day you know!" 
She wrapped her arm around his so that he wouldn't lag behind again. "Let's 
go go go!"

"O-Okay!" Ryu said as he turned his head back to take a final look at the 
lobby while trying to keep up with Chun-Li. When they reached the elevator, 
Chun-Li pressed the call button, and it came down almost instantly. They 
entered, and Chun-Li pressed the button to the appropriate floor.

The lift rose at an incredible speed, and they were at the floor in less than 5 
seconds. Chun-Li, still arm-in-arm with Ryu, walked with him down the halls 
until they finally reached the door. Chun-Li knocked and it was immediately 
answered.

"Chun! So good to see you again!" Maki said as she gave Chun-Li a hug. 
Chun-Li returned the hug with one arm, and the other arm still in Ryu's. Maki 
then looked at Chun-Li's companion and stood shocked. "R-RYU?! Is that 
you??? You look.... normal!"

Hearing Maki, another person came running to the door. He was black haired 
and was wearing a red polo shirt and black dress pants. "Ryu?" he asked, 
"RYU! I hardly recognized you! How have you been my good friend?"

"I am perfectly fine. Thanks to Chun-Li, I've had a wonderful stay here so far. 
I hope you are doing well too!" Ryu answered.

"I am doing quite all right myself. With my wife and best friend with me, I 
couldn't be any happier! Oh... and it appears you and Miss Chun-Li have 
become... a couple?"

"Uh... well that is I... we..." Ryu started.

Chun-Li cheerfully smiled and tugged on Ryu's arm, leaning closer to him. 
"Hehe! Do we really look like a couple?!"

"Yes you do! Why I thought maybe you two were husband and wife!" another 
voice said from behind Guy. She was a tall, beautiful Japanese woman, with 
finely chiseled features.



"You really think so Rina? REALLY?!?!" Chun-Li giggled and leaned even 
closer against Ryu.

"Hey now, people! Why do _I_ have to be the lonely one around here? 
Hmph!" Maki said angrily, arms crossed.

"Oh Maki dear, do not worry! The perfect man will come for you! It just 
happened to Chun-Li right? So it can happen to you too!" Rina said trying to 
console her.

Ryu was startled at what Rina had just said. "Uh... well I don't think we... I 
mean... um..."

Guy punched Ryu in the arm. "What are you stammering about eh?"

"And you're blushing too, honey!" Maki added.

"You cannot stand here and tell us that the two of you are not together! She 
has her arm around you and both of you are wearing

matching apparel like a true couple! Please, tell us... how do the both of you 
feel about each other?"

Ryu looked over his shoulder at Chun-Li and searched for what to say. He 
looked right into her beautiful brown eyes and was transfixed in her gaze. 
They are like gems... As he continued looking at her, he could see her eyes 
wanted him to answer them. What do I say? "Well," he started, "something... 
happened last night... that... that made me... closer to her than I have ever 
felt towards anyone in my whole life."

"I see. Believe me, I know exactly what you are going through me friend," 
Guy said.

"Your heart will guide you, Ryu. It'll know what it truly feels in time," Rina 
added.

"Something happened...? Wow... what?" Maki asked curiously.

Chun-Li giggled, "If I told you right here out loud, Ryu might die from blushing 
too hard!"

"Well, it is a personal matter between the two of you only. But for now, shall 
we depart?" Guy asked.



"Y-Yes," Ryu answered, glad he was out of the spotlight.

Guy wrapped an arm around his wife and closed the door to the room and the 
group headed out. Chun-Li, clung to Ryu's arm and walked behind with Maki 
close behind, with no one. I wish I had someone to cling onto like that! Some 
girls just get all the luck...

Ryu felt Chun-Li still leaning against him, her head now on his shoulder, and 
looked ahead at Guy and his wife. He looked back down at Chun-Li and his 
nose was once again filled with the lovely scent that permeated from her hair. 
Chun-Li... he thought, ...you

have such a powerful effect on me that I never knew could weaken me in 
such a way... He took another sniff in the air, and looked ahead once again at 
married couple noticing they were leaning into each other. He felt Chun-Li's 
arm adjust against his so that she could get a better hold... and he helped 
her. Ryu looked over at her beautiful face, and decided to lean against her in 
return. I would normally do this out of honor, Chun-Li... but this time I will do it 
purely out of the kindness of my heart...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 10 - Promises

By Night
"Oh, that looks so cute on you!"

"You really think so???"
"It'll turn on the guys, THAT'S for sure..."

While looking through the men's section of the store, Ryu and Guy could 
overhear the three women in the women's section talking amongst each 
other. Guy walked over to Ryu and spoke softly. "When women are out 
together shopping like this, there's nothing known to exist that can stop 
them..."

"I... I see," Ryu nodded. He looked around through the various shirts, jackets 
and pants but found nothing of any particular interest.

"Can't find anything you like my friend?" Guy asked.

"I was never really into fashion... Clothing is for warmth."



Guy smiled. "I would've expected such an answer from you. It is indeed true 
that clothing is used to keep one's body from getting cold, but it can also 
make one attractive at the same time!"

"I suppose you are correct about that," Ryu replied. Chun-Li really did like 
how I looked in these clothes. Perhaps clothing really does

show a person's character... Ryu continued to Guy, "But I really do not have a 
fashion sense..."

"Well, you seemed to have chosen very high quality articles on your first 
attempt. Try again! Perhaps you do have a good sense of fashion but just 
don't know it!"

Ryu continued to search throughout the rows of clothing and picked out a 
blue, reversible pullover coat. Ryu took off his jacket he was wearing and 
handed it to Guy. Looking into a tall mirror, Ryu pulled over the new item and 
unzipped it to where it stopped, showing a small portion of his white shirt 
underneath. "Hmmm... not bad..."

"Hey Ryu? What do you think of this..." Chun-Li ran over to Ryu holding a 
blue leotard up to her chest, but paused to look at what she saw, "Oh Ryu!!! 
That looks so cool!"

"You see my friend? You do have a great taste in clothing!" commented a 
smiling Guy.

"Wow... is this reversible?" asked Chun-Li as she examined Ryu's new coat, 
"Hey, it is! Please reverse it for me! I gotta see!"

"Okay okay!" Ryu laughed. He started to pull the coat over his head, but as 
he was pulling it upwards, his shirt underneath followed it up, exposing his 
abdomen right in front of her. Just as he reached over to pull his shirt back 
down, Chun-Li grabbed it and put it back in the right place for him... stroking 
the rippling muscles underneath at the same time. Ryu's abdominal muscles 
tensed at the gentle strokes of her soft fingers against the skin of his 
midsection...

She finished and looked up at him and smiled. "Well? Are you gonna reverse 
it for me or what?"

Guy chuckled to himself watching Ryu react timidly.



"Oh yeah..." Ryu said, rather embarrassed. While blushing, he pulled his coat 
over his head and reversed it. The reverse was in a black fleece as opposed 
to the blue. Ryu shrugged and put it back on, and adjusted the zipper. The 
folds revealed the blue color from the reverse side and Ryu stuck his hands 
in the pockets of the coat. Looking in the mirror and seeing Chun-Li right next 
to him in her outfit, he realized he matches her almost perfectly. "Hmmm... 
this appears to match with you even better than my jacket!"

"Oh, it's cute! You just GOTTA buy it!" Chun-Li exclaimed cheerfully, jumping 
with joy. "Oh, and what do you think of this?" She looked down and held up 
the blue leotard up to her chest again, and looked back at Ryu.

"...Th-that looks um..." Ryu stumbled. He pictured how she would look 
dressed just in that, and saw an extremely well crafted work of art...

"I don't quite know how good it'd look on me... should I try it on for you?" she 
asked.

Ryu shivered... his vision was going to actually become real...! "Well uh... I 
mean... are you sure you want me to see you in that...?"

Chun-Li leaned over to Ryu, and told to Ryu in a quiet voice that only he 
could hear, "Yeah why not? What's the point of buying one of these sexy 
outfits if you're not gonna show it to anyone? Besides, the only person who 
will be seeing it is well... you!"

Ryu blushed deeply and gave up. "Y-You have a point there... go right 
ahead..."

"Okay, I'll be right back!" Chun-Li bounded into the dressing room and 
occupied a stall. Ryu turned his head to the side thinking about how Chun-Li 
would look once she came out of that dressing room... he turned his head 
again and kept looking waiting to see when

she'd come out. He stood and waited... and waited... for about ten minutes... 
Women sure take their time... it only took me a few seconds to decide to buy 
this pullover coat, but it takes her ten minutes to try on one item!

"I know, Ryu," Guy said suddenly, "women can take all eternity to try on 
clothes. It is something I do not understand as well..."



After a couple more minutes... Chun-Li finally emerged... she slowly walked 
out of the dressing room, and spun around showing all angles of the outfit. 
"So what do you think?" she asked as she brushed a hand through her long, 
soft hair.

Ryu looked at the now scantily clad Chinese woman in front of him... he was 
mollified. The cut was rather low, showing a small portion of the valley of her 
breasts, the sleeves stopped shortly after her shoulders, and there was no 
leg section. The whole leotard clung tightly on her body, much like a one 
piece swimming suit. And not only Ryu was mollified... Guy was looking wide-
eyed as well, and the same with many other people inside the store.

Ryu first looked at her beautiful face... then down... noticing that there was no 
"outline" around her breasts... She... she's not... not wearing a bra...! He 
started to feel himself get excited... No! It is wrong to think of her in that way! 
He continued to look down her body... her arms were well toned... her waist 
was nicely slim yet, powerful... and her legs were extremely firm, muscular, 
yet still feminine. She is the most... stunning... and powerful creatures I've 
ever set my eyes on...!

"So...? How's it look? I gotta know your opinion!" Chun-Li cheerfully said, 
spinning again.

She looks like an angel spinning like that... and blue is definitely her color... 
Ryu finally got himself out of his thoughts and finally spoke.

"You look... great!" He leaned over to her and whispered, "But um... don't you 
think you'll attract too much attention from other people?"

The Chinese warrior laughed and whispered back, "Oh please, Ryu! The only 
person that will ever see me like this is you since I'll only wear it at home! And 
since you like it... I think I'll get it!"

"Y-You will?!" Ryu immediately began blushing... knowing that he'll be seeing 
her again in that outfit... alone.

"Yeah of course! Since you like it, how can I not buy it?!"

Ryu was rather flattered by her comment. Hmmm... it appears I do have a 
good taste for fashion after all... I was never aware of this ability...

Chun-Li bounded back in the dressing room laughing.



She's so... graceful... flawless... captivating... Ryu thought to himself.

Chun-Li came back out a minute later in her regular clothes, leotard in hand, 
and Ryu still fixed on her.

She went right up to Ryu smiling happily. "Thanks for helping me pick it out! 
I've been dying to get one of these but just didn't know which one was right!"

"Well, it was all my pleasure..." Ryu nodded.

Chun-Li looked Ryu in the eyes a little evilly and smiled. "...all your pleasure 
eh...?" she said in a wicked tone.

"Er... I mean... to help you! All my pleasure to help you!" Ryu corrected as he 
turned red once again.

"Uh-huh, whatever!" Chun-Li poked the blushing warrior in the nose and 
walked back to the womans section to join Maki and Rina.

Guy watched Ryu throughout the entire conversation and was puzzled. He 
wasn't quite sure what was going on between the two...

***

The waiter brought the food to the round table where Ryu, Chun-Li, Guy, 
Rina and Maki sat. Around each of them were multiple bags completely filled 
with clothes. After a long, enjoyable time of doing nothing but shopping in the 
gauntlet of stores of Hong Kong, the party decided to have lunch.

Ryu picked up his chopsticks and his mouth watered at the amount of food in 
front of them. As he was going to begin to gorge upon the feast, he looked 
around him and noticed that he was no longer just in front of his best friend. 
He waited for everyone to let themselves get ready to eat, and started with 
them politely. He ate slowly, but still ate in mass quantities. Never has 
Chinese cooking disappointed me! he thought as he scooped down a bowl of 
fried rice.

"My, Ryu! Such an appetite!" Rina said as she watched Ryu eating.

Ryu put down his bowl and chopsticks and smiled. "Food is the best source 
for a warrior to replenish his energy!"



Guy chuckled. "Your eating habits have not changed from your younger days, 
my friend."

"When I left San Francisco, I didn't think I would ever eat food of that quality 
again. It's a good thing coming here proved me wrong!"

"You should see Singapore, Ryu! That country has the widest selection of 
food in the entire world! You would love it!" Guy said as he put an arm around 
his wife.

"And we're going there next!" Rina added, "We're leaving tomorrow! Do you 
wish to join us? We wouldn't mind paying for your ticket! You are perfectly 
welcome!"

Chun-Li's ears perked up at what she had just heard. "And I could use a man 
to be with!" Maki winked.

Singapore was a country Ryu had only visited once in his travels, and he 
became wide-eyed at their offer. "Singapore is indeed a place I have not 
visited in the longest time," he started. He first looked at Guy, Rina and Maki 
and saw that they were expecting an answer. He turned his head and looked 
at Chun-Li, who was sitting right next to him. Her head was tilted down, and 
her eyes were sloped. I... I can't leave her... can I? Not without her knowing 
how I feel about her...

If he goes... then when will I ever see him again? Chun-Li thought to herself. 
Her eyes began to turn glassy, and she tilted her head further down and took 
a quick sniff.

"I..." Ryu looked at Guy, Rina, Maki, and lastly Chun-Li. I get to spend time 
with a long time friend in a country I have not visited for years... but I've only 
been here for two days... I cannot leave you now, Chun-Li! "I cannot go, my 
friend. Even though I have not visited Singapore for the longest time, I cannot 
impose on you. This vacation you are taking is a time for only you, your wife 
and your best friend... I should not interfere!"

Chun-Li looked up and saw Ryu looking at her. Her mouth began to form a 
tiny smile, knowing that somehow she was the reason for Ryu's answer.

"I see," Guy nodded, "Such honorable reasons. But we really do not mind! 
You would not be imposing, and we welcome any company!"



The Shotokan warrior closed his eyes briefly and spoke once again. "I am 
sorry, my friend. I respect your offer very much... but Chun- Li... she... I..."

Her mouth hanged slightly. Is he... gonna say it...? In front of everyone???

"She's been hospitable to me, she's shown me the great places here, 
because of her, I was able to see you again, and... I should stay here... until I 
can repay her..."

Hearing these words, Chun-Li felt a strange, warm feeling in the pit of her 
stomach causing her to sigh deeply. Somehow she knew there was a deeper 
meaning in Ryu's words. She knew that he didn't want to leave... because he 
wanted her to hear his answer first. Oh Ryu... why do I even wonder why I 
love you...

"My friend," the Bushido warrior said as he put a hand on Ryu's shoulder, 
"you are as honorable as you were ever since we were children. Always 
repaying your debts... Very well then. I don't want to break your honor, so we 
shall depart without you tomorrow. But I will contact you as soon as we 
return, and if we ever plan on visiting again you are more than welcome to 
come!"

"Thank you, Guy." Ryu replied, "You are an honorable warrior yourself for 
respecting my decision."

Chun-Li closed her eyes slightly and sighed while holding her hands close to 
her pounding heart. Thank you, Ryu... you do understand my feelings for you. 
I just know it.

Maki hmphed, "Darn! NOW who will I find to keep me company?!"

"Oh, Maki dear, do not worry! You WILL find the perfect man!" Rina said 
softly.

Maki put her elbow on the table and leaned her chin against her palm. Jeez, 
her optimistic, naive, personality can really get irritating!!!

For the rest of the meal, the party ate and chatted about various other 
subjects until the very end. They stood up and paid the bill, leaving a very 
large tip.

"Ryu, that's too much!" Chun-Li exclaimed.



"No... it's perfectly all right! I was given such a great feast and generosity has 
its own rewards. I do not mind one bit!"

"Well okay, if you insist!" Chun-Li laughed, giving up and picked up one of the 
bags near the table.

"Shall we depart?" Guy asked picking up his own bags, "We still have the 
entire night ahead and we don't want to waste the last night here before 
leaving tomorrow!"

Chun-Li grabbed Ryu's arm cheerfully. "Let's get outta here!"

Everyone picked up their respective bags and walked out the doors of the 
restaurant and back into the maze of stores of Hong Kong.

***

It was almost midnight when Ryu and Chun-Li returned back to the 
apartment. Chun-Li walked in, set her purse down and turned on the lights 
while Ryu went into her room and put down the many bags he was carrying 
for her. When Ryu headed for the door, Chun-Li was already standing in the 
door way, looking at him. "I'm glad you decided to stay, Ryu," she said softly.

"Of course, Chun-Li. I couldn't leave..." Ryu stated as he noticed that she was 
walking towards him.

She walked right up to him, and put a hand on his shoulder. "Because you 
didn't want to leave without telling me your true feelings?"

The Shotokan warrior turned wide-eyed. "How... how did you..."

"I just knew, Ryu," Chun-Li answered, getting a little closer to him, "I could tell 
by the way you looked at me after giving your answer to Guy."

"Well... that is the truth... I... I just didn't want to leave you so soon. Maybe 
because... because..." Ryu couldn't bring himself find the words he wanted to 
say... Because even though it's been such a short time... I've really gotten 
comfortable being with you and maybe I...

Chun-Li's eyes widened, and her mouth partially opened. Her heart was 
pounding, and she waited for what he was going to say next. Does that mean 
he...?



He put his hand near the side of her head and brushed his fingers through 
her small bangs... and continued to weave them through the longer length of 
her hair. Tilting his head lower, Ryu looked deeply into her eyes. Because of 
her, I was able to see Guy once again, and she took me out for a whole day 
and night in the town... I can't run away without paying can I? He tilted his 
head lower to her face and she tilted her head upwards. She could feel his 
hot breath against her lips and he still continued lower...

"Ryu..." she whispered as she closed her eyes. Her chin quivered, and she 
waited for his lips to touch hers... but only feeling them kiss her cheek. She 
re-opened her eyes and saw Ryu looking back at

her. She wanted to reach up to kiss his lips, but decided it wasn't the right 
time.

"Because it would be dishonorable to leave without giving you your answer... 
I still have a lot to think about, Chun-Li... but I promise I'll give you my answer 
when I'm ready. I just wanted to thank you for the wonderful time you showed 
me today."

"Y-You're welcome..." Chun-Li slowly said, her heart slowly returning back to 
its normal pace, "I-I'm just glad you had a good time... and I'll be happy to 
show you even more! I promise!"

Ryu smiled. "I'll hold you to that promise."

"And I'll hold you to yours." She went over to the bags and pulled out the new 
pajamas she bought, along with the ones Ryu bought. "Here! Wear these to 
bed and I'll wear mine!"

"S-Sure...!" Ryu said as he took his new pajamas in his hands.

"Well, good night, Ryu!" the Chinese woman finally said as she left the room, 
closing the door.

"Good night, Chun-Li," he returned as he watched her leave.

Alone again. Ryu changed out of his clothes and put on his new pajamas, 
realizing that this was going to be the first night he has ever slept without his 
karate gi. As he climbed into the bed he thought to himself deeply. He knew 
he was approaching the answer he wanted to tell... but he needed to spend 
more time with her so he knows when it will be the right time to do so. Ryu 



reached up to turn out the light, and he put his head on the pillow, closing his 
eyes. Do not worry, my Chun-Li... I will never let you go... and I will tell you 
my true feelings for you... I promise.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 11 - Unfoldings

By Night

"Impressive Ryu!" Grand Master Gen said, clapping, "You're very adaptable 
to all sorts of martial arts!"

"There are many paths to become a true martial artist. I've already traveled 
down one path, and it never hurts to travel down another!" Ryu replied, 
practicing the new style of praying mantis kung-fu he had learned from Gen.

Chun-Li winked, "You should let ME teach you some 'moves' one day, Ryu! I 
can show you a 'thing' or two!"

"I'm sure you can," Ryu returned, "The art of Wushu kung-fu is a powerful art 
indeed."

Rolling her eyes, Chun-Li continued practicing along with the rest of the 
class. Jeez, he's so naive! He takes everything so literally! But that's what 
makes him so cute and lovable...

Weeks have passed since Ryu and Chun-Li saw Guy, Rina and Maki leave 
for Singapore. Ryu did not want to keep Chun-Li away from the dojo for very 
long, and he decided to learn from there so she could go back to teaching. 
He learned quite a bit from Grand Master Gen, but since he was already such 
an expert at Shotokan karate, it was a bit difficult for him to make adjustments 
to his fighting style. But with the constant support of Chun-Li, he was able to 
understand the basics of this new martial art. Whenever he wasn't practicing, 
Ryu's time was spent just with her. During the past days they've routinely 
eaten their meals together, and went out for nights in the town like two best 
friends. Ryu never made an advancement on her, and she did not push him 
to. They both knew that Ryu needed time to sort out his feelings, and if it 
would take days or even weeks, so be it.

But these weeks being with this woman had changed him greatly. Throughout 
his entire life, he was always used to traveling alone,



with no companions. He's hardly ever stayed in one place for very long. He 
has no real home, except for the small area he trained in under Master 
Gouken. Since he left after Gouken's defeat, he's hardly returned, fearing it 
would remind him of what happened there. But here in Hong Kong, with 
Chun-Li, he actually felt comfortable. It was very different, but he learned to 
adjust to it. He realized that staying in one place was the way most people 
lived, and by staying with Chun-Li for the past few weeks, he's learned how to 
become much more social, and realized that there was indeed, much more to 
life than just fighting. However, that never meant he intended to ever stop 
practicing!

Ryu lashed out a fingertip strike in his praying mantis stance, but Chun-Li 
saw a tiny adjustment he needed to make. "No, no... your hand has to strike 
like this," she demonstrated, "and in your stance, you should position your 
hands closer to your body." She took his sweating hand into her own warm 
hand, and guided it right where it was supposed to be.

It had been a long time since Ryu felt Chun-Li's hand make skin contact with 
his, and he almost forgotten how nice it felt. Her hand is so warm... she... 
she's always been so helpful to me ever since I arrived... Ryu thought, She's 
always enjoyed my company... and I've always enjoyed hers as well... Ryu 
closed his eyes at the heavenly warmth of her hand against his, and he could 
smell her powerful fragrance emitting from her hair... This was the first time 
he was beginning to lose himself in her powerful, charming aura since the 
night she tried to seduce him... but this time she wasn't even trying. She was 
so close... close enough hold right in his arms. He felt her hand lightly 
squeeze his while she re-positioned it, and Ryu squeezed back in response... 
in a gentle way Chun-Li could feel that it was more than just a reflex. Ryu 
opened his eyes slightly, and stepped forward...

Chun-Li completely froze. She slightly trembled, realizing that he wanted to 
get closer... Does he... want to...? She looked up into his partially closed 
eyes, and she turned her head, noticing that there were others in the room as 
well. "R-Ryu! You're losing b-balance!" she struggled to say as she lightly 
pushed Ryu back.

Ryu realized too that others were around, and immediately apologized. "Oh... 
I'm... I'm s-sorry!" He let go of her hand and stepped back to put his foot 
where it originally was. He got back into his praying mantis stance, but was 



blushing from embarrassment. I hope... I hope no one noticed...! Why did I do 
such a thing???

"Th-That's okay, Ryu! J-Just be more f-focused next time!" Chun-Li 
responded, forgiving him. She too, was shaking from Ryu's sudden 
advancements. Wow... what was THAT? She got herself together and walked 
back to the front of the dojo and continued helping instruct with Gen. Ryu... 
you're just so unpredictable! She giggled to herself as Gen looked over, and 
put his hand to his chin wondering what was so amusing.

The Shotokan warrior concentrated while practicing, but still watched Chun-Li 
as she continued teaching. So powerful... and so graceful... and... so 
beautiful... He his gaze never left her, and remembered for the past weeks 
everything she's done to make his stay in Hong Kong, a comfortable one. 
She gave him a place to stay, and never let him get bored. She fed him, 
clothed him, and was always there for him, no matter what. She became 
much more than just a friend... someone very close... someone he could trust 
with all his heart... and someone who will open her heart in return... Chun-Li 
noticed him studying her, and she returned the gaze deeply into his brown 
eyes and gave a warm smile. Ryu felt his heart warm to her eyes, and he 
closed his eyes briefly to prevent himself from over blushing. Chun-Li... if my 
instincts are correct... than that must mean... you've found a way of slowly 
entering my heart...

Chun-Li's eyes never left him... they were locked right into his eyes and she 
kept wearing a gentle, warm, inviting smile. Ryu constantly looked away, 
blushing... but whenever he looked back, he saw her eyes still looking 
straight into his. She was teasing him... and he was... enjoying it! She giggled 
to herself again as she watched a tortured Ryu turn bright shades of red. By 
just looking at him, he's already under my spell... he's so easy and fun to 
tease...

It was clear to Gen that something was going on between the two and he 
scratched through his beard again. Very interesting... "Chun-Li..." he said 
aloud, "I think Ryu has grown quite proficient in kung-fu for the past few 
weeks. Perhaps it's time we test his skills. Why don't the two of you spar?"

Both Ryu and Chun-Li immediately dropped their stances. There was a day 
when they fought each other during the second Street Fighter tournament, 
but never did either expect to fight each other again. After Ryu defeated 



Chun-Li in the second tournament, he vowed to defeat Bison for her. He 
never once thought he would ever battle her again. "Master! I... I cannot fight 
her...! I could never strike at her after all she's done for me...!"

Chun-Li looked at Gen, then at Ryu. Me and him fight again huh? she 
thought, I would love too... after all, since he thinks so much about fighting... 
fighting him again may get us closer...! "Ryu! It's only a spar!" she said as she 
got back into her stance, "And I thought you always accepted any chance at 
battle!"

Caught off guard, Ryu immediately snapped his body into his new stance and 
stood ready. "If you put it that way, then let this be a test of how much I've 
learned from here!"

"Excellent," Gen stated, "Then let the match begin."

The entire class watched in amazement, and walked towards the walls of the 
dojo, giving Ryu and Chun-Li their space to fight. They

got into their fighting stances and looked at each other straight in the eyes. 
Chun-Li gave him a sharp look, an Ryu just looked right back. She continued 
to gaze deeply into his eyes, as if she was looking right through him. She 
moved her body slightly, and slowly blinked... finishing with a seductive smile 
directly to him. Ryu blinked and hung his mouth open briefly, lowering his 
guard, and suddenly heard the word "BEGIN!"

Ryu tried to get his stance back into position, but Chun-Li stuck out like a 
serpent snatching to catch its prey. He was instantly hit with a powerful jump 
kick to his chest, and which was followed up by a palm strike in the same 
region, knocking him backwards. Ouch... landed the first blow...

The Chinese female smiled, successful in lowering the guard of the best 
fighter in the world. She let Ryu regain his footing, and prepared for whatever 
he could lash out with. But he just stood in his stance defensively, not 
attacking. Chun-Li delivered quick fakes which Ryu anticipated, but never 
countered. Why isn't he attacking...???

I... I cannot bring myself to strike at her... Ryu thought as he stood in front of 
her... studying her lithe, agile body. She then struck with a kick aiming for his 
head, but he blocked it. Chun-Li just stood, looking at him, wondering why he 
was not fighting back.



Looks like I'm going to have to just force him to! "YA!!!" she yelled as she 
delivered a punch to his midsection. The punch was swatted, but she lifted 
her right leg up to kick his head to retaliate. The kick was blocked by Ryu's 
forearm, but she kept her knee raised in the air and kicked again lower at his 
waist which connected.

Wincing from the strike, Ryu scrunched his body to prepare for another follow 
up attack. His opponent still used her raised leg and

kicked lower against his joint, causing him to bend his knee and lose balance. 
Before regain his footing, he felt her foot smash against his face, causing him 
to reel back! The same foot began to kick lower at his gut, and kick again at 
his chest, and returning back to his head. This kick repeatedly struck these 
three areas over and over again... and the kicks speeded up until they 
traveled as fast as lightning! Ryu felt as if he was being repeatedly hit with 
blades of pure energy!

Chun-Li ended the her combination of kicks at his midsection and sent him 
flying across the dojo, causing the students along the wall to move to avoid 
the body. Completing this, she still balanced on one foot with her other leg 
raised up and knee bent. "C'mon Ryu! Why are you holding back?"

The fallen warrior did not answer. He merely stood back up and into his 
fighting stance without saying a word. He looked right at his opponent... with 
eyes filled with emotion.

The woman looked right back at him and paused... Ryu... w-why are you 
doing this...? Why now...? Please don't... not while we're doing what you love 
most... Chun-Li shook her head, getting all thoughts of emotion out of her 
mind. She brought open hands towards her chest, and focused her energy 
into a swirling form. "KIKOKEN!" she yelled as she forced the ball of energy 
from her palms.

Ryu let the wave of energy approach him, and he swatted it away. After the 
parry, Chun-Li saw that he just kept looking straight at her. No! I can't let him 
soften me up like this! She clenched her teeth, and jumped high into the air. 
The students watched in amazement as she gracefully aimed her heels 
straight for Ryu's head. He blocked the strike, but Chun-Li used his block to 
bounce off of him and onto the wall. She planted her feet briefly onto the wall 
she was on, and launched herself off of it, landing an extremely power



packed jump kick right on Ryu's back, sending him back towards the center of 
the dojo.

The Shotokan warrior slowly stood back up and just took his fighting stance 
once again. Chun-Li didn't know how much longer she had to attack him in 
order to make him fight back. Dammit Ryu! ATTACK!!! She clenched her 
teeth once again and let out a yell as she charged at him. She straightened 
her left hand and lashed out with a fingertip strike that landed right at his solar 
plexus, and used her right hand to give a palm strike right to his face. 
Standing right next to him, she brought her open hands back to her chest, 
and called up even more energy... which swirled with much more intensity 
that the entire dojo could feel. Gen could feel immense power emitting from 
her... a power he's never felt from her ever. Ho... Ho sai lei...!

"YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH........ CHOU... 
KIKOSHO!!!!!!!!!!!" Chun-Li let out all her collected energy, engulfing her in a 
complete blue ball of pure intense chi which almost took the size of the entire 
dojo and pummeled Ryu with wave after wave. The surrounding students 
were blinded by the intensity of the light created, and even Grand Master Gen 
had to hide his eyes. When all the energy was consumed from her, Ryu flew 
back against the wall, and rebounded back into the center of the dojo. 
Although struck with a sudden, incalculable amount of pure energy, Ryu still 
regained his bearings, and slowly stood up and got back into his fighting 
stance and faced his opponent.

"I think that is enough," Gen called out.

The Chinese warrior looked into Ryu's eyes and saw that they still had the 
same emotion in them since before the match. A tear started to form in her 
own eyes... "B-B-But sifu... he... he hasn't even m-made one attack...!"

"It matters not, Chun-Li. The match is clearly over," the Grand Master 
finished. He studied his student deeply. Somehow... he has brought about a 
side of her I've never seen...! And it's made her so powerful!

Chun-Li lowered her arms, and looked at Ryu... he was badly bruised from 
her attacks and slightly singed from her powerful kikosho. She fell to her 
knees and put her hands on her face trying to keep others from seeing her 
shed the tears that began to trickle down her face. "Oh...! R-Ryu... I'm... I'm 
so sorry! I've hurt you so badly...! I... I wasn't in control!"



The wounded warrior bent down next to her and placed his hands on her 
shoulders. "It's okay, Chun-Li... I am not hurt too badly..." He tried to wipe 
away as many tears as possible, but her eyes were gushing like a river.

"I... I shouldn't have been so r-rough! I... I just wanted to get to you fight back! 
I w-wanted you to enjoy fighting with me!" she sobbed.

"It's perfectly all right... I did enjoy fighting..." Ryu started, trying to comfort 
her. Looking up, he noticed that the two of them were the center of attention. 
"Look... let's just stand up and continue with the rest of the session okay?"

"O-Okay..." Chun-Li said, as she felt Ryu help her stand.

Gen walked in front of the class, and bowed. "I suppose I shall dismiss class 
early. Have a good evening, and let this be a lesson not to lose control in a 
simple spar."

Class was finally over for the night and each student bowed left the dojo, 
leaving only Ryu, Chun-Li, Gen and his grandsons. "Yun, Yang, you two go 
on home. I have something to discuss with Ryu and Chun-Li."

"Kay, let's jam!" Yun said as he set his skateboard on the floor and took off.

Gen shook his head and looked at Yang.

"We shall see you back at home, Yeh Yeh," Yang politely said. He strapped 
on his rollerblades and left the dojo after Yun.

"Those two have potential," Ryu stated as he watched them leave, "They will 
make excellent kung-fu masters."

"Indeed," Gen nodded, "But Yun still needs much more discipline. The both of 
them are still very young, so they'll still have plenty of time to develop it."

"So," Chun-Li started, wiping away the last of her tears, "what is my 
punishment sifu?"

"Oh," Gen continued, "You deserve no punishment at all. What happened 
today was not entirely your fault."

"Sifu! I must deserve some form of punishment! I badly hurt Ryu! I could've 
destroyed the dojo! I-"



"Listen Chun-Li!" Gen interrupted, "It appears that somehow... you were able 
to call more energy than you are usually capable of! It appears that 
somehow... Ryu has made you summon it. That kikosho... its power was 
incalculable compared to a normal kikosho you usually do."

Both Ryu and Chun-Li were stunned. "Master," Ryu said, "How is that I am 
related to Chun-Li's kikosho?"

Chun-Li couldn't say anything. She was completely speechless. She still 
could not believe that she was capable of such a powerful attack.

"Well, Ryu," Gen explained, "it seems that her desire to get you to fight her... 
it must've... ignited within her to use the untapped energy within her!"

Ryu had forgotten that like himself, Chun-Li was capable of channeling pure 
energy throughout her body. And she too has untapped energy within her... 
Untapped energy... He's known that phrase too well. He knew he had it too... 
but he was only told by Akuma that it could only be unleashed from evil 
intent... but now he's seen Chun-Li unleash it... without any signs of evil at all. 
"Master," Ryu said, "if... Chun-Li was able to unleash such energy... then 
there must be a way I can too!"

"Ryu... every warrior has his or her own way of finding out how to untap their 
hidden energy. Chun-Li unintentionally discovered by her desire to get you to 
fight her. But for you, you have a different way of finding it."

The Shotokan warrior hanged his head in disappointment. "I... I see..."

Chun-Li listened to each word Gen and Ryu said. My desire to get him to 
fight... caused me to untap my hidden energy...? That's awfully weird... She 
looked up at Ryu, and remembered how she lost control of herself when she 
sparred him. She remembered how she looked into his eyes and saw that he 
had emotion in them. He did not want to lay one harmful blow upon her. In 
the far regions of her heart... she knew this was definitely true. She wanted to 
make him happy by making him fight... making him do what he loves best. 
But she saw in his eyes that this time, he didn't... and saw that he would 
rather give up fighting for the rest of his entire life than hurt her. Ryu... did I... 
uncover my power because... I felt... something from you...?

"I am still not completely sure how she was able to so easily channel that 
much energy within her," Gen continued, "but I am sure there is a reason."



The Chinese woman looked down, thinking to herself about her newly found 
powers, and back up at Ryu. Oh Ryu... if I'm right... I think I discovered my 
powers because deep down in my heart... I know you... you...

"Well it has been a long day for all of us," Gen continued, unintentionally 
interrupting Chun-Li's thoughts.

Arg!!! This old fart talks WAY too much!!! she growled in her head.

"And since it is the weekend I suggest you take the day off tomorrow, Chun-
Li."

"But sifu! I have responsibilities to this dojo! And not only that I almost 
destroyed it and-"

"I insist!" Gen interrupted, "Ryu has been quite a handful around here, and 
even I need a break from teaching him! You do not realize how difficult it is to 
teach a martial artist who is already a master at a different style! And I'm sure 
that Ryu is pretty worn out from constantly trying to learn! So please! Take it 
easy for tomorrow!"

"Well... okay, if you must insist!" Chun-Li said, giving up.

"We are most thankful of your generous offer, Master," Ryu added, bowing 
before the Grand Master.

"Chun-Li, perhaps you should take him to Ocean Park. I know he hasn't seen 
that yet, and I'm sure he would want to!"

"Ocean Park?" Ryu asked, "That sounds familiar..."

Chun-Li put a hand to her cheek. "Oh! I can't believe I haven't taken you there 
yet! It's a great place in HK! An amusement park! You'll like it!"

"Then take him there tomorrow," Gen finished.

"Okay sifu! I will! Oh, Ryu it'll be so fun!" the Chinese woman grabbed his arm 
and jumped cheerfully.

The bandanna warrior brushed through the back of his hair. "I-I'm sure it will 
be!"



Gen smiled under his heavy white beard, "Now you two go on home. Get 
some rest from your battle. It opens early! And have fun!"

"Oh, we will! We will!" Chun-Li tugged Ryu out of the dojo with her arm and 
Ryu stumbled after her, trying to keep up.

Ocean Park, huh? Sounds like tomorrow will be a fun one! I could sure use a 
day of recreation from what happened tonight... and... I get... to be with you... 
Chun-Li... the Shotokan student thought, arm- in-arm with Chun-Li.

"Farewell, my students!" Gen waved. As he watched Ryu and Chun-Li 
disappear into the night, he back to his office and prepared to close the dojo. 
Ryu... I believe that the answer to unlocking your full power lies right in front 
of you... she was able to unlock it because of you... and you can unlock it 
because of her...

As Ryu and Chun-Li walked back to the apartment, Chun-Li looked up and 
Ryu and asked, "Say, why didn't you fight back anyways?"

Ryu looked back at her and struggled to find words. "Well... uh... it's just 
that... I just couldn't hurt you. I could never hurt a friend."

Rolling her eyes, Chun-Li retorted, "But you always beat up your BEST friend 
Ken!"

"Uh... well..." Ryu couldn't bring himself to tell her... "You're a closer friend... 
the type of friend... that I could NEVER hurt... ever."

Chun-Li looked back at him and smiled. "Aww... that's so sweet of you." A 
light breeze blew by, which uplifted her bangs and sent a small chill 
throughout her body. She clung onto Ryu's arm tightly, and leaned into him. 
"Brrr... it's so cold...!"

"Oh... well... I guess it's the human heater to the rescue then!" Ryu put his 
arm around Chun-Li's opposite shoulder, and held her closer to him, warming 
her instantly.

"My hero!" Chun-Li said as she clung onto his arm tightly, and never left 
contact with his body. Oh, Ryu... this is so perfect... I feel so... so secure in 
your strong arm... so safe... so right... She cuddled up against him to let him 
hold her closer. I never want to leave your arm... and I know that you don't 
want to let go either... I just know it... from everything that happened tonight...



Hero of Heroes Ch. 12 - Sight Seeing

By Night

Ryu and Chun-Li woke up early in the morning and prepared for the day's 
activities. While Chun-Li took a shower, Ryu did his usual routine of thumb 
push-ups in her bedroom. When he finished, he made her bed, and laid out 
the clothes he would wear. This should be adequate for today.

Suddenly, a figure drying her hair in a towel walked into the room, dressed 
only in a white bath robe. "It's all yours, Ryu!" she said. Ryu nodded and 
headed straight for the shower while Chun-Li finished drying her hair and sat 
down in front of her mirror. She looked at the bed and saw it perfectly made 
with his clothes evenly organized on top of the sheets. Gosh, he has such 
good habits!

She opened her drawers and pulled out her own clothes she would wear for 
the day and laid them right next to Ryu's. She let her bath robe slowly fall to 
the floor, and she snapped her head back, causing her slightly damp hair to 
whip high into the air. She slowly got dressed a white shirt, small black jacket 
and blue jeans, and sat down in front of her mirror. Grabbing a brush, she 
then ran the bristles slowly through her long, smooth hair. She's worn her hair 
down lately, instead of in her usual buns. She always wore her hair in buns 
when she was fighting... but recently, she's always worn it down... ever since 
Ryu arrived.

She took her time with her hair, and continued brushing repeatedly for 
several minutes. Smiling to herself, she ran a hand through the soft lengths of 
her long hair, and finished styling it by curling the front bangs. After taking a 
final look in the mirror, she heard a knock on the door. "Yes, what is it?"

"Have you finished getting dressed, Chun-Li?" Ryu asked from the other side, 
not wanting to walk in on her like he did early in his visit.

"Yes," Chun-Li answered smiling, "come right in!"

Ryu opened the door and walked in, dressed only with a towel around his 
waist. Chun-Li gasped briefly and flashed a quick glimpse upon his muscular 
body. This wasn't the first time this sort of thing happened. After each shower 
in the morning, he always walked around in just a towel. Ryu didn't seem to 
mind too much about his modesty, since he believed clothing is only for 



warmth, not to prevent others from seeing him nude. Ryu walked over to the 
bed and picked up his clothes and Chun-Li left the room to let him get 
dressed. She smiled to herself, It's nice to see that he's finally wearing better 
stuff besides that karate gi all day long!

Ryu emerged from the room about a minute later all dressed and ready to go. 
He wore his blue, reversible pullover jacket he bought

early in his visit, and some jeans. He put his hands in the pockets of his 
jacket and looked at Chun-Li, waiting for her to guide them out. Chun-Li 
looked back at him and noticed that every day he never dries his hair and 
finally asked, "Hey, how come you always leave your hair wet every single 
day? Don't you ever dry it?"

"Oh... well, I've always done it this way. I just leave my hair wet... and let the 
winds take care of it," he answered in an almost poetic voice.

"Just that makes your hair look the same way each day? Wow..."

"Yes. The elements of nature are a part of my life. I try to use these elements 
efficiently and use less resources and energy as much as possible."

Chun-Li playfully poked Ryu on the chest, "How environmentally correct of 
you! And today you'll see more of 'nature's creatures'!"

He returned a smile and asked, "So how are we getting there?"

"Well, we take a gondola up to the mainland. It really has stunning views too!"

"Amazing, such nice ways of transportation."

Chun-Li giggled, "Well, we're wasting time here, let's go grab a bite to eat and 
go!" Grabbing her purse and a scarf, she took Ryu's arm and opened the 
door and pulled him out to the hallways.

***

"Such a great mountain... and such a beautiful view of the sea..." Ryu said as 
he stood, looking out the window of the gondola. The view was absolutely 
gorgeous. The mountain below them was lush and green and beyond it was 
the entrance to the amusement park.

And below him was an absolutely breathtaking view of the South China Sea.



"Yeah," Chun-Li added, "The last time I was here... was with my father. I 
almost forgot how nice it looks."

"This reminds me of my old training grounds back in Japan. It would be great 
to be down there on that mountainside to practice..."

Chun-Li stepped closer Ryu just a bit, "Do you miss home? Do you ever think 
about going back to Japan?"

The Shotokan warrior paused for a moment, and answered, "Well, since I 
travel around so much I rarely ever have a chance to go to back to Japan. I 
can't really call it home because I rarely stay there for long."

"How long has it been since you were last there?"

Ryu thought for a moment but couldn't quite calculate how long he's been 
away from home. "I really don't know. It's been so long since I've been home 
that I've lost track of time."

Looking up at him, Chun-Li slowly asked, "...Have I kept you away?"

"No! Of course not!" Ryu answered, "I've enjoyed my stay here! This is 
probably the longest I have stayed in one place... it's almost like a second 
home!"

"Do you really mean that?"
"Of course! I am a warrior that always speaks the truth!"

Chun-Li bent forward and huggled Ryu in her arms. "Oh thank you! That 
means so much to me..."

Ryu blushed a bit while to hold Chun-Li. He turned his head to the side to try 
to hide his red face and then noticed that there was another amusing site 
along the other side of the gondola. "Chun, what is that over there?"

The Chinese warrior opened her eyes, Whoa hey... did he just call me 
'CHUN'? Just 'CHUN'? Wow...! She raised her head to look out the other 
windows, and saw what he was looking at. "Oh, that's Water World. It's a 
place with lots of swimming pools and other water-fun stuff. But since it's 
winter time, I don't think it's the smartest thing to take a dip..."



"I see. Well, during the right season, then it would probably be most 
refreshing to visit there!"

"Well, I can take you there too someday!"

"That would be great." Ryu turned his head and continued to gaze outside the 
window as the gondola continued to approach to its destination. The great 
elements of earth and water... such great representation here.

"And you just have to see the dolphins and whale... they're just the cutest 
things!" Chun-Li said in a happy voice, grabbing Ryu arm once again.

"I'm sure they are!" Ryu replied, blushing slightly. But those aren't the only 
things that are cute...

The gondola finally slowed and reached its destination and the passengers 
departed to the open area of the amusement park.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 13 - Togetherness

By Night
Chun-Li and her Japanese warrior escort stood in a long line which wound

around many gates. Many people were awaiting to board the Dragon roller 
coaster, one of the many thrill rides of the amusement park.

"I remember something like this back in the States," Ryu said, "There was a 
place that was nearby San Francisco, and it had many sites of entertainment 
just like this. It was called 'Great America'. Except that instead of waiting in 
long lines, Ken just flashed a large dollar bill and we were able to board 
instantly!"

The Chinese woman giggled to herself. "Well, at least with the advantage of 
waiting, you get to talk with the person you are with!"

Ryu looked down at her and smiled, "Very true. I've always been a patient 
person anyway, and there's never a need to hurry such things."

Chun-Li held her purse to her chest and continued making conversation, "So 
what kinda rides did they have over there?"

Putting a hand to his chin, Ryu thought for a moment. "Well, they're not hard 
to forget at all... they were just so exciting! There was one called 'Top Gun', 



where your legs are left dangling freely while the vehicle moves at incredibly 
fast speeds! And there was another called 'The Invertigo' where it also has 
your legs dangling, and the track complete twists and turns, and the vehicle 
takes you both forward and backward! And there was a very similar one to 
this one... 'The Grizzly' I recall."

"Wow... those sure sound like fun! I've been on this old thing with my father 
when I was a little girl. I still love it though, since it brings back memories..."

The line moved ahead a few paces, and the two moved up. Ryu looked over 
at his companion and saw her looking down a bit. "You came here with your 
father often?" he asked.

"Yeah..." she answered, "I love this place. I love to see the dolphins, whales 
and birds, and riding on the roller coaster. My father would always take me 
here every so often. I just grew really attached to this place as a child, but 
then I grew up..."

Ryu nodded. "I see..." He realized that he never had any childhood hobbies 
while growing up. His whole life was nothing but the fight, and he was happy 
about that. But here with Chun-Li, he's realizing that having someone beside 
him can be nice too. Someone that cared so much for him... even more than 
as a friend. He fixed his look towards her eyes, and saw a small sparkle deep 
within those dark brown irises. She caught his gaze, and gave him a warm 
smile in return. Ryu put his hand behind the back of his hair and brushed 
through it as he tried to hide his blush... Take it easy Ryu... just go with the 
flow... He moved his hand that was brushing through his hair and placed it on 
her far shoulder.

Her shoulder twitched, her eyes widened, and her mouth hanged slightly at 
this sudden advancement. Wha... he... Ryu...

He smiled down at her and broke the silence. "Even though you're grown up 
now, there will always be that little child spirit within you... and I'm really 
grateful that you decided to re-experience those nice childhood memories... 
with me."

Finally coming out of her shock, Chun-Li closed her mouth and smiled once 
again. "Well... you're so special to me... and I just want to see you happy... 
because I... I..."



Her words were interrupted when the people behind them nudged them to 
move forward. Confused, they both just realized that there was huge gap 
separating them from the people in front of them in the line. Embarrassed, 
Ryu dropped his arm around Chun-Li's shoulder, and placed his hand on her 
back, lightly pushing her foward as they moved ahead.

Aww... well at least it was nice while it lasted... and maybe it was good that I 
didn't tell him, or else it might think about it too much for the rest of the day... 
Getting her thoughts together, Chun-Li sighed, but continued. "Well, we're 
gonna be boarding soon! Are you scaaaaaaaaared?"

Ryu smirked, "It is the speed of this machine which is all part of the thrill! I 
fear NOTHING!"

"Fear nothing huh? Whatever!" Chun-Li said sarcastically.

"Well... I've yet to encounter something I am afraid of... and high velocities 
don't cut it!"

Chun-Li giggled, seeing Ryu getting defensive and after a few short 
moments, it was finally their turn to ride.

***

The vehicle slowly climbed up the slope and neared the peak. Ryu and Chun-
Li were seated in the front car of the roller coaster, with Ryu sitting on the 
edge next to her and looking side where he could see out to the ocean. The 
vehicle almost came to a complete stop as it was about to make its dive down 
the other end of the slope and a small breeze passed by ruffling Ryu's hair. 
Such a great view of the ocean from this height...

"Hey Ryu!" Chun-Li interrupted, "Here we gooooooooooooooooo!" She raised 
up her arms and held them up in the air waiting for the dive with Ryu turning 
his head forward and doing the same.

The vehicle plunged down the steep slope at an incredibly high velocity and 
Chun-Li gave out a thrill filled scream while Ryu roared out as if he was 
yelling a battle cry. The cart made many high speed dips, drops and turns, 
with all of its passengers screaming in enjoyment. But as soon as it started, 
the excitement was soon over,



and Ryu and Chun-Li put their hands back onto the safety restraint and tried 
to regain their breath from all the yelling and screaming.

Chun-Li brushed her hand through her wind-tossed hair adjusting it back into 
place and looked over at Ryu who was doing the same. "Fun huh?" she 
asked.

Ryu regained his breath, "Ah, indeed. But you should see the rides where I 
went in the States! Those have even more excitement with their even higher 
speeds!"

"Well, if I ever visit the States I'll try to remember to hit that place you told me 
about!" Chun-Li smiled as she continued fixing her hair.

She... she looks... cute like that...! Ryu thought to himself as he watched her 
hands delicately finish getting her hair back to how it was. Never really 
noticed how cute she looks when she's happy like this... it looks great...

The vehicle finally came to its full complete stop and lifted the safety 
restraints and the passengers departed while the next people in line boarded.

As they approached the exit gate Ryu kept his look fixed on Chun-Li until he 
decided to ask, "So what shall we do next?"

"Well, let's go over to the shows! They got the cutest dolphins and whale!" 
Chun-Li looked at the schedule leaflet to check the time and looked at the 
time on her watch. "In fact, one is starting up very very soon! We should get 
over there now!"

"Lead the way, my lady..."
"Hehe," Chun-Li giggled as she grabbed Ryu's arm, "this way!" ***

"Look! Aren't they just so cute?" Chun-Li asked as two dolphins did flips in 
mid-air crashing into the water gracefully.

"Well... more than just cute... they're graceful... and flawless..." Ryu 
answered. Then he turned his view to her... And you... you're also cute... 
graceful... and flawless... If only I could say that to you...

"You really have a way of describing things!" Chun-Li turned her head back 
towards the show and soon a large whale was gliding through the waters. 



"Oooo it's the whale! I always remember when it did its big splash, and I 
always got soaking wet!"

Ryu smiled, and continued to think to himself. She's so full of spirit... and that 
smile... it's just so... cute...!

"Hehe, isn't that whale cute too?" Chun-Li asked again.

He was caught by surprise. "Oh... well, it's cute, but like the dolphin there's so 
much more to it... it's a powerful beast that is nearly unchallenged in the 
depths of the sea!" I should really stop looking at her before I get in trouble... 
but I just can't keep my eyes off her...

"I should've known you'd say something like that hehe."

Ryu turned his head to watch the performances, but stole small glances at 
the lovely face of Chun-Li whenever he could. The long hair... the eyes... the 
lips forming a smile... every feature about her constantly drew Ryu's attention 
to her. He couldn't help himself. It was as if he felt invisible fingers pushing 
his face aside to steal a short look. And now, he felt as if an invisible hand 
was guiding his hand towards her waist... but he took control of himself and 
brought his hand back to his knee.

Instead, he just decided to admire her from where he was sitting. He looked 
over at her face to see if she noticed when he was moving his hand near her, 
but suddenly, he heard a huge splash

and a second later, he was drenched by a huge wave of water! He heard a 
small scream and saw Chun-Li turn her head towards him, her hair 
completely wet. "That was a big one! Ryu are you wet?"

Running a hand through his now wet hair, he answered, "Well, not TOO 
badly... at least this pullover is pretty resistant to water! But what about 
you...?"

Chun-Li looked herself over as she squeezed out the water soaked in her 
hair. "Oh jeez... I'm soaking! My jacket I think will be ok... but my shirt is all 
wet... that was probably the biggest splash ever!" She continued to squeeze 
out the water in her hair, and proceeded to take off her wet jacket, leaving her 
in her white t-shirt underneath.



Ryu hung his mouth open slightly... he could see right through her wet shirt. 
He could see her white bra underneath, but thankfully the bra was not see-
through. However, he still noticed a little bit of the crevice between her 
breasts... and he immediately turned away before he became too attached to 
what he was seeing. "M-maybe you should put the jacket back on..."

"I can't right now! It's too wet to put back on!" "But... I can see..."

Chun-Li looked down. "Yeah I know... it happens... it's not THAT bad..."

"Hmmm..." Ryu looked down at his blue pullover and wiped off whatever 
water drops were left over, leaving it mostly dry. The material underneath was 
completely dry and still pretty warm, and Ryu pulled it off over his head. 
"Here... it's still dry underneath and it'll keep you warm," he said as he offered 
to put it on Chun-Li.

"Oh... thank you so much!" She put her arms through the sleeves of the 
offered pullover, and Ryu helped pull it over her head. She

pulled the bottom over her waist, and she put her hands beneath her hair and 
flung out the wet hair out of the neck whole, causing her wet hair to cascade 
down her back. She looked over and Ryu and gave him a smile. "Thank you. 
You're too sweet, Ryu. But aren't you gonna be cold?"

"It's perfectly all right. Cold doesn't bother me too much, and this shirt only 
got wet around the collar."

"Well okay, if you say so! Thanks again." "It was all my pleasure, Chun-Li..."

They both exchanged smiles, and continued watching as the performance by 
the dolphins and whale concluded.

***

The stars were twinkling brightly, and a light breeze passed through the calm 
night air. Ryu and Chun-Li were seated aboard a cart in the ferris wheel of 
the park, taking one last break before finally departing. The wheel moved 
slowly and silently, and Ryu and Chun-Li looked into the night sky. This is just 
like those nights back in the days in Japan... Ryu thought to himself.

Since the dolphin and whale show, they spent their time eating dim sum at 
the Middle Kingdom area of the park, watching the Chinese performing acts, 



learning about the 5000-year old history of China, and looking throughout the 
various aquariums. Now, after all the excitement, time for one final moment of 
relaxation.

Chun-Li was back into her black jacket, since both the jacket and her shirt 
had dried, and Ryu was back into the warmth of his pullover. Gosh... she left 
such a powerful, sweet aroma in this... He sniffed the insides of his pullover, 
and inhaled the sweet strawberry scent that Chun-Li's body had left from 
wearing it. The roar of the

roller coaster with the screams of the passengers could be heard in the close 
distance while the roar of the tides of the ocean crashing against the beach 
could be heard in the far distance. It was completely peaceful as the couple's 
seat had reached the top of the ferris wheel. They came to a stop once they 
reached the top, and it didn't seem to be moving for a few moments. "Hmmm 
it looks like... the power kinda failed hehe..." Chun-Li finally said, breaking 
their long silence.

"Yeah... it appears so," Ryu added, "but at least we're at the top of the 
wheel... and the view is quite nice from here."

"Ryu...?" Chun-Li asked, as she turned her head to look at him right in his 
eyes, "did you enjoy being with me today?"

Ryu turned to meet Chun-Li's eyes, and answered, "Of course! This was one 
of the most enjoyable times of my life... and mainly... because it was with 
you..."

She grinned, "Do you really mean that?"

"I definitely mean that! Throughout the whole day, I've enjoyed every 
moment. I enjoy having you as company, and I also enjoy being your 
company..." Ryu began to slow down in his speech... he didn't want to say too 
much... but he continued anyway. "You were such a great host, and I even 
learned many things from this place. It was all because of you, that my stay 
has been nothing but a pleasurable one..."

"Oh Ryu, thank you so much for saying those things..." Chun-Li said gently.

But Ryu still continued, "And since near the beginning of being here... I... I..."

"Yes? You...?" she asked, awaiting him to finish his sentence.



Can I tell her...? Can I tell her that... I've had almost all my thoughts and 
emotions focused on her...? I have to! It's the right thing to do... but no I 
can't... I don't know if she's ready to hear it...! Ryu thought as he turned his 
eyes toward the bottom of the seat. He didn't know at all if he could 
continue...

"Ryu...?"

I can't just stop now... just.. go with the flow... Ryu looked back into Chun-Li's 
brown eyes which twinkled as brightly as the stars above them. "...I couldn't 
stop thinking about you... throughout the entire day... the smiles you gave 
me... your laughter... your kindness... your beauty... all of that just captivated 
me..."

"R-Ryu..." Chun-Li held a hand and clasped it over her heart.

"...your hair flows so gracefully with the winds... and the way you speak to me 
sounds like each word is like a sweet musical note in my ears... and your 
eyes are as calm as the sea after a storm..." Ryu scooted a little bit beside 
her, and his right arm began to travel behind her waist... Should I...? Of 
course I should... I want to... I need to... He wrapped his right arm completely 
around her waist, and pulled her closer.

"..." Chun-Li was speechless... and didn't object all to Ryu's advancements.

Ryu took his left hand and held her right hand. Her hand was slightly cold 
from being exposed to the air, but it quickly became warm from the heat of 
Ryu's. Why am I doing this...? Is it because...? He pulled her even closer... so 
close he could feel her breasts lightly brushing against his chest... and his lips 
were inches away from hers. Her breathing was heavy, and her breath was 
hot as it touched his lips... she was waiting for his sweet kiss... She hosted 
me for an entire day of pure entertainment... I mustn't run away without re-
paying... I mustn't escape... like how I always do...

"R-Ryu..."

"Chun..." Ryu lowered his head, and his lips finally made light contact with 
hers...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 14 - Feelings of You

By Night



A cool gentle breeze brushed by the faces of Ryu and Chun-Li and caused 
their hair to flow with the winds as their lips were barely touching each other... 
Ryu's squeeze on Chun-Li's hand tightened gently, causing her to blush a 
bright shade of red and cause her eyes to go half-lidded. She reached up 
with her other arm and brought it around his shoulders to bring him closer to 
her. He could smell the powerful scent from her hair, and proceeded to finally 
move deeper and finally kiss her... he slowly closed his eyes and realized that 
this was going to be the first kiss of his life...

*CLANG* A rumble startled the two of them... Chun-Li jumped with a small 
shriek escaping her lips... and they were broken away from each other and 
looked around to see what was going on.

"Oh... it looks like they got the power back..." Chun-Li said as they both felt 
the ferris wheel beginning to slowly moving. She looked up at Ryu, whose 
arm was still around her and hand was still holding hers. She looked up at 
Ryu and his lips were now farther away when before they were a mere inches 
away from her own. She lightly licked her lips from the coldness in the air, 
and frowned a bit...

Ryu could see the disappointment in her eyes... he tried to smile, but his 
disappointment caused him to frown as well... his tense grip on her hand 
loosened a bit, but he still it very lightly.

Chun-Li sighed and slowly brought her arm that was around his shoulders 
down, and placed her hand on his arm instead, feeling his firm bicep 
underneath the sleeve. Her heart was beating at an extremely fast pace... 
and against her breasts, she could feel Ryu's

beating underneath is chest at the exact same rate as hers... Both hearts 
slowly eased, and they beat at their normal frequencies again, but still in 
unison. The moment was gone... but the feelings were still with her.

Another breeze passed by, and Chun-Li quivered to its chilly touch. In 
response, Ryu held Chun-Li's waist closer toward him and use his body to 
warm her. Being this close, Chun-Li moved her arm around his waist, and 
placed her head on his shoulder.



Looking down at her head, Ryu gently smiled, and rested his shoulder 
against the back of the seat. He reached over and kissed her forehead, and 
rested his cheek against her hair.

Chun-Li moved her eyes upward and looked at the moon and stars above in 
the night sky above. She closed her eyes and snuggled against Ryu's 
shoulder, getting as close as she could to his neck. Her body began to feel 
warm again in this position... she was deprived of a kiss yet again... but this 
was good enough. I was soooooo close...

***

The door unlocked and opened, and the couple walked through. Chun-Li 
flipped the switch which turned on light in her apartment, and she hung her 
keys on the hangar. Ryu walked and sat down on the futon, stretching his 
arms along the back edge.

"Hehe, tired?" Chun-Li asked.

Ryu nodded back, "Definitely... I just want to take a shower and go right to 
sleep..."

"Okay then... I need a shower too, so I'll go right after you."

"Thank you so much..." Ryu said as he got up and walked towards the 
bathroom, "you've been so good to me ever since I first came here."

Chun-Li smiled. "It was all my pleasure."

Ryu gave a smile in return and entered the bathroom, closing the door behind 
him. A moment later, the jets of water could be heard crashing in the shower.

Sighing, Chun-Li sat down on her futon where Ryu was sitting and thought 
about what happened earlier. So close, so close, so close... She turned her 
head to the bathroom door, and sighed. Oh well... at least... I still have you 
here with me... She reached over to her stereo, and pressed the button that 
turned it on. It was currently set to the radio, and she set it to play her CDs 
instead. Hmmm which one... she thought. Hearing the rushing waters in the 
background, she remembered Ryu... She skipped through all her CDs until it 
finally stopped at one of her favorite Japanese ones. The first track started 
and it began to start to play a song named "Cry." Chun-Li knew the rudiments 



of Japanese, and could understand most of the lyrics. She sat back and 
relaxed herself, closing her eyes.

Ryu... that was the first time you actually... made a move on me... Her mind 
wandered while listening to the slow lyrics of the song. It was true though... 
Ryu actually made a move. Chun-Li wondered what drove him to do it... 
whether it was just because of the heat of the moment, or because maybe he 
truly had deep feelings for her. Chun-Li didn't know if she could believe it was 
because of the latter reason. But she smiled to herself and knew full well that 
she could believe it... of course it's because he had feelings for her. Even 
though Ryu is sometimes a naive and dense kind of person, he is completely 
honest and never does things to make people feel bad. Despite his love for 
the fight, he always cares about the feelings of others. He always listens to 
what people have to say when they

need someone to talk to. He always looks for the positive side in everything 
and helps people look to that positive side. People like him are difficult to find 
sometimes... and he himself is an elusive warrior... if only he didn't always 
have to be constantly going from once place to another... ...at least you're 
here with me... and you've been here for quite a while... and I'm so happy 
about that...

Chun-Li had her eyes slightly open as she continued listening to the song. 
Her thoughts turned back to the moment... the moment where he almost 
kissed her. She remembered each detail... the pleasant, peaceful look in his 
brown eyes, his warm hand holding hers, his arm around her waist hold her 
so close to him, and his warm, gentle lips actually touching her own... Maybe 
if I puckered up a bit... She closed her eyes and wondered how it'd feel like to 
kiss the man she loved so dearly.... and it's been the longest time since she's 
kissed anyone. Over ten years... after her father's death her mind was 
completely devoted on justifying it. Then after Bison was defeated, she retired 
back to her home, and lived a solitary life ever since... and she felt the effects 
of loneliness since then... because the elusive warrior known as Ryu... was 
the only man that was able to enter her heart. She blocked off memories of 
past boys she met in high school, since none of them cared what she was 
going through when her father died. But Ryu... he was different. She first met 
him from even before the second Street Fighter tournament, and he shared 
his sadness with her, because he lost his father figure as well. And ever 
since... he was always in the deep recesses of her heart... even through her 



obsession for justice. Ahhhh I love you so much Ryu... I've always loved 
you... if only I could've felt the sweetness of your kiss...

The song slowly came to its end as well as the sounds of the running water in 
the bathroom. A moment later, Ryu came out holding his clothes and only 
wearing a towel wrapped around his waist. Chun-Li looked upon his shirtless 
form, gazing at his firm, muscular body. He was indeed a well-built person as 
a result of his

life-long training. She looked up and saw his face, and his wet hair which 
dripped a little with water. So cute... And from what she was thinking about 
moments earlier, she felt like running over to him and smother him with a hug 
and maybe a kiss... but she decided against it...

"I'm done, Chun-Li. You may go in now," Ryu said in his always- gentle voice.

"Th-thanks..." she replied as she stood up. She turned off her stereo as it was 
in the middle of the second track of the CD, and headed to the bathroom.

"Oh... you were listening to a Japanese song?" Ryu asked. "Yeah... it's one of 
my favorite CDs..."

Ryu smiled. "You're lucky you get to hear the voices of people singing 
anytime you want... the last song that I can still remember fresh in my 
memory... is the one my master sung to me as a very young kid to help me to 
go sleep..."

"Your master sung to you? That's so sweet!"

"Yeah... one of the only songs I can really remember... I wish I could hear 
more..."

Chun-Li giggled. "Well, if you want... you can listen to some in the morning! I 
got quite a few Japanese CDs."

"Sure, that'd be great."

Giggling again, Chun-Li ran into her bedroom and grabbed a shirt and came 
back out and headed towards the bathroom. But before she went inside, she 
turned her head towards Ryu. "Ryu?"

"Yes?" Ryu asked as he entered the doorway of the bedroom.



"..." Chun-Li didn't know what to say... she wanted to tell him at least 
something before the night had ended...

"Anything wrong Chun-Li...?"

"Oh..." Chun-Li finally spoke, "nothing... just... wanted to say good night!"

"Oh okay... and good night to you too. And thanks for tonight as well." Ryu 
smiled and entered the room, closing the door.

Chun-Li sighed... Couldn't tell him... at least not now... She went into her 
bathroom and finally took her shower.

***

Ryu lied on his back, in only his sweat pants. He didn't bother putting on a 
shirt, since the room and the bed sheets covering him were already warm 
enough. He put his hands behind his head and stared up at the ceiling. Even 
though he was tired, he didn't feel like going to sleep just yet. He too, was 
thinking about what happened tonight. Maybe I should've just continued... 
shouldn't have let that incident interrupt... Ryu sighed. I wonder what it 
would've felt like... Ryu realized that he's never actually had too much contact 
with women, let alone kiss one. Even at his age, his lips has never made full, 
deep contact with those of a female's... There really weren't too many 
females he's ever met at all... Sakura, the high school student that was 
pursuing him to become her teacher, Eliza, Ken's wife, and Chun-Li... that 
was basically it.

And the times he spent now with Chun-Li are by no doubt the most fun and 
enjoyable moments he's ever had. He originally came to Hong Kong to pay 
respects to Grand Master Gen and continue his journey for a stronger 
opponent than him. But his meeting with Chun-Li at the dojo stopped him in 
his tracks. She has kept him here for nearly a month, and in that amount of 
time, he felt emotions

he's never felt before. He felt the need to be with someone... he wanted 
company and companionship. I never did feel... lonely. And now I wonder 
how life would be like... without being with her... From being in such close 
contact with Chun-Li lately, Ryu got used to being with her and didn't feel 
uncomfortable being close with her... like tonight. He wanted to kiss her 
because he cared so much about her... and because she shared the same 



feelings for him. She has shown him the kindness of her heart, something no 
woman has ever really done for him... and he loved those feelings of 
kindness. Kindness he wishes he could receive each day... I don't think... I'd 
want to live without her...

He turned his head and he could hear the waters of the shower running 
behind the walls... She's in there... so sweet... so beautiful... Ryu closed his 
eyes, and tried to remember how she looked up on the ferris wheel... her 
eyes sparkled like the stars... her skin glowed from the shine of the moon... 
her hair lightly flowed with the wind... her body was so warm up against his... 
and her lips were so warm and soft... Dammit... I wish I could've kissed her... 
He opened his eyes and looked to the door... She's been in there for a couple 
minutes already... maybe when she comes out I should... no... I already 
missed my chance from before...

Ryu sighed and looked back up towards the ceiling... Maybe another chance 
will rise up... He closed his eyes and rested, letting himself try to gradually fall 
asleep...

The sound of the water stopping was heard a few minutes later and he could 
hear the bathroom door open... he concentrated on sleeping... but he heard a 
very light knock on the door... "Ryu...?" asked an ever-so-gentle sweet voice 
from behind, "Are you still awake...?"

Ryu instantly opened up his eyes. He got out from under the covers and 
headed for the door, opening it. "Yes I'm awake... is there something you 
wanted...?"

Chun-Li slowly stepped inside and sat in the middle of the bed. Her long hair 
was damp, and she was dressed in a short sleeved night shirt with a small 
yellow cartoon chickadee in the middle with the words "PIYO PIYO" above it. 
That's... that's so cute...! Ryu thought to himself. The night shirt stretched to 
the middle of her thighs, and the neck hole was rather wide... Ryu could see 
both of the straps of her bra on her shoulders...

"Well..." she slowly began, "I just wanted to thank you... for saying all those 
sweet things to me tonight... I... I'm so happy that you feel that way about 
me..."

"Oh... y-you're welcome..."



"No man... has EVER said such sweet things to me... you're so sweet..."

Ryu sat down next to her. "But it's... it's all true Chun-Li... even... even now... 
when I look at you... you look so beautiful..." He lightly smelled the air around 
them and could smell the sweet scent of the shampoo she used to wash her 
hair... Just say whatever is in your heart... "and even your scent is heavenly... 
it makes me want to just hold you tight and never let go..."

Chun-Li blushed deeply, and held her hand to her heart, feeling it already 
begin to race... "Oh Ryu... please s-stop..."

"Oh... I'm s-sorry..."

Smiling Chun-Li placed a hand on his and looked down at it... "Don't be sorry 
Ryu... it's just that... when you say those things... it only makes it harder... to 
stop myself..."

"Stop yourself...?" Ryu asked puzzlingly.

Trying to look up into his eyes... she moved her gaze up from their hands and 
toward his firm body... taking in every detail... as she looked up to meet his 
eyes. Eyes with that questioning look... the innocent, naive look... Man he's 
so cute when he's naive... "Stop myself... from doing this..."

Chun-Li squeezed Ryu's hand lightly and entwined her fingers with his so 
they their hands were interlocked. She pulled the bed sheets over, opening 
them, and placed her other hand on his chest, feeling his firm muscles... and 
pushed him down onto the bed until his back was against it and his head was 
against the pillow...

Ryu began to feel his face grow hot as fire as he began to turn completely 
red... "Ch-Chun..."

He's even cuter when he blushes like that... Her face moved closer to his by 
the inch, and her damp hair cascaded down... on and around his neck...

This... this is the chance... the next chance I've been waiting for... came 
sooner than I expected... Ryu wrapped his free arm around Chun-Li's waist 
and lowered her to him... holding her close... feeling the familiar gentle 
sensation of her breasts pressing up against his chest once again... he 
closed his eyes, and breathed deeply... the sensations from firmness of her 
breasts against his bare skin was almost overwhelming... sending tingling 



feelings coursing throughout his entire body... he took more deep, gentle 
breaths as he felt her body press deeper against him and as her hot breath 
warmed his lips... Can... can I do it this time...?

Using her hand, she gently wiped off a small bead of sweat from his brow... 
and placed her hand behind his neck. Looking down at his face, she smiled, 
and her eyes were half-lidded, filled with desire... "You're not going to escape 
me... not this time... my Ryu..." She

finally lowered her head.. and her soft, warm lips gently pressed against his... 
and they proceeded to kiss slowly... softly... with passion...

Their interlocked hands squeezed each other gently as they kissed... 
squeezing with each passing moment...

Ryu's hand gently traveled down her back... and Chun-Li's hand gently 
traveled up and down the length of his muscular arm...

The only sounds that could be heard in the room were their light, passionate 
kissing and the sounds of their hands stoking each other...

Chun-Li began to kiss a little bit deeper with more and more passion... and 
slowly, her tongue began to lightly escape from her lips and find its way into 
Ryu's...

Ryu squeezed her hand tighter as he felt her tongue gently brushing against 
his lips... and he met it with his own...

She moaned lightly into his mouth... and their tongues gently crossed and 
moved together... both loving the passion... the feelings they've longed for... 
never wanting to stop...

After what seemed to be an eternity but could've only lasted for a minute... 
Chun-Li took the last moments of kissing... and slowly drew her tongue away 
from Ryu's... brushing against it as she pulled away... Ryu sighed deeply, 
followed by a small moan from Chun-Li... both already missing the feelings... 
but still captured by the emotions...

Ryu slowly opened his eyes, and saw Chun-Li looking down at him with eyes 
filled with such allure, smiling warmly... he breathed gently, and placed his 
hand on Chun-Li's cheek.



Smiling, Chun-Li gently asked, "Did you...?" Ryu nodded. "Mhm..."

Her smile widened and she lowered herself again, opening her mouth 
slowly...

Ryu's eyes widened... but soon closed as his mouth also opened and he 
accepted her kiss once again...

Chun-Li used her tongue to gently explore Ryu's mouth... He trembled as she 
did so... and Chun-Li knew he was enjoying the feelings as he slowly joined 
in... She took her hand, and placed it on his hand that was on her cheek.. and 
gently guided down her neck... over her clavicle... and finally over the curve 
of her breast...

Almost breaking their kiss, Ryu nearly gasped at what his hand was feeling 
against the soft material of her night shirt... warm, firm flesh... Chun-Li held 
his hand there, and continued to gently kiss... until she felt Ryu lightly holding 
it... A small moaning sound escaped her lips, as she felt his fingers ever-so-
gently closing against it... H- He's so gentle...

His gentle touch began to arouse her, and she slowly slid her hand down his 
sides... and in between their hips... She slowly raised her hips, and lightly 
began to gently rub at the area of his sweatpants which covered his 
manhood...

Their kissing was broken... Ryu groaned aloud... not expecting what Chun-Li 
was doing... and tried to hold back from the feelings... "Ch- Chun..."

Chun-Li continued her seduction... she gently lowered herself again... and 
started to nibble at his neck, causing him to gasp...

Ryu turned his head deeply to the side and pressed his head deep against 
the pillow breathing heavily... Feels so... nice...

She slowly used her tongue to lightly travel across the regions of Ryu's neck, 
and gently began to suckle at it, eventually giving him a small love bite... 
"Mmm..."

Ch-Chun... Ryu used his arm and held her closer against him so she could 
have an easier time working on his neck... and he could still feel her gently 
rubbing her hand against his length...



Taking her slow time, Chun-Li finished her light suckling, and gently glided 
her tongue along the underside of his chin until her face was directly over 
him...

Finally opening his eyes, he looked up to see Chun-Li looking down at him... 
her pupils wide with such inviting desire. Both were catching their breath, 
panting heavily... and Chun-Li was still gently stroking his hardness... Ryu 
partially closed his eyes, drowning in the passion... and saw her slowly lower 
herself to kiss him again...

He could feel Chun-Li rubbing harder against him, causing him to gasp 
more... NO! a voice in him shouted, This is Chun here, you can't take 
advantage of her! She's lost in the moment... would be a coward's victory to 
take advantage of such a vulnerable person...

As Chun-Li lowers her mouth to his, Ryu begin fighting with the emotions 
running riot inside of him. At the moment where their lips are about to touch, 
Ryu turned away. Chun-Li removed her hand from where it was, and moved it 
to Ryu's cheek, trying to move it so he could face her, but he resisted... She 
tried to move his cheek again, but Ryu still resisted... and she realized he had 
no desire to pursue any further...

"Oh..." Chun-Li lighty gasped. She realized she became lost in the feelings of 
passion... "I'm... s-so sorry Ryu..."

Ryu breathed heavily from the intensity of the moment, and moved his hand 
from her breast back onto her cheek. "No no no... it's okay Chun-Li... it's 
okay... no need to apologize."

"No... I... I tried to take advantage of you again... I-" The moment was over... 
it had come to an abrupt halt... and Chun-Li could feel her heart slightly sink. 
A small tear ran down her cheek, and Ryu wiped it off with his finger.

"It's perfectly all right..." he whispered, "you were lost in the moment... there's 
nothing to apologize for... and I didn't mind at all what you did..."

"R-really...?" Chun-Li sniffled.

Ryu nodded and reached up to kiss her forehead... "Really."

"Oh Ryu... thank you... you're so forgiving..." She wrapped her arm behind his 
neck and hugged him. Her other hand was still entwined with his, and she 



continued to hold it. She rested her head against his shoulder and put her 
hand back on his arm. "I guess we should call it a night then..."

"O-okay..." He wrapped his arm around her waist, holding her, not wanting to 
ever let her go... He grabbed the open sheets, and slowly pulled it over her 
back.

Ryu lay on the bed, Chun-Li on top of him... both exchanging smiles. Chun-Li 
raised her head off Ryu shoulder, and looked down at him one last time... and 
kissed him gently. Ryu welcomed the kiss, and returned it just as gently and 
passionately as he received it... then she broke away, sliding away from his 
tongue with her own tongue... and put her head back on his shoulder. She 
reached over and turned out the light and put her hand back on his arm, 
holding him tight.

Their other hands, still locked together, gently continued to hold each other in 
the darkness and in their sleep... the moments were gone... but the not the 
emotions.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 15 - Nightmares

By Night

The sounds of thunder clapped in the air... and Ryu stood alone in the middle 
of a forest. The cold drops of rain lightly splashed against his face and the 
cold winds strided across the lands blowing Ryu's red bandanna along with it. 
Almost too peaceful... Ryu walked suspiciously, sensing evil amidst the 
tranquility.

"I believe you are looking for me, young Ryu..." a voice called out.

Ryu turned his head, and looked towards where he heard the voice. Up on 
the edge of a cliff he stood... the man he's searched for all his life... the 
demon... Ryu clenched his teeth and growed under his breath. "Akuma... at 
last you have revealed yourself to me."

"Heh heh heh..." Akuma leaped from the edge of the cliff and headed 
downward, punching the ground on impact creating a huge crater underneath 
him. "You think I have revealed myself to fight you? You are greatly mistaken. 
I have not come to fight you. No. But to help you reach your goal. Yesss."



Ryu sneered. "I would never accept help from you, demon!" He stomped his 
foot down and put his arms in fighting position.

The demon's red eyes glowed, and he smiled a sharp-toothed grin. "You want 
to destroy me don't you...?"

"Destroy you? No... I want to obliterate you! Eradicate you! ANNIHILATE 
YOU!!!" Blue energy began to swirl around Ryu, and the lighting above 
crackled with intensity.

"Ahhhh. Excellent... I can feel the energy growing inside you. But sadly, you 
cannot destroy me... for I know your weakness."

The Shotokan warrior growled and his eyebrows formed a "V" shape.

"You've grown weak Ryu..." Akuma continued, "and a fighter with weakness 
will never become a true warrior!"

"And what makes me so weak? The loss of Sensei? That only strengthens 
me to defeat his murderer!"

"You think I am referring to your pitiful master? No... I know you have 
overcome his loss... but another weakness has presented itself! Yesss!"

"Let us fight now and you tell me how weak I am!" Ryu closed his two fists 
together, and was combat ready.

"Very well!" Akuma followed, stomping into his horse stance, glowing in a 
fiery red aura.

Ryu looked straight into the demons burning, fire-lit eyes and gritted his teeth. 
Akuma grinned, showing Ryu his sharp fangs... and he raised his knee up 
and hovered backwards.

Hesitant, Ryu gave chase... I WILL avenge you Sensei! He ran quickly 
towards his hovering form and planted his foot on the ground when he was 
close enough. Akuma planted his feet to the ground as well and stood 
straight up with his arms crossed, awaiting Ryu's attack. Ryu yelled out his 
battle cry, cocked his arm backwards and launched himself forwards with full 
force.



"Hmph!" Akuma suddenly began to fade, and he was gone just before Ryu's 
punch landed. Ryu turned around, feeling Akuma's evil aura gliding behind 
him...

"Tatsumakisenpuukyaku!" Ryu try to cover all sides with his powerful spinning 
kick, but Akuma was fast... the demon swatted Ryu's stretched out leg, and 
stomped into his horse stance, delivering a body punch to his midsection. 
Ryu landed on his back with a thud, raising the dirt beneath him into the air. 
Must not lose... Ryu flipped back up into position and dusted himself off.

"Too slow Ryu... something is clouding your mind! Once again... you are not 
fighting at your optimal power!"

"Grrrr..." Ryu didn't appreciate the demon's opinions. He snarled, and lunged 
out with a punch to Akuma's face... which was lazily swatted. Not wanting to 
stop his offense, Ryu continued punching countless times... each one getting 
swatted until finally it ended with Akuma catching Ryu's fist in his hand. His 
free hand made a last effort to deal a blow, but it too was caught by Akuma's 
other hand...

Ryu struggled to free his hands, but Akuma's grip was incredibly strong. "I 
know why you are weak Ryu!" Akuma stated, "You feelings are not 
concentrated purely on the fight are they?"

"Rrrrrrg... my life has ALWAYS been on the fight!!!" Ryu growled.

"I think not! There's been something new that has entered your thoughts! It's 
HER isn't it? SHE is why you are weak!" Akuma laughed. "Perhaps, if she 
was to be dispatched... then your thoughts wouldn't be so weighted anymore! 
Yessss!"

Ryu groaned loudly trying to escape Akuma's grip... he channeled more and 
more energy throughout his body... calling all the power he could in his 
surroundings... a blue aura engulfed him, causing his bandanna and hair to 
rise. "You... don't... touch her...!!!"

"Heh heh heh heh... why not? Do you fear I will do to her as I did your 
master?"



Energy levels began to rise drastically... "Will... not... let you!!!" Ryu snapped 
his arms back, breaking Akuma's hold on him and howled... calling forth so 
much energy that he was surrounded in a blue cylinder if light...

"Yes, that's it! Release your anger! Let your evil intent control your power!" 
Akuma stood a short distance away from a powering up Ryu, observing the 
amount of energy he was channeling...

When Ryu's power was at a nearly incalculable level, he charged towards 
Akuma head on... "Must... destroy you!!!"

"Yes!!! Show me your true power!" Akuma waited eagerly for the next move...

Charging at full speed, Ryu brought his fist to his waist and leaped up at an 
angle with an extreme velocity... "SHORYUKEN!!!"

Akuma took the full blow of the legendary dragon punch squarely in the gut, 
and felt the tremendous impact of pure energy explode against him. He felt 
himself launch skyward and waited till he reached the peak of his ascension... 
then flipping himself into position to land back on his feet. A few seconds 
after, Ryu landed right next to him, still bursting in a blue aura of pure energy. 
"Impressive my young warrior... but still not good enough to destroy me!"

Ryu grinded his teeth, and his fists closed with a tightness strong enough to 
shatter steel.

"In order to destroy me... you must unleash your full anger! Let the hate flow 
through you as you pummel me to oblivion!"

"No...! Never!!!"

"If you do not... then as long as I exist... your lover... Chun-Li... will be my 
primary target! And I will make sure you witness each moment of her painful 
death, as you did your master!!! Either way... your true evil intent WILL be 
unleashed!!!"

"Nooooooooooo!!!!!" Ryu closed his eyes roaring with fury... and summoned 
each bit of energy he could muster... so much that he could feel each cell in 
his body almost ready to explode... but he was able to control it... and 
focused it in one direction...



Ryu opened his eyes, raising his knee and lifting his other foot slowly lifted off 
the ground... and he hovered straight for Akuma...

But just before he reached his target... it was gone... and standing where it 
once was... was a beautiful, long-haired Chinese female... "R-Ryu...?"

N-n-n-n... NO! Chun-Li...!!!

It was too late. Once started... the instant hell murder... the Shun Goku 
Satsu... cannot be stopped. Chun-Li tried to block him... but his body made 
contact with hers... and his fists acted as if they had a mind of their own... 
They struck the woman he cared so deeply for in fourteen of her most vital 
places on her body instantly... and the fifteenth and most fatal blow... straight 
at her heart...

A scream... a big flash of light... ***

Ryu's eyes flashed open. Looking up he saw the ceiling and sighed a huge 
breath of relief... Nightmare...

And he also felt something against his body... warmth... he sniffed the air... 
the scent of freshly washed hair... looking down, he saw the peaceful, 
sleeping form of the woman he was passionately

kissing just the night before... She had given him unforgettable pleasure last 
night... something he's never felt in all his life... but just a few moments ago... 
he saw himself murder her.

Wh-what have I done...? I... I've become a... monster...! He looked back up to 
the ceiling, trying to get his thoughts together... I became just as evil as 
Akuma himself... how can I let myself... lose control...? Ryu back down at 
Chun-Li... she was sleeping so quietly... so peacefully... and her arm held 
onto him as if she never wanted to let go...

I must... learn how to control my power... before I hurt myself... and you 
Chun-Li... Ryu closed his eyes... not wanting to think about his nightmare any 
longer. He lightly kissed Chun-Li on her forehead... and felt her arm gently 
hold him closer... He finally released his hand from hers... and lightly brushed 
her bangs...

Slowly, Ryu rolled out from underneath Chun-Li trying his best not to wake 
her as she struggled to hold onto him... He gently pulled the sheets back over 



her to keep her warm, and reached over to lightly kiss her forehead again. He 
slowly walked away from the bed... he felt so dangerous from the nightmare 
he had... He didn't want to put any harm upon her at all... and he realized that 
in order for her safety... he knew he must destroy Akuma and end his evil 
influence on him... for good.

I am so sorry Chun-Li... so sorry for what I am about to do... but I must... Ryu 
walked over to the corner of the room and grabbed his duffel bag...

Chun-Li... for your sake... I am going to finally learn to harness and control 
my energy... I am going avenge Sensei... and I am going to finally expel 
Satsui No Hado within me... forever.

Ryu opened his duffel bag, and began to grab some of his things and put 
them in. He looked back at the bed and still saw Chun-Li

sleeping in complete peace. And... I must do this so that I know that you can 
be completely safe with me until the end of time... I love you Chun-Li.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 16 - Acceptances

By Night

Chun-Li slowly fluttered her eyes open, and she immediately noticed that the 
man she was holding close the night before was missing... Where... where.... 
Ryu... She sat up, and looked around, finding Ryu in the corner of the room 
putting some clothes into his duffel bag. "Oh there you are!"

The silent warrior turned his head and gave an affirmative 'good morning' 
nod, and resumed his packing.

"Ryu... what are you doing?" she asked curiously as she stretched and 
yawned.

"..." Ryu just continued to stuff his belongings.

"Ryu...?" she asked again with more concern to her voice.

Must tell her... Ryu turned around to face her, looking into her eyes. She 
looks so at ease... don't want to tell her something she may not want to 
hear... but I must... "Chun-Li..." he started.

"Yes...?"



Just tell it straight... "I... I had a dream last night..." he started, "in fact, it was 
a complete nightmare..."

"Oh... what happened...?"

Ryu swallowed. "Well... it was with Akuma and I again... and from what 
happened, I realized that I am a danger to both myself and you..."

"A danger? You? Dangerous...? Ryu... what are you talking about?"

"My untapped power inside me... I need to prevent it from being unleashed by 
the evil influence of Akuma... I..."

Chun-Li blinked.

"I need to destroy the Satsui No Hado within me... for good. I realized that if I 
don't do something now... then I'll never be able to get rid of it and it will 
consume me, causing catastrophic destruction to myself and people around 
me... and if I want to prevent that from happening... then I must..."

"Y-yes...?" Chun-Li was almost afraid to hear the answer... but seeing that he 
was packing, she knew what it already was...

"I must leave, Chun-Li... I must go back to Japan... my... my warrior instincts 
tell me that I will find an answer there..."

"Ryu...!" Chun-Li didn't want to hear anymore... Just the night before, she was 
in his strong arms... kissing him... pleasing him... and now he says he has to 
leave... without hesitation, she bounded off the bed and headed towards Ryu 
with wide open arms as if a predator were to catch its prey before it escaped.

"Chun-Li... I..." he said as he fell back from her arms wrapping around him, 
"I'm dangerous... I shouldn't be close to you..."

"No... you're not... I know and you know that... you'd never hurt me... or 
anyone... just... don't... say... anymore..." she cried as her eyes began to fill 
with tears.

"Chun-Li..."
"Please Ryu... just... hold me..."

"I..." Ryu's arms were at his sides... he didn't want to be close at all with her 
after what he did to her in his nightmare...



"Please... please..." Chun-Li's body began to tremble, her arms around him 
tightened... her tears began to fall down her cheeks... and Ryu could feel the 
warm tears lightly drip against his bare back.

Sensing her pain, Ryu closed his eyes as he gently returned her embrace, 
holding her close. He could feel her hug tighten even more and her body 
began to feel even more warm than it already was... ...in the strong arms of 
the man I love once again...

They both sat on the floor, locked in a close, warm, heart-felt embrace for a 
moment that seemed endless, until they finally released each other... and as 
they pulled away, Ryu looked deep into Chun-Li's watery eyes and gently 
wiped off her tears with his finger.

The crying woman reached up to hold his hand as he did so, and looked right 
back into his eyes... seeing them so filled with emotion... Never forgetting the 
night before... she decided to move just a little bit closer to his face...

"..." Ryu could see her advancement... but didn't hold back... and started to 
even advance a little bit himself... until his lips touched hers... and they kissed 
once again... tenderly... Ryu weaved one of his hands through her long, soft 
hair while the other squeezed her hand...

As the moments passed, the passion of the kiss increased... until Ryu finally 
broke away... Chun-Li reached for another, lightly kissing his lips once, and 
pulled away... "Are you definitely sure about this decision, Ryu?" she finally 
asked.

The Shotokan warrior nodded, "Yes... I am sorry Chun-Li... but I must."

Chun-Li looked downward. She knew that Ryu has made up his mind... and is 
accepting it. She looked back up to face him again. "C-can I come with 
you...?"

"N-no... y-you mustn't... you could get hurt..." Ryu struggled to say, 
remembering his nightmare.

"B-but I can help... remember...? I... I've been able to summon more power 
than I ever have... and I don't want you fighting alone..."



"Chun-Li..." he whispered, brushing his hand through her hair, "your offer to 
aide me is an honorable one... but I know that you are a warrior... and as a 
warrior... I know that you understand... that I have to do this myself..."

More tears began to well up in Chun-Li's eyes, and she nodded slowly, 
understanding the exact meaning in Ryu's words.

Ryu reached up and kissed her on the forehead and squeezed her hand. "I 
am so sorry, my beautiful flower... but I am also doing this for-"

"For my sake...?" she interrupted, "Because... you want us to be together 
safe and happy? Forever? ... I know Ryu... I know..."

"..." Ryu was completely stunned... "I see that there is no fooling you, my 
Chun-Li..." He smiled warmly, brushing away another tear. "You really do 
understand. And I am so grateful of that." He wiped away the last of her tears, 
and ran his finger down her soft cheek. He slowly turned away, gently 
releasing her hand, and resumed his packing once again.

"Can I at least help you pack...?" Chun-Li asked with a smile.

Ryu blushed a little to the smile and gave his own smile in return. "Th-that'd 
be great."

Chun-Li giggled and helped gather his belongings. Ryu... that smile... it really 
suits you... and I will always be here for you so that smile will always stay with 
you...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 17 - Goodbye

By Night

Ryu sat in a seat at the airport terminal, back in his white uniform tied with his 
black belt, his red bandanna tied around his head, and his duffel bag resting 
on the floor. He looked out the window at the departing planes, thinking about 
what lies ahead of him...

Chun-Li sat in the seat next to him, just looking over at his face... He's back to 
his old self again... back to his warrior ways... back to when the fight was all... 
She could tell by the look in his eyes that he was thinking about Akuma and 
how he was waiting to fight him. I wonder if he's thinking about me at all... 



She felt like reaching over to hug him tight, but knew that he was too 
preoccupied with other things in his mind...

The warrior of Shotokan continued to look straight, with determination. I will 
find you Akuma... and finally end your evil influence... and extinguish Satsui 
No Hado...

There were just so many things I wanted to tell you... Chun-Li continued to 
think herself, looking at him... Ryu... you've changed so much when you were 
with me... you opened a little bit of yourself to me... I loved those changes... 
and now... just when I was getting so close to you... you leave me once 
again... Trying to hold back tears, she knew she had to say something to him. 
She needed to. "Ryu..." she finally spoke aloud.

Ryu slowly turned his head, surprisingly uninterrupted in his thoughts. "Yes, 
Chun-Li?"

The gentleness in his voice drove her crazy... made her feel so warm inside... 
"It's just that... I just still can't believe that you're finally leaving... I just wish 
you could've stayed here..."

"I really wish I could stay... but I can't..."

"I know..." Chun-Li said, "You've got to follow your own path... no one can 
choose it for you..."

"I think you are even wiser than me, Chun-Li..." Ryu said, putting a gentle 
hand on her opposite shoulder, "You'll become a great warrior some day... I 
know it. I can see the warrior spirit in your eyes..."

"Thank you, Ryu..." she acknowledged, blushing, "... but the whole world 
knows that it is you who is the greatest fighter. You are the world warrior... 
the one who defeated the mighty Sagat who was thought to be unbeatable... 
the one who defeated the criminal lord Bison... the one who defeated Gill... 
and many countless others... you are the world's champion."

"Perhaps... but titles... ceremony... those means nothing to me..." "The fight is 
all," Chun-Li completed.

They both smiled at each other, and Chun-Li giggled a bit. She knew him so 
well... maybe knowing even more than Ken. She shared things with Ryu that 
no one else has ever shared with him before, and vice versa. They had 



become close companions. But now... they were going to be separated once 
again... Chun-Li always knew that this may happen. It was in Ryu's nature to 
constantly be seeking to become a true warrior. She wondered if he ever 
would reach his goal... and what he would do then if he did. Would he settle 
down? Come back to her? Or would he still go about, wandering the earth...? 
She didn't want think about the answer, fearing it would be the latter... But 
she still wanted to talk to

him while she could right now... "Ryu... I just hope that... you finally finish your 
journey sometime soon..."

"My journey...?" Ryu asked.

"Yeah... to find the true meaning of the fight!" she explained, never thinking 
she'd ever have to tell that to him.

"Oh... I see..." Ryu was astonished. For the first time, he finally realized that 
he was not leaving to find battle for the sake of fighting. He was doing it for a 
different reason... a completely different one. "But Chun-Li..." he continued, 
"This isn't for the fight... I am doing this... solely for you! I want to protect 
you... not endanger you... I want to have full control of my power... so that I 
will no longer cause any harm to anyone anymore."

Chun-Li grinned, loving the words she was hearing. "I know that too, Ryu. But 
you must never forget your life-long quest. This is your goal... what you live 
for. You must never stop reaching out for your dreams."

Ryu smiled and his arm drew her closer. "Like I said before Chun- Li... I think 
that you are even wiser than me." Knowing the meaning of the fight has 
always been my life-long dream... but I have another one, Chun-Li... it is to be 
with you, and only you... forever. It is my determination to be the man to care 
for you... love you... stay by your side for as long as we live... but I won't tell 
you that just yet... it will only put burden on your heart after I leave... I shall 
wait until the proper time... and then I'll let you know my true feelings for you.

She giggled, and her attention focused on his neck... and she noticed the 
bruise... the small love bite she had given him the night before... and she 
began to laugh.

"Wh-what's so funny?"



"Oh... just that I can... still see that lil love bite I gave you last night... tee hee!"

"L-love bite...? I... heh..." Ryu looked down to see if he could try to see it, but 
his eyes couldn't see any part of his neck at all. Chun-Li continued giggling 
pointing at it. Ryu began to slightly blush, running his hand through his hair 
nervously.

"Sir," a woman interrupted. It was a flight attendant, and she pointed to the 
corridor leading to the plane. "Your flight will be departing shortly. Please 
gather your baggage and board."

"Oh..." Ryu replied, his blush fading away, "very well..." Ryu stood up, 
dropping his hand from Chun-Li's shoulder. He reached over and picked up 
his duffel bag, which was bigger than usual, stuffed with the many clothes he 
bought during his stay.

Chun-Li watched him stand up and lightly whimpered... a moment ago they 
were laughing... and now the feelings of his departure were finally affecting 
her... and she could feel her heart sink... "Ryu..." she said, standing up.

Ryu turned around and faced her. "... I will miss you, my Chun-Li," he said, 
gently. He slowly ran a finger through her soft bangs, and down her soft, 
warm, smooth cheek, and lightly held her chin with his thumb and index 
finger.

Tears began to well up in her eyes, knowing that this will be the final time she 
will feel his gentle touch before he leaves... "R-Ryu... w-will I... ever s-see you 
again...?"

Ryu removed his hand from her chin... and dropped his duffel bag, moving 
both his hands behind his head. He slowly untied his red bandanna... 
removing it from his head. The bandanna's two ends dangled from Ryu's two 
hands as they were positioned in front of him and Chun-Li... and he slowly 
reached behind her and tied her

long, soft, beautiful black hair back with it... slowly tying it in a perfect bow.

The tears now flooded her eyes and began to flow endlessly down her 
cheeks... and she sniffled... fully crying... holding both hands at her raging 
heart... closing her eyes as she felt him completing the bow behind her... 
"Oh... Ryu..." she whispered...



The warrior completed the bow, and wiped her tears away with his finger. 
More and more tears replaced the ones he wiped away, but he did his best to 
wipe as much as possible... He placed his hand once again on her chin, and 
moved his other hand to hold hers... He looked deep into her tear-filled, deep 
brown eyes, so full of love for him... and he opened his mouth to answer her 
question. "What does your heart tell you...?"

Chun-Li mouth quivered, and her tears kept flowing... "I-I... I d-don't know... 
I... I guess... I hope so... I so dearly hope so..."

Ryu gave an innocent smile, the kind that made her heart melt. Wiping away 
another tear, he whispered, "Then you will! You will..."

She looked up into his innocent eyes, and smiled back through her tears. Her 
hand squeezed his, never wanting to ever let go. And she moved closer up 
against him... tilting her head slightly upwards, and reaching her other arm 
behind his neck...

He ran his hand down from her chin to her neck... and wrapped his arm 
around her waist... slowly drawing her completely up against his body... 
feeling her breasts pressing deeply against his chest... her waist against his...

Both breathed lightly... feeling each other's hot breath against each other lips 
wanting dearly to kiss each other... They took one final, deep, long gaze into 
each other eyes... and both slowly began to close them... drawing their lips 
closer until they finally made

contact... They kissed... slowly... gently... sweetly... putting all their passion in 
this kiss... so much passion that it caused both of their knees to go weak... 
and causing Chun-Li to lightly bend one of her legs backwards... her foot 
lifting off the ground, and her heel almost reaching her rear...

Her tongue began exploring his mouth... and she could feel his tongue meet 
hers... and they gently swirled each other... increasing the passion of their 
final kiss...

Ryu ran his hand slowly up and down her back, and she moaned lightly into 
his mouth... continually swirling her tongue with his... they squeezed their 
hands together harder... both never wanting the moment to end...



And after what seemed like an entire lifetime... they finally broke away from 
each other... their tongues brushing against each other as they did so... Ryu 
looked down at her... holding him in his arm... and is eye slightly formed a 
tear... he knew he was definitely going to miss her...

Chun-Li waited for the tear to fall... and she let go of his hand and lightly 
brushed the tear away when it did. She wrapped her arm around the back of 
his neck, and he wrapped his around her waist... and they hugged each other 
tight, both resting their heads on each other’s shoulders. Chun-Li's heels 
slightly lifted, and she stood on her tip-toes to push herself deeper into the 
hug... In Ryu's arms... it felt so warm... so secure... so safe... so right... her 
heart completely filled with love...

Both finally released each other after a long moment and simply held each 
other, facing each other, looking deep into the other's watery eyes... 
remembering all their happy, exciting, and private moments with each other. 
They were the center of attention at the terminal, as people passing by and 
boarding the plane looked at

them briefly. Ryu and Chun-Li paid no attention to anyone looking at them, 
and concentrated on each other... taking in their every last moment together, 
and Chun-Li took both of Ryu's hands into hers, and brought them up to her 
throbbing heart... Ryu lightly blushed... but maintained control of himself as 
he could feel it pounding ferociously beneath her heaving breasts...

"Now..." Chun-Li finally whispered... "go... my warrior... go..."

"Chun..." Ryu whispered back...

"Go..."

Ryu reached over and lightly kissed her forehead... and took one final deep 
look into her eyes...

"Go... and don't look back... don't look back..."

The warrior held squeezed her hand covering his other hand... "Goodbye... 
my beautiful flower... goodbye..." He slowly began to walk... still holding her 
hand... dragging her arm until it reached its full length... and finally broke 
away from her gentle hold... his arm returning back to his side... She reached 
out for him... but only grabbing air...



"Goodbye... my warrior... my love..." she whispered...

Ryu picked up his duffel bag on his way to the corridor and slumped it over 
his shoulder.

He's leaving... he's really leaving... Chun-Li's face was covered in watery 
tears as she watched the man she loves slowly walk down the long corridor...

As the warrior walked down... he remembered her words not to look back... 
but he refused them... he must look at her beautiful face one last time. He 
turned his head over his other shoulder... and looked

back at her... seeing her crying in the distance with her hands held at her 
heart... His own tears began to streak down his face as he saw hers... and he 
lifted up his hand to slowly wave at her as he came across the corner... and 
then he was gone...

Chun-Li covered her face with her hands, and she sat down, weeping 
endlessly... She wiped away her tears with her hand, and weaved through 
her bangs and her long back hair with the other... feeling the soft material of 
Ryu's red bandanna tying the hair back into a pony tail... She let her tears run 
freely, and she adjusted the bow of his bandanna with both her hands... She 
put both her hands at her heart once again, feeling it throbbing with 
overflowing love for him...

She sat at the terminal as she watched the gates to the corridor close... and 
she walked up to the window still holding her hands to her heart, and waited 
there until the plane took off... and watched until it was out of view... "Oh I 
love you Ryu..." she said aloud, "I love you soooooo much..."

Hero of Heroes Ch. 18 - Always Remember

By Night

"HADOKEN!"

The blue sphere of pure energy traveled through the air, creating a small 
groove in the large body of water as it passed and eventually dissipating... 
Ryu was home at last. Dressed only in the bottom portion of his karate gi, he 
practiced on a beach by the ocean where he had trained during his entire 
youth. The wind blew across the region, and Ryu could feel the cool breeze 
gently skim the skin of his forehead due to the absence of his red bandanna... 



which was now tying back the beautiful long, soft hair of the woman he 
loved... Looking out at the endless sea, the Shotokan warrior closed his

eyes... Mustn't think about that now... what's done is done... must concentrate 
on the fight ahead...

Ryu flashed open his eyes, and slightly pressed his forward foot into the 
ground... His right knee raised with the momentum initiated from his left foot, 
launching him into the air... his left hand quickly positioned itself at his waist... 
and his right arm arced skyward until it was straight up... "SHORYUKEN!!!" 
The punch of the rising dragon... the trademark attack that ended the reign of 
the human behemoth, Sagat... and began the reign of the young, single and 
simple-minded Ryu. In the air with amazing grace, Ryu reached the height of 
ascension, and his body twirled as he headed earth- bound, quietly landing a 
small distance to where he was originally standing.

Always remember your training... from the very beginning... Ryu exhaled, and 
stood in his stance looking over the horizon... Value each lesson learned... all 
knowledge is a gift... His head turned to view his other surroundings... the 
lush, green forest and the mountains behind him... and the rocky cliffs 
peaking over the seas. Ryu closed his eyes once again... I've almost 
forgotten what beauty this place has offered... feels so nice to be back in 
nature... so peaceful... Upon seeing the mountain, he could never forget his 
days as a child, endlessly training with his eternal best friend and rival, Ken 
Masters...

Ryu closed his eyes deeply... ***

The boy was running at a fast pace... puffing from exhaustion... but he still 
kept pressing forward I will make it... I will make it...

Another boy ran beside him, a boy with long, golden hair tied back with a red 
bandanna, and was appearing to have no trouble keeping up. You won't beat 
ME, Ryu!

The mountain was steep and the path to the top was extremely dangerous... 
but the boys enjoyed the challenge, and besides, it was a part of their 
training. Completing the trail required utmost top physical condition and 
coordination... failure could result in catastrophic injury and perhaps even 



death. The boys accepted these chances and still continued to run, knowing 
the rigorous obstacles ahead.

The Japanese student puffed, but still he ran and focused straight ahead... I 
will make it... I will make it...

His American counterpart kept ahead of him, running with a smile on his face. 
Haha! You've lost this one!

Ryu continued focusing straight ahead... taking a keen look at the most 
dangerous obstacle he was approaching. The large gap in the trail... which 
plunged straight down into the crashing waters below... I will make it... I WILL 
make it...! He took a deep breath and exhaled... and he sprinted past his 
rival...

Ken's eyes went wide... W-WHAT???

The young boy planted his right foot on the ground a mere inches away from 
the edge of the gap and launched himself horizontally... and for a brief 
moment he felt like he was flying... until he finally landed his left foot on the 
other side of the gap, safely making the jump.

Heh heh... you're probably out of breath by that jump! I'll catch up to you on 
the other side! Ken grinned to himself as he approached the edge... but he 
pressed himself too hard, placing a large part of his foot over the edge... and 
when he was about to launch himself... his foot toppled over... taking his 
entire weight with it. Ken's eyes expanded enormously... his momentum was 
not enough to even try and reach the opposite edge with his hands... He tried 
to reach up, but grabbed nothing... and he screamed...

Ryu stopped in his tracks... his danger instincts instantly snapped into focus. 
Ken is in trouble! The boy turned... seeing his one and only friend falling 
down to the chasm below... Ryu launched his body forward, and stretched his 
arm out over the edge, reaching for Ken's... grabbing him by the forearm. 
Ken's weight began to bring Ryu down, but Ryu braced himself, using his 
other arm to hang onto the trunk of a tree next to him. Their hands were 
holding each other's wrists, and Ken looked down... seeing small rocks 
tumbling toward the crashing waters below. He sighed in relief and looked up 
at Ryu, who was smiling down at him. And Ken gave a smile in return, a smile 
filled with complete thanks and friendship.



***

I should be the one to thank you, Ken... you've always told me there's more to 
life than just fighting. You were right... I've been so blind all this time... and 
finally I've discovered what you've always meant... only to have it result like 
this again... Ryu slowly opened his eyes, but kept them narrow, slightly 
shaped with anger. Damn you, Akuma... because of you, I have gone though 
much torment... first with Sensei... and with someone more important to me 
than anything in the world...

With that, Ryu turned the opposite way, striking into the air with the initiating 
move of his kata. He continued practicing, executing each move with skill and 
precision until the sun finally began to set...

***

The Shotokan warrior sat, resting underneath a large tree in the forest and 
looked outward to the beach, watching the sunset. The sky was brightly lit 
and Ryu relaxed... resting his head against the trunk, letting the winds toss 
his hair about. He used a hand to flip his hair back into place, and as he did 
so, he could feel a small

ridge on the skin of his forehead... the scar Ken had given him as a boy.

During a spar, Ken's toenail grazed Ryu's forehead leaving a large cut. Ken 
had given the bandanna to him to help cover the wound, and as a symbol of 
friendship. Since then he's worn it... for over twenty years... until it finally 
found its way around the hair of Chun- Li...

Ryu looked with half-lidded eyes toward the sunset... Why... why do you keep 
entering my mind, Chun-Li...? Always trying to keep you out... yet always 
finding a way back in... He could feel a warm feeling course through his 
body... he liked it. He closed his eyes and slowly opened them again as he 
looked straight up... looking at the outstretched branches and their leaves... 
And now even this tree... makes me remember... of that time... those early 
times... when we first really got to know each other...

***

"Class, you are dismissed," Gen announced. Another session was over, and 
the students departed, leaving only Gen, Chun-Li and the two grandsons in 



the dojo. Gen returned to his office, while Yun and Yang gathered their 
skateboard and rollerblades respectively. Chun-Li stood still where she was, 
looking down... She brought a hand back and lightly adjusted the bow of the 
red bandanna Ryu had left her... and a small tear rolled down her face. I'll 
never, ever take this off...

Yun approached her, putting a hand on her shoulder. "Aww, don't worry 
about him! He's a tough guy! He'll survive... or not... But what matters is-"

"Shut up, Yun," Yang interrupted, "You have no idea of how important he was 
to her!"

"Hey man, I was just trying to tell her that there will always be people like us 
to care for her and look out for her!" Yun countered.

"Well that's not going to help her much! The only person she would want to 
be taking care of her and looking after her is HIM! He means everything to 
her! She LOVES him! But I guess you just can't see that, can you?"

"..." Yun couldn't think of anything to say...

"Listen to your brother, Yun," Gen advised as she stepped out of his office, 
"She's going through a difficult time now. Please do not put any burdens 
down on her heart."

"Okay, I'm sorry..." Yun turned his face back to Chun-Li. "I'm sorry." "Th-that's 
ok..." she replied, sniffling.

The grand master spoke once again, "I now know how much he means to 
you Chun-Li, and I know how much you wanted to go with him. But it is his 
fight. Fighting is what he does... it's what he is. In fact, I myself wish that I 
could be there fighting Akuma... but that honor is only for him. It was the 
battle he has always longed for his entire life. And as warriors, we must 
respect that honor."

"I know, sifu... I know..."

"Good. Please do not worry about him. He has been our champion three 
times over. And he has learned quite a lot from you. He has grown to be 
more of a warrior than we have all expected. Trust him!"



"I do trust him... I always have... it's just that... with Akuma's power... I'm 
afraid of how Ryu's compares to it..."

"Never give up hope, Chun-Li," Gen said, "No matter how powerful he may 
seem, there is always a way he can be defeated. A path to Ryu's victory will 
present itself."

Chun-Li could only nod in response.
"You should go home. Rest. You need it."

"Okay..." Chun-Li wiped a tear away. "But I want to stay just a little bit to 
practice a bit..."

"Very well. But please return home soon."

"Thank you, sifu..."

Gen gave an affirmative nod, and headed back to his office.

"'Kay, well, I guess it's time for us to split..." Yun began to head for the door, 
but was interrupted by his grandfather.

"Yun, Yang, you two stay for a while and help clean up a little bit okay?"

"Man...!" Yun groaned. "Yeah I know..." Yang added.

Chun-Li giggled a bit, seeing how the two teenagers reminded herself of her 
teenage years when she hated doing chores. From her standing position, she 
instantly stepped into her fighting stance... her original Wushu kung-fu 
stance. She performed the ancient moves she's learned since childhood with 
each step, putting in nothing but pure power and accuracy. Ryu... I wonder 
what you are doing right now...

She yelled out as she kicked straight up into air, and continued her series of 
moves... I just can't stop thinking about you right now... are

you practicing right now? Resting? Fighting? Stomping down on the ground 
hard, she put both palms together and pushed them out forward with 
tremendous force, yelling at the moment of completion.

Yun and Yang both felt the earth lightly shake as she stomped. Interrupted 
from their duties, they looked over in her direction... Wow... they both thought.



The woman continued... If you are fighting... I dearly hope you're winning... 
damn I know I mustn't think of such things... but I just can't help myself... can't 
stop myself from thinking about you... I love you... and I couldn't bear it... if 
you... were to leave me... She lashed out with a side kick, a kick with intense 
energy put into it, and she screamed louder than ever... "YAAAAH!!!"

Gen looked up from his paperwork through his office window. "Hmmm?"

And still she continued... Ryu... don't you DARE die on me, you hear me? 
She jumped into the air, kicking the space in front of her, and twirling her 
body, bringing back her extended leg, and kicking with the other, repeating 
the process... each kick delivered with high amounts of pure energy... 
"TENSHO KYAKU!!!"

The old man stood up from his desk and walked out of his office. "Chun-Li?"

She landed on the ground lightly, and immediately delivered more kicks and 
punches... each attack having more and more levels of energy behind them...

Her... her power is increasing dramatically! Gen stood shocked and wide-
eyed.

How will I live without you, Ryu? How will I breathe? How will I ever 
survive??? I couldn't! Chun-Li reached down, planting her palms

against the floor and instantly stood straight up on her hands... Her two legs 
split forward and backward perfectly and she lifted one hand off the floor 
moving it over the other... until she spun around with incredible rotational 
velocity. "SPINNING BIRD KICK!!!"

She was spinning a complete whirlwind with such a fury that Gen and his 
grandsons were pinned against the walls from the winds created. "She's... 
she's gone apeshit!!!" Yun screamed.

"If she keeps this up, she could destroy the dojo!!!" Yang yelled in addition.

Her power is even greater than the last time! Gen could hardly move being 
pinned up against the wall. "Yun! Yang! When she stops, detain her!"

"What the hell are you smoking?! She'll rip us a new one!" Yun hollered.

"Don't argue! Just do it!" Yang retorted.



Chun-Li's spin slowed down, eventually stopping, and her legs pointed 
upward, and in an instant she sprang back onto her feet, back into fighting 
position.

"NOW!" Yun and Yang charged forward at her, who was just looking straight 
ahead, not paying any attention at all to them.

I'm not going to let you leave me... I won't let it happen! I won't!!! Chun-Li's 
eyes closed and her arms stretched forward with her fists near her waist... 
and her feet began to slowly lift off the ground... "AHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!" 
An explosion of pure energy knocked the approaching twins onto the floor, 
and a floating Chun-Li was bathed in a column of pure blue light!

In-incredible! This power is incalculable! And yet... it's stable! She is... 
controlling it! Almost blinded by the aura of pure energy surrounding Chun-Li, 
Gen shielded his eyes with his arm.

She continued floating... still rising off the ground... and she launched straight 
up turning upside down in the mid-air... Her legs split forward and backward 
and as she ascended she twirled like a tornado... "TENSEI..." ...and when 
she reached the peak, she flipped herself right-side up with her legs still in 
splits position... "...RANKA!!!!!!!" ...finally crashing down to the ground in a 
heavy explosion of pure energy...

Gen lost his footing a bit, but was still able to keep balance. However, Yun 
and Yang who were trying to get up fell back onto the floor when Chun-Li met 
the earth.

When the mist of energy swirled away... Chun-Li was still... positioned in her 
splits on the floor, until she closed her legs to finally stand up, and she simply 
got back into her fighting stance, looking straight ahead, breathing lightly.

"Man, that last move she did was bitchin'!" Yun commented as he stood.

Yang got back on his feet and dusted himself off as well. "Yeah, I've never 
seen her do that before..."

The old man just stood, pondering about the sudden course of events. "Chun-
Li? Are you... finished?"

There was a moment of silence... and Chun-Li's mouth slowly opened as she 
still continued to look straight ahead. "Yes."



Gen continued, "You've seemed to have summoned your untapped power 
once again... and this time it was far more than what I've

ever felt... nearly in all my life! How... how is it you were able conjure that 
much energy... and be able to control it?"

Chun-Li's focus never left its current position and she lightly blinked. "All my 
heart and fighting spirit... was all concentrated on him... on Ryu. I don't want 
to lose him... and I have to do whatever it takes... to prevent that from ever 
happening..."

"Chun-Li... you're going to go after him?" Gen asked.

"..." She didn't answer, knowing that his response will be an objecting one.

"Chun-Li! My student! Answer!"

"..." Still no answer. But after a pause, she lowered her arms to her sides, and 
finally responded... "I'm going home now, sifu."

"..." The grand master was speechless. He knew and feared those words 
meant she was leaving... but he did not stop her.

She walked, picking up her belongings and headed straight for the door.

Seeing the look of determination in her eyes, Yang stepped forward. "Chun-
Li!"

She stopped, and turned her head a little to the side, but her back remained 
facing the young teenager.

"I wish you luck. Always listen to your heart! Only it knows your true path!" he 
finished.

Chun-Li turned her head fully, and sweetly smiled at him. "Thank you..." she 
whispered.

The other brother decided to take a step forward as well. "Be careful! Take 
good care of yourself!"

"I will... and please..." She turned to look at the old man... who was standing 
by himself looking down... "please take care of sifu."



Both boys nodded "Ho."

The determined female gave a final warm smile... and finally turned away, 
slowly walking out of and away from the dojo...

The twins hung their heads in guilt, knowing their grandfather's 
disappointment in them, and expected a good yelling... but it never came.

Gen quietly walked back into his office and closed the door. On his desk, he 
looked at the picture of the woman who just left... and the picture of the older 
man next to it. My friend... you have raised a very, very powerful daughter. 
Strong-willed. Independent. Courageous. Stubborn. But heroic. I just wish 
that the heroes... were never the first to die...

***

She walked down the sidewalk, passing under many trees as she headed 
towards her apartment. I don't care WHAT Ryu or sifu says... I WILL go after 
him!

The branches of the trees above her rattled, indicating the passage of a light 
breeze... and she could feel it pass over body, causing her to shiver and hold 
her hands close to her face. Brrr... chilly day today...

Chun-Li sat down at the next bench along the sidewalk, and set down her 
bag, taking out a small jacket. She wrapped it around herself and put her 
hands at her face again, blowing against them.

She looked up at the trees, seeing how their branches and leaves easily 
flowed with the winds... and she smiled to herself. These trees... and this cool 
weather... still... remind me of those days... that one day I still remember 
forever and ever...

***

The young girl was sweating as she faced her opponent... Her black hair was 
braided, and tied into buns. She wore a blue jumpsuit and had knobbed 
bracelets on her wrists. She looked at her opponent across from her who was 
standing in his natural fighting stance... His karate gi was ripped at the 
sleeves, and the bottom portion of his pants were ripped as well. He wore his 
black belt proudly, and sported a red bandanna around his forehead. They 
were both in the forest... lush and green... surrounded by nothing but nature.



"Are you going to attack?" she asked.
"No need to," the warrior answered calmly.

Chun-Li growled under her breath... and attacked with a punch toward his 
face. Her opponent blocked, but she continued to follow up her attack with a 
back kick to his solar plexus. He moved to the side, dodging it, but soon 
found her elbow coming his way... and he barely blocked with it his hands. He 
then jumped away to get some distance.

"You're still good, Ryu. I'm glad you haven't lost your touch." Chun- Li winked 
at him.

"The more you fight, the more you know. Each battle in the end is a victory!" 
Ryu positioned himself back in ready position.

Chun-Li rolled her eyes. "Oh please! You've been talking like that since we 
were little kids! Don't you ever stop thinking about fighting?"

"Only when I can fight no more!"

"THAT can be arranged! HIYA!!!" She stepped forward, punching towards his 
face again which he easily blocked. But her attack barrage continued, and 
she stepped forward with a kick. He stepped dodged, but she followed, 
stepping forward again with another kick which was also dodged. Not wanting 
to stop, she turned around with a back kick... which he annoying dodged 
again! She clenched her teeth as she stepped forward kicked one last time... 
and he side-stepped. She noticed she was now close to him and finally used 
her nearest fist to deliver a punch squarely at his chest... only to feel her wrist 
get grabbed by his huge hand. Chun-Li gasped, and in an instant she felt him 
grab her collar and hurl her through the air... and a second later she landed 
on her back in the soft grass...

"Always look for the opening... THAT is when you attack!" Ryu said looking at 
the fallen Chun-Li.

"Ow!!!" she screamed. She clutched her ankle...

Ryu gasped and dropped his hands to his sides. "Chun-Li! What's wrong?" 
He ran over and kneeled beside her.

"Ow... I think it's..."



Ryu put his hands over her ankle and lightly moved it. "Does it hurt when I 
move it?"

"...w-well... the pain isn't as bad... as the pain you'll soon be feeling!"

"W-what...? What do you mean by-"

Chun-Li's leg snapped back, and in the blink of an eye, she lashed out, 
kicking him in the chest which launched him lightly in the air...

and she stepped forward using her other leg kick him again, and repeatedly 
kick him in the head, chest, abdomen as fast as lightning!

The dazed warrior crashed to the ground next to a tree, completely surprised 
by this sudden attack. He wiped a little bit of blood off his mouth and saw 
Chun-Li slowly walking towards him, towering over him.

"Always look for the opening and THAT is when you attack!" she teased.

Ryu smiled and tried to get up, but he couldn't... the wind was knocked out of 
him when he was hit in the solar plexus.

"Oh... looks like I was a lil too rough... I'm sorry... I guess we can take a break 
then..."

Ryu nodded in agreement, and scooted himself so his back was against the 
tree trunk, and he began to slowly catch his breath.

"Hehe," Chun-Li laughed, "that looks like a nice, warm, cozy spot!" She sat 
down next him against the tree trunk and was shaded by the branches and 
leaves. "Ahhh, this feels nice... the grass is so soft..."

"This place never changes. It can only get more beautiful," Ryu whispered in 
response while he looked into the sunset sky.

"Yeah, I suppose your right. When left alone, these forests just keep 
growing..."

"Mhm." Ryu turned his head over to look at Chun-Li... "That last attack you 
did was quite a powerful one... it felt as if I was hit over a thousand times..."

Chun-Li giggled. "Teehee... just something I learned for years and years... 
and learned to put more variation and power into it."



"Such a powerful move should have a name..."

"Hmm? Nah, it's nothing! It's just a little lightning kick with more twist!"

"It's a lot more than that! You burst out with pure aggression, and landed what 
felt like a thousand blows... it deserves a name... and I think you should call it 
'Senretsu Kyaku'! Thousand burst kick!"

"Senretsu kyaku...? Hmmm... that's actually a cute name for it hehe! Sure, I 
guess we can call it that... although I was never into all that move naming 
stuff!"

They both smiled at each other, and looked back out at the sky. "So tell me, 
Chun-Li" Ryu said after a moment of silence, "what brings you out this far 
anyway?"

"Oh... well... the second Street Fighter tournament is coming up... and well, I 
sorta knew from my Interpol sources that you'd be around here practicing for 
it!"

"I see... and why am I so important?"

Chun-Li looked down to think a bit. "Well... because you were the one who 
defeated Sagat! You ended his undefeated streak! And you ended it well! 
Everyone knows about it!"

"Just because I won the last tournament, does not mean I will win the next... it 
is being hosted by a whole different person!"

"Well..." Chun-Li swallowed, "That's kinda what made me want to find you... 
the next host. He is a criminal drug lord. We at Interpol have been monitoring 
him for years, and we and the US are THIS close to nailing him... and he 
knows it."

"I see..." Ryu kept listening.

"And in fear of his drug ring being taken apart... he needs troops. And... the 
only troops he's interested in are the world's greatest fighters... which 
means... he wants you, Ryu. He knows the world's greatest fighters are going 
to compete and that's what he wants."

"So... are you telling me to quit? To back down from a world tournament?"



"No! No no no no no... I want you to compete! But I want you to know that this 
host... he is in no way an honorable fighter. His power is unknown to us. I just 
wanted to let you know that... if you ever make your way to him... to be 
careful. And to please defeat him."

"That is something I cannot promise Chun-Li... but I will try..."

"I will be competing too... and a Colonel of the US Air Force will also be there. 
And I hear Ken will be there too. Ken is being informed about the host's 
information right now. This will heighten our chances of one of us actually 
facing this evil drug lord face to face..."

"Sounds risky... and are you sure that you are up for the challenge? I know 
that you are an excellent fighter and everything... but are you sure you want 
to do this?"

"Yes," Chun-Li's eyes began to slowly tear... "I know for sure, that I want to 
compete. This guy... Bison... has caused me more pain than you can ever 
know."

"What... what did he do...?" Ryu couldn't help but be curious.

"The bastard... h-he..." More tears began to fill her eyes, and spill over her 
cheeks... "He... m-m-murdered... my f-father... the monster!"

"Chun-Li..." Ryu reached over to her, and tried to wipe her tears away, but an 
endless stream of new tears replaced them.

"I hate him I hate him I hate him!" She dived her deeply against Ryu's 
shoulder, crying into his gi. She assumed Ryu never experienced this much 
pain before and figured he wouldn't understand just like all those immature 
boys she met throughout high school... but she soon felt Ryu's arms gently 
beginning to hold her...

"I know exactly how you feel... for I too... lost my only father figure to an evil 
murderer..." he gently said into her ear.

"Wh... what...?" Chun-Li looked up at him and sniffled a bit. "You mean... your 
master...? But I thought he passed away of... natural causes..."

"That is what everyone thought... but only a few know the real truth... and 
only I was the one who witnessed it with my naked eyes... Ken was back in 



the dojo sleeping... but I was wondering where Sensei was... and I went out 
to search for him... only to find him locked in battle with an evil demon up on 
the mountain..."

"A d-demon...?" Chun-Li's eyes were wide in astonishment.

"Yes... he was Sensei's brother... and he had unlocked the dark arts of 
Shotokan... and used the forbidden technique... the Shun Goku Satsu... to 
murder Sensei... and I saw it happen. The demon laughed victoriously... and 
he noticed me. He jumped down and approached me... and I thought he was 
going to do the same to me. But he let me live... and he smiled at me evilly 
and disappeared into the forest... and to his day he still eludes me."

"Oh my... that... that's so sad... you must've been so young..." "You must've 
been young too..."

Chun-Li sniffed... "Yeah... I was in high school when it happened... then after 
I graduated, I devoted my life on catching him... nothing else in the world 
matters to me now than to seek justice!"

"Well then in that case Chun-Li... I WILL make that promise to you then... I 
promise that if I ever make it to the top and meet this Bison, then I will defeat 
him for you."

Her eyes looked up at him, and twinkled. "You... you truly do understand! Oh 
Ryu... thank you! Thank you thank you thank you thank you THANK YOU!!!" 
She wrapped her arms behind his neck and hugged him close. Ryu hugged 
back, wrapping his arms around her back... and when they let go of each 
other, Chun-Li turned around and rested the back of her head against Ryu's 
chest, and both warriors looked out at the sunset until it finally faded into 
darkness.

***

Same tree... same sunset... Ryu saw the sun finally disappear into the ocean, 
and the sky began to slowly darken. I cannot believe it has been that long... 
and yet I still remember as if it was yesterday... Oh Chun-Li... how I wish I 
could share this moment with you now...

***



He was so sweet... he was so different than those other blokes I met in high 
school. They just took what they wanted from me and ran. They never cared 
one bit about what I was going though. But he did. And he promised me he 
would defeat Bison for me and he did. He always kept his word. Chun-Li 
smiled to herself and she

stood up from the bench she was sitting in and continued walking to her 
apartment. It must've been from that memorable day Ryu... that I started to 
fall in love with you. But please, please, PLEASE forgive me for what I'm 
going to do... because I'm going to come after you... I know you don't want 
me to... but I must... I need to. And because I love you...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 19 - Before the Storm

By Night

The warm light of the rising sun and the sweet chirps of the birds outside had 
awakened the Shotokan warrior.

Ryu stretched and sat up on his simple bed in his simple hut. Feels so good 
to wake up like this... but... it didn't used to feel this... lonely... Standing up, he 
stretched and dived for the floor getting on him thumbs and do his usual 
routine of thumb push-ups. Upon finishing the last one, he flipped himself 
upright landing on his legs and kneeled forward to stretch his quadriceps. 
Back to his old ways... when days ago he was living a normal life. He closed 
his eyes briefly and reopened them, clearing his mind of the past. Never let 
the past burden you, Ryu... the more you look back the more it will hurt...

He finished his stretches, and reached over to a small bowl on a small table, 
picking up a fresh piece of fruit. He stepped out of his hut, looking at what 
he's never seen for years. Nothing but the tranquility of nature as far as his 
vision allowed. Where he lived was far away from civilization. Far away from 
people. He liked it that way. He grew accustomed to solitary life... until one 
woman changed all that. And now, back in his solitary ways, he has been and 
always was greatly missing Chun-Li. But right now he mustn't think of her... 
not now... for there are other matters at hand...

Taking a bite into the fruit in his hand, he looked over to the dojo he's never 
been in for the longest time. Even though abandoned for



years, it was still in excellent condition. He slowly walked up to the old, 
wooden doors, and they creaked as they opened. Ryu smiled. Hasn't 
changed one bit. The dojo inside was still clean as it always was, despite the 
massive collection of dust. Along the walls were various weapons and scrolls, 
and in the corner was a candle lit room with ancient books and statues. On a 
small table next to him was a feather duster, and beneath the table was an 
empty bucket and dry cloth. Well... what needs to be done needs to be 
done... Ryu finished eating his fruit and picked up the duster, starting off with 
the surface of the table it was resting on...

***

The dojo looked as clean as it was when it was first built. The wall 
decorations were straightened, the candles were re-lit, and all the surfaces 
were void of dust.

Ryu re-entered the dojo with the bucket in his hand, and the wash cloth in the 
other. A moment ago, he left to fill the bucket with clean water in the river 
nearby. After placing the bucket on the floor, Ryu lowered himself to his 
knees and started to wet the cloth, washing anything that seemed dirty on the 
floor. This type of labor is very tiresome, but Ryu didn't mind one bit. It was 
the place he grew up in with his best friend. It was home.

The place was completely silent. The only audible sounds were the 
occasional gusts of winds that passed through the open vents, the chirps of 
the birds, and Ryu's scrubbing. He worked until he felt it was in adequate 
condition, and finally stood up, wiping his forehead of sweat. Bottom floor 
complete... now for the upper deck...

The lonely warrior walked over to the corner of the room where there was a 
ladder against the wall. He climbed it until he reached the ceiling, and 
unlocked the hatch. The hatch flipped open, and

Ryu propped himself up on the deck above. Nice to see this hasn't changed 
at all either...

The deck had a breath-taking view. He peered over at the never- ending sea 
where the sun was rising. The brightness caused him to shade his eyes with 
his hand, and when he soaked up enough of the forgotten view, he lowered 
himself back on his knees and began to wash the planks of the deck.



Many warriors have fought Ryu up here. Seeking revenge, seeking him, or 
just wanting a good challenge, countless warriors have traveled here, facing 
the Shotokan warrior on this legendary fighting platform over the many years. 
So many battles took place here that it could be considered to be something 
of historical value. It was a respected place that was constantly visited by 
many who seeked the champion of the world... and he was not present, 
which was a majority of the time, the visitor would simply leave without 
violating and of the property that belonged to him. I have forgotten whom I 
last fought up here... many fights I have fought... and still I continue... Ryu 
sighed. ...and I will never stop. To fight is to live... to live is to fight...

Standing up after finishing the last plank, Ryu turned to the sign next to him. 
Wetting the wash cloth again, he began to scrub the wooded frame. He 
carefully washed so that no water would damage any of the writing. Wind... 
forest... fire... mountain... Ryu looked down at his black belt, which had the 
exact same symbols on it... Gentle as the wind... peaceful like the forest... 
massive burning energy as hot as fire... and the strength of a mountain... I've 
honed these characteristics all my life... and now it has come down to this... 
the fated battle where it will be either him or me... who will face oblivion...

Ryu finished cleaning the frame, and placed the bucket on the deck. In an 
instant, he sprang into his fighting stance. His eyes narrowed

and he slowly breathed through his mouth. He punched the air in front of him 
with his forward fist, and he stepped forward into his next move of his kata 
followed by another... each move with pure intensity. I live as a warrior... and 
perhaps I will die like one... gloriously in battle... The Japanese fighter 
stepped into a horse stance into a side punch, completing his kata. He looked 
straight ahead at the horizon... and jumped down, landing with a punch to the 
ground below...

But... no. I must not let myself go into the darkness... for the planet will weep 
to my demise... and the one to shed the most tears will be the one I love... I 
will not let that happen! Standing up from his kneeling position, the Shotokan 
warrior snapped back into fighting stance. A blue aura began to form around 
him as he stood... Be strong, Ryu... do not let her weaken you... let her 
strengthen you... His aura lightly lifted the dirt and smell pebbles around his 
feet... and he dashed into the forest ahead of him with amazing grace...



"Tatsumakisenpuukyaku!" Ryu leaped up in his dash, and whirled with his leg 
extended. The kick with the destructive power of a hurricane... and yet 
completely beautiful... objects on the ground were forced away from him due 
to the extreme velocity... And this one was performed with more perfection 
than he's ever done before... He landed lightly on his feet, and used his 
landing to launch himself into the air once again...

"Shorrrrrrrryuken!" His rising fist reached up and hit a high branch of a tree, 
sending some of its leaves falling... Again, his attack done with more 
perfection and timing than he's ever done ever in his life... He didn't know 
what it was... but he felt determination inside of him... he felt an indomitable 
spirit inside that was burning with raw energy... and yet it was nothing like the 
energy of Satsui no Hado... but something different. Ryu couldn't figure out 
what it was... but it felt great... he felt so focused and determined... and once 
he landed

from his punch of the rising dragon, he still pressed on... running deep into 
the lush forest performing move after move...

***

For hours and hours... in the deep thick forest... on top of the rocky cliffs... up 
the mountain... and now in the forest on a plateau of the mountain... Ryu still 
practiced... never pausing... but in the sky above, the clouds were pressing 
close together... causing small sounds of thunder to rumble...

Looks like rain... but I will not let that stop me... The Shotokan warrior 
continued his seemingly endless sequence of moves... At this moment, time 
was non-existent to him... he felt he could go on forever...

The rumbles of thunder in the sky above boomed louder with each passing 
moment... and eventually streaks of lightning began emit their own light...

Let it rain... Tiny drops of water splashed against Ryu's face... and he 
pressed on, undisturbed. Let it rain... down on me... water brings life... it is a 
part of nature... and nature is my ally... The blue aura around Ryu began to 
brighten... and thunder and lightning above crackled louder... as if it was 
representing the power his aura was emitting...



The warrior went on... tirelessly... he could feel the energy from the natural 
life all around him... he let it become a part of him... This feels so great... I 
wonder why I never felt this before...

Thunder was roaring now... and the lightning lit the sky brighter than the sun 
ever has... as if it was trying to get Ryu's attention... and finally... he stopped. 
Looking up in the sky... he could see it was now slightly dark... He slowly 
closed his eyes... I can feel it... coming in the air tonight... He lowered his fists 
to his sides... he

knew that there was another presence... a presence he was waiting for all 
this time...

A dark... evil presence... He could feel it in his surroundings... and it was 
becoming stronger... and as each endless moment passed... he knew it was 
him.

"Ryu." One word.

The Shotokan warrior turned... facing the demon he came to finally battle 
against. The demon stood at the very peak of the mountain. His arms were 
crossed... his eyes burning red... "At last... battle."

"Is it truly battle you desire, young one?" "That is why I have returned, is it 
not?"

"Heh," Akuma chuckled, "Perhaps... but perhaps more than just that."

Both warriors knew what was being talked about. "No, demon. I will never 
submit to it. Never!"

"Your aura is what made me finally present myself to you. Its power has 
impressed me... just think of how destructive it could possibly be!"

"Destruction... that is not a warrior's way, demon. My power will NEVER be 
used for such an evil deed."

"Never?" The demon's eyes slanted. "Then it appears that you yourself truly 
seeks destruction..."

"I think not. Not today demon. Now enough talking. Let us battle!"



"Very well. I shall show you your true path by force then..." The demon leaped 
into the sky, crashing with his fist a short distance next to Ryu, creating a 
small crater in the plateau.

Ryu stood, his arms clenched into fists at his sides... and with narrowed eyes, 
he looked straight ahead at the demon directly in his own red, fiery eyes... 
and his blue aura of pure energy began to grow around him.

Akuma returned his own evil gaze... and his body began to flame in a fiery 
red aura... Through the red flames of energy, his teeth clenched... exposing a 
set of sharp teeth to his opponent... and he growled through them.

Both warriors stood... both observing their opponent... feeling each other's 
power... The thunder and lightning continued to roar in the sky above... and 
the strong winds brushed across the land...

Small pebbles began to rise and float into the air... the power and energy 
present was incalculable...

The warriors of Shotokan were going to enjoy this fight.

Ryu's eyes narrowed further, and he let his inner power increase... I am a 
warrior... let the battle be joined.

Hero of Heroes Ch. 20 - Stalemate

By Night

Only rumbling of thunder could be heard in the dark skies above, as both 
warriors had stared at each other, giving each other hard looks for quite some 
time.

Their gazes were finally broken by Ryu, who had dashed forward with a 
straight punch... a punch that Akuma caught in his hand. Ryu wasn't normally 
a fighter who attacked first... but he knew he

hungered for the battle more, and he should be the one to initialize it...

Ryu growled through clenched teeth as his arm strained to break free. Akuma 
merely stood holding Ryu's fist in his hand, grunting behind his closed mouth. 
Ryu groaned louder until his mouth opened into a full battle cry... and his free 
arm cocked back fully, preparing to strike for the demon's face.



Akuma was not intimidated by Ryu's yell, but knew that he must block the 
incoming punch. Akuma roared to compete with Ryu's battle cry, and he 
swung his arm outward to block the anticipated punch. But upon blocking, the 
demon could feel his opponent pull himself back and free his fist... and it 
immediately came back for another strike! The dark one blocked and 
retaliated with a punch of his own with his other arm... and both Shotokan 
warriors exchanged an endless crossfire of punches... both roaring in battle... 
and neither one landing a single punch on the other. Their arms swung at 
each other at blinding speeds, and yet both could see where each punch was 
heading. Through a countless number of blocks and swats, the crossfire was 
finally broken when Akuma stepped forward into his horse stance into a side 
punch.

The younger warrior's senses were fully alert, and through a lightning-quick 
reflex, he sidestepped, clutching his opponent by the wrist. Using the 
demon's own forward momentum, Ryu pulled his arm in the direction it was 
already heading, and he stepped forward, elbowing Akuma squarely in the 
chest. The impact caused Akuma to bend forward... and he soon felt Ryu's 
hand let go of his wrist and found his fist planted right in his face. Akuma 
reeled back, and an uppercut was landed right into his gut, causing him to 
topple forward again. Ryu used the forward movement to his advantage and 
immediately grabs the folds of the demon's gi, and he rolled back, using his 
foot to toss Akuma back on his way to the ground...

Hitting the ground hard, Akuma rolled forward, getting back onto his knees. 
He clutched at his chest and looked ahead, seeing Ryu standing, in full ready 
position. He looked into his determine filled eyes and gave an evil, sharp-
toothed grin.

Ryu's eyes narrowed, returning an equally hard gaze. More thunder rumbled 
more rain poured down, and the lightning ripped through the skies above, 
lighting up the entire battlefield. He awaited his opponent's next move... This 
time demon... why don't you show me YOUR true power...

The inevitable attack came as Akuma catapulted himself forward and 
charged towards Ryu. Ryu charged forward as well, bringing his arm back, 
ready to knock the demon down with a clothesline. When both warriors came 
in close contact, the younger one swung his arm around, only to find it 
connecting with nothing except the air... Akuma's body slowly faded away... 



and moved around Ryu's, leaving a trail of shadows following closely behind 
him... Ryu's senses could detect his opponent's evil aura travelling behind 
him, and he brought his other arm around to deliver a backhand punch. 
Ashura senkuu... not this time, demon. Ryu's backhand was successful... and 
Akuma's backhand attack from behind was blocked.

The fighters stood in close proximity with each other's forearms straining 
against each other. Both Ryu and Akuma growled trying to see who's arm 
was stronger... but eventually their growling turned into grinning... both 
knowing their strength was about equal. Both warriors never had a battle as 
entertaining as this. Both enjoyed it. And both only wanted more. Their 
physical competition was complete... and now they both knew they needed to 
see how their inner energy compared!

Both flipped backwards a good distance away from each other... getting into 
a back stance, positioning their hands towards their

hips... and began channeling their raw energy... The lightning streaking 
across the sky grew brighter, as if the power surging throughout the warriors 
was trying to conduct it. More and more energy was being channeled and 
summoned... and finally when neither could hold no more...

"SHINKUU... HADOOOOOOOKEN!!!"

"MESSATSU... GOU HADO!!!"

Both spheres of extreme accumulated energy headed toward each other with 
intense velocity, crashing into each other violently... and they exploded upon 
impact... sending sparks and smaller bits of energy in multiple directions. 
When the residue of the two colliding spheres dissipated, both warriors 
studied each other once again... Ryu giving Akuma a narrowed eyed, serious 
expression... and Akuma gave the same fiery gaze in return.

The demon could easily see that Ryu's skills have been enhanced. He was 
able to control his inner power much more fluidly... and his determination and 
alertness was impressive as well. But something was missing... what was 
it...? Ah, of course... Satsui no Hado. Akuma could not sense any signs of evil 
intent emitting from Ryu... yet his power is higher than ever. The demon knew 
that now was the time that he must steer him in to the path of evil...



"Ryu... you have not yet seen the limits of your increasing power!" the demon 
stated.

Ryu remained silent, still staring into the demon's flaming eyes. "You still 
mourn the loss of your beloved master, do you not?" He bared his teeth... 
growling beneath them...

"Unleash it! Use your destructive will!" Akuma held his hand in front of himself 
and closed it into a tight fist. "Put all your hatred into your fist... and use it to 
eradicate me!"

"The dark arts of Shotokan... are the forbidden techniques!" Ryu retorted, "A 
true warrior of Shotokan... never seals his fate to such evil!"

"They were forbidden because people feared its power... living a life of fear is 
not much of a life!"

Lightning and thunder were chaotic while both fighters stood facing each 
other in the violent storm...

"And you made the mistake of selling yourself to them..."

"Mistake? I think not." the demon raised his hands up in the air... "The power 
I possess... the power to obliterate any opponent... just think, my young 
warrior... what you can do with it!"

"I can obliterate you -without- giving into evil!" With that said... the warrior 
broke the conversation and stepped forward to attack.

"We'll see if you can do that..." Akuma placed himself back into his stance, 
ready for whatever attack Ryu will throw at him...

The attack came... and Ryu swung his fist inward towards his opponent's 
face. The demon blocked with his forearm, and planned to retaliate, but an 
unexpected blow was followed... and he felt Ryu's heel make impact with his 
collarbone, sending him towards the ground.

The young warrior brought his extended foot back as he recovered from his 
powerful spinning hook kick, but soon felt his feet slip from underneath him... 
the demon had landed on the ground and immediately sweeped Ryu's legs, 
causing him to head earthbound.



Akuma took this opportunity, and leaped up from his crouching position, 
grabbing Ryu's falling body... He launched into the air, holding a helpless Ryu 
in his arms, and flipped multiple times... finally crashing back into the earth... 
slamming Ryu's back into it. Hard.

Akuma jumped back onto his legs and turned around, looking upon a downed 
Ryu... From the moment Ryu started to attack to the present, had only lasted 
just a few seconds... and Akuma felt it was already over. He turned his back 
to him, showing him the symbol on the back of his dark gi, representing 
heaven... "Shoshi..."

He turned around to give Ryu the finishing blow... only to find him gone! The 
demon's red eyes widened in amazement, and he lifted his head up... seeing 
Ryu coming straight for him with a flying side kick. Akuma groaned as Ryu's 
surprise attack hit him squarely in the chest, causing him to reel backwards... 
Ryu landed close, and brought his knee up, slamming it into the demon's 
gut... and he stepped down and propelled his other foot with huge force... 
"JOUDAN SOKUTOU GERI!"

The demon landed in the dirt with a grunt, causing it to rise... and he 
backflipped, getting on his feet. Looking at Ryu, he saw that he was still in 
excellent fighting shape... his hyakki gosui appeared to have done less 
damage than he thought. "VERY impressive..." Through the loud crackles 
above... the demon simply grinned at the young warrior...

"Heh heh heh..." Ryu chuckled, and grinned in return...

Both grinning at each other... both loving the battle... and neither getting the 
upper hand on the one another... this was the battle they've both longed for. 
A battle where the tides can turn in one direction, and immediately turn the 
other... and now the demon decided he should turn the tides back in his 
favor... Akuma

launched at Ryu with a flurry of punches and kicks, and Ryu returned his own 
flurry... each swing dodged, blocked and swatted... and the two combatants 
traveled beyond the plateau... and deep into the lush forest of the high 
mountain...

*** "YAH!!!" "Mmm!!!"



The roaring battle cries of both Ryu and Akuma could be heard from a great 
distance... as both warriors fought each other up to the very peak of the 
mountain...

Ryu twirled on one foot, attempting to deliver a spinning hook kick... but 
Akuma ducked, attempting to sweep him below...

Ryu was able to bring his leg back fast enough and jump over the leg and he 
attempted to strike with his fist from above... but Akuma was quick, and he 
was able to block the attack with his arm... and both warriors just stood... 
staring... and smiling...

More lightning crackled, shining upon the smiling faces of the two. This battle 
was not going to end soon. Not soon at all.

Akuma swatted Ryu's arm aside and lunged... and the two were engaged in 
another clash of never ending techniques... neither of them tiring. Not one bit. 
Both completely filled with what seemed to be limitless amounts of stamina. 
The battle could go on forever...

But finally... Ryu raised one knee... and extended his foot into a side kick... 
his opponent doing exactly the same. Both kicks connected... impaling each 
other in the chest, sending them back quite a distance away from each other. 
The grounded warriors gave this time to catch a little breath... and Ryu was 
the first to stand,

wiping his mouth of blood... Akuma standing a moment after, doing the same. 
Was there to be no winner to this seemingly eternal strife? The answer didn't 
seem matter... Whoever lost would die a warrior... a warrior falling gloriously 
in combat... where the battlefield would be the place his funeral... Is this the 
fate I truly desire? Ryu pondered... and he closed his eyes... To let myself die 
honorably... in the most grueling... most fascinating... and most finest battle 
my two fists have been a part of? The winds howled... and he could feel the 
strong gusts against his bare forehead... reminding him of the absence of his 
bandanna... I cannot...! Not while... The leaves... the rocks... and the dirt 
began to rise as Ryu's blue aura was beginning to sizzle with violent energy... 
Not while... I LOVE HER!!! Ryu began to glow bright... and his energy was 
increasing to extreme levels...



Akuma grinned... feeling the young one's power augmenting intensely... and 
he began to channel his own inner power himself... engulfing himself a large, 
red, fiery cylinder of flaming energy...

Nature around them seemed to respond as well as the power of the storm 
heightened... thunder roaring... and lightning streaking across the dark skies 
endlessly...

Ryu brought his hands to his hips... the demon doing the same... their palms 
eventually gathering the raw energy around them... summoning the sphere 
they've become so accustomed to using in combat... and the energy 
accumulated...

*FWOOOOOOOOOOOM*

A bolt of lightning struck down to the earth... hitting the tallest tree on the 
mountain... igniting the entire trunk completely on fire... and sending it 
toppling over... crashing between the two warriors with a loud thud.

In complete shock and interruption... the warriors lowered their hands... 
causing the stored energy to swirl away...

The trunk of the tree was huge... and the walls of the flames were too high to 
jump over. Ryu looked to the left and to the right... both ends too long to 
travel around... and he looked straight ahead and through the flames... he 
could see Akuma evil face...

They could've destroyed the tree with the immense energy they collected... 
but they both knew they'd rather use it destroying each other... and now... 
their battle appeared to be at a stalemate.

Can't go around... can't go over... Ryu pondered on how to continue this 
battle... and his thoughts were interrupted with the droplets of rain splashing 
against his face. The drops seemed to fall faster with each passing moment... 
and Ryu knew that he must wait... wait until the rain extinguishes the flames...

Ryu looked his opponent one last time before closing his eyes. He sat down 
slowly... and meditated... letting himself rest before the battle will continue... 
while his demonic opponent stood at the opposite side... pacing back and 
forth... studying the young warrior... smiling... waiting patiently like a graceful 
predator to kill its prey at the perfect moment...



Hero of Heroes Ch. 21 - Don't Give Up

By Night

Sitting quietly... patiently... Ryu meditated... resting himself as he let the rain 
slowly extinguish the wall of fire that separated him from his rival...

Akuma continued pacing back and forth... tightening the length of rope that 
held his dark gi together... and kept his glowing eyes on the young warrior...

Ryu could still felt the heat emitting from the flames as the endless minutes 
went by... the minutes seeming like hours... but he didn't mind. He will wait. 
The battle will go on... but for now... he will wait. His breathing slowly came to 
its normal pace as well as his heartbeat. Through the intense, vigorous 
fighting, he finally had a moment of peace... The rumbling in the air was quiet, 
and the rain continued to fall... Ryu wished this moment could last forever... 
but there was a battle to finish.

The demon on the other side of the burning tree trunk was equally as patient. 
Pacing slowly... he studied Ryu... calculating his power... He smiled, knowing 
that unimaginable power was yet to become tapped... but he was in no hurry. 
A cat can wait for as long as it needs to catch its mouse...

Will this inferno ever die...? The young one pondered... he could still see the 
light of the fiery blaze through his closed eyelids... and he could still feel the 
demon's presence shifting left and right... feeling the evil smile... Sensei... 
give me the strength... to fight well... He continued breathing steadily... and 
even though he could feel an evil smile upon him... his mind wandered... and 
he could feel another smile... a sweet... warm... loving smile...

Ch... Chun-Li... He couldn't hold the feelings back... he enjoyed them... he felt 
warm through the cold rain drenching him... In his mind... he could see her... 
standing... the wind blowing across her light bangs causing them to gently 
sway... and also causing her small pony tail to flow... a pony tail tied back by 
his red bandanna... She was smiling... the smile of a woman relying 
completely on her man... And her lips moved... Be strong, Ryu... don't give 
up...

Ryu's eyebrows lifted... And you Chun-Li... you too... give me the strength... 
so that I can see you again... He could see her still smiling... and she was 
slowly fading away... Don't give up... ...and



as she faded... he could feel the searing flames in front of him fading with 
her... and both were completely gone...

Like a bolt of lightning, his eyes instantly flashed open... and he catapulted 
towards the fallen tree trunk... the demon doing the same. Both saw each 
other launch... and both extended their fists to punch... and their two fists 
collided with one another... At last the battle had resumed...

Upon hitting each other's fists, the warriors flipped away from each other and 
stood on top of the fallen trunk, which was still warm from the fires recently 
burning it. Eager to continue, Ryu ran forward and vaulted towards his 
opponent with a flying side kick. The demon waited for the attack to come... 
and as Ryu kicked, he grabbed his outstretched leg... tossing him to the side.

The falling warrior managed to find his bearings in mid-air as he was thrown... 
and he flipped himself upright so that he safely landed on his legs onto to the 
soft grass. Akuma leered at him and leaped off the trunk... Ryu leered in 
return... and found Akuma diving down at him with tremendous speed... 
Tenma kuujin kyaku... must retaliate NOW!

Ryu brought fist backwards a little bit and used his forward foot to propel him 
skyward... "SHOOOOOORYUKEN!!!" Akuma was struck right in the gut, 
knocked clearly out of the sky... and Ryu twirled himself, landing gracefully on 
his legs, while his opponent landed on his back.

The demon spat blood from his mouth and quickly shuffled to his feet to 
counterattack. Upon reaching Ryu, he delivered a straight punch which was 
blocked and raised his other arm... straightening his hand and sent it crashing 
down towards Ryu's skull...

After blocking the first punch, Ryu knew he needed to raise his arms to block 
the incoming zugai hasatsu... but he soon realized it

was a fake! Seeing his opponent's knee rise... he tried to move his hands to 
try to block it... but it was too late. The demon impacted the knee deep into 
Ryu's gut, and uses the momentum to follow up with a 
tatsumakizankuukyaku...

With a grunt, Akuma spun like a top, connecting his outstretched leg with Ryu 
multiple times, keeping him in the air with each hit... and when he landed, he 
had no intention of letting his opponent land just yet... "SHOSHI..." 



Immediately after landing, Akuma propelled himself upwards, planting his fist 
into Ryu's tortured midsection and took both of them into the sky with a 
power-packed gou shoryuken...

They both landed simultaneously, the demon on his feet, the younger one on 
his back. Ryu slowly stood coughing up blood and spitting it out... and faced 
his opponent once again... Mustn't lose... mustn't give up...! The young one 
quickly placed his hands near his hips, collecting a small amount of energy, 
and released it... "HADOKEN!"

As the blue sphere sped towards the demon, he merely brought his arm in 
front of him... and snapped it back, swatting the ball of energy away. He 
bared his sharp teeth as if he was disappointed. "Enough holding back, Ryu."

Thunder roared in the air... "Just fight, demon." Ryu rushed forward and 
swung his arm forward to deliver a punch to his opponent's face... but the 
demon faded away... and teleported behind him. "SHINKUU..." Ryu knew he 
needed to cover all sides... "TATSUMAKISENPUUKYAKU!" ...and he leaped 
up and spun with the power of hurricane. His leg caught the demon right after 
his teleport, and hit him repeatedly over and over... until the final kick sent 
him flying into the trunk of a standing tree. Leaves, bark and splinters fell from 
the impact, and Akuma bent forward to rest his

arm on his knee. Both warriors used this time to catch their breath... but 
neither was running out of energy.

Ryu stood, soaked in the water from the rain, but didn't feel cold at all. His 
heart was raging, and he could feel his blood rushing through his entire body 
in a way he's never felt before. The adrenaline rush was fantastic! He 
breathed steadily, waiting for the demon to recover himself so that they can 
continue...

Akuma spit out more blood, and he finally stood erect. Growling, he stomped 
into his horse stance... nearly shaking the earth beneath him. Ryu could feel 
heat emitting from him... and he saw the demon collecting energy in his 
palms... finally releasing it in the form of a fiery shan kunetsu hadoken...

The ball of fire approached, and Ryu swung his arm forward... snapping it 
back... just like how his opponent did... and the fiery sphere was deflected 



into the sky. But upon swatting... Ryu felt his opponent's evil presence 
rushing closer to him...

"MESSATSU..." ...and he saw the demon charging forward with his fist...

He was wide open. Ryu didn't have time to block... and he soon felt his gut 
meet with the demon's fist... and he felt his feet leave the earth as his 
opponent launched into the air. The demon continued the massive attack... 
and juggled Ryu with another uppercut... and finally ended with an uppercut 
so powerful, he launched to an unbelievable height...

Ryu screamed in pain... and he felt himself fall back down towards the earth... 
crashing into it with his back... Looking up... he saw that the demon was still 
in fact, ascending from his uppercut... he let his attack take himself too high 
upward. Th-this is my chance... Ryu knew he must take his opportunity to 
retaliate... but his body was weakened from the power of Akuma's attack. He 
struggled to get

up... but couldn't... until he heard a small, sweet, familiar voice in his head 
once again... ...Don't give up...

He growled as he fought his back up... and looking into the dark, lightning 
filled sky, he saw Akuma beginning to descend. ...Please... don't give up, 
Ryu... Ryu was now roaring... and he finally began to stand... ...please... don't 
give up... I love you, Ryu... Howling out to the sky... Ryu stood fully... his 
arms outstretched in front of him... and he screamed out loud... "NO!!! I'LL -
NEVER- GIVE UP!!!"

And as the demon finally reached the towards the earth... Ryu brought his fist 
to his hip... "SHIN..." ...thrusting it straight into the Akuma's gut... and using 
his forward foot to catapult him skyward... bringing his other fist to slam his 
opponent in the gut... scrape up his chest... and smacking his chin... 
"SHOOOOOOOOOOORYUKEN!!!!"

Both warriors were in the air... and hung for moment before finally heading 
back down... Ryu landed on his feet... and was already back in fighting 
position... breathing heavily... The demon landed on his back... not getting 
up... but breathing raggedly. Ryu just stood, watching if his opponent would 
get up. He was almost out of breath... the shin shoryuken drained a lot of 
energy from him... and he just stood... slowly rejuvenating himself...



He looked over at the fallen demon... and finally, Akuma slowly began to rise. 
He got back to his knees, and planted his palms on the grass, still huffing 
loudly. "It appears... that you've... improved much beyond... what I have 
expected..."

Ryu didn't interrupt, and let the demon continue.

"But... unfortunately... the limits of your power... have not yet been seen..."

His eyes narrowed...

"And if I... must force it from you... by showing you MY limits... so be it..."

His narrowed eyes widened, giving Akuma a questionable look.

"Our battle... was only test... to see how much power you can summon now... 
but now... I must show you the TRUE definition of power!" The demon stood 
up... and arched himself backwards, stretching his arms to the side... his 
body began to glow a fiery red... his eyes glowed like fire... and each muscle 
on his body was pulsating...

Ryu could only stare... the power he felt coming from Akuma... was beyond 
anything he's felt before... and he could only stand there... stunned...

The demon's mouth opened, and he roared as he let his energy collect. His 
body seemed to be in flames... the jacket of his dark gi combusted, 
disintegrating instantly... and on his bare back... the symbol representing 
heaven, was now burned into his skin... The small rocks on the ground began 
to rise into the air... lifted by the waves of energy going riot.

So... so much power... this can't be possible... Ryu jaw dropped... he couldn't 
believe the power he felt...

Akuma looked at Ryu with burning eyes... the ends of his rope belt danced in 
the flames of energy emitting from his whole body... and he finally spoke... 
"Show me... YOUR TRUE POWER."

The young warrior's open jaw closed... and he clenched his teeth, narrowing 
his eyes... His fists tightened, and he deepened his stance...

"Very well then... I shall enjoy forcing it from you... or destroy you trying..." 
The demon slowly walked forward...



Ryu was ready... ready for whatever this being was going to deliver... and he 
could hear the warm, loving voice inside his head assuring his readiness... 
Don't give up...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 22 - A Light in the Darkness

By Night

Before Ryu was a burning, crimson effigy which almost spread fear into the 
young warrior. The demon's fiery aura illuminated the entire battlefield, and 
Ryu had to shield his eyes with his arms. He's... he's become true power... 
power made flesh... He couldn't deduce how much power was flowing 
through his opponent... but it was tremendous. Then he could feel it looming 
closer to him...

"Be one with the darkness, young one..."

Through his shielding arms, Ryu managed to peek a glance at what was 
coming towards him... and he could see that Shin Akuma was quickly flying 
straight in his direction... His entire body was high above the ground, and he 
hovered headfirst as if being launched from a cannon... Ryu knew he needed 
to evade, and in one quick motion, he backflipped as far back as he could.

Upon landing, he suddenly felt the presence of the immense energy instantly 
disappear, and he saw that Shin Akuma had as well... Wh- where... Before 
Ryu could even think... he felt the presence of energy reappear, heading to 
his right side... and Shin Akuma roared as he slammed his knee right into 
him... taking him in the air with him... carrying him a great distance without 
even touching the ground. The demon elegantly glided over the surface of the 
earth for many, many meters until he finally smashing Ryu into the wide 
surface of a large rock...

Ryu didn't scream... he closed his eyes tightly as he took in the full force of 
the blow and absorbed as much of the shock as he could... Finally touching 
the ground, he opened up his eyes, seeing Shin

Akuma's fist coming straight for him. With a quick reflex, Ryu jerked his head 
forward just in time... and the incoming fist collided with the rock, causing the 
huge stone to shatter. Ryu could feel the tiny fragments of rock pellet against 
his back, and looked up to see that the demon was still floating above him 
with his arm was still extended in its punching position. Must... take this 



chance... From his kneeling position, he projected himself forward with a 
punch...

Shin Akuma didn't even need to think. Not even looking at the incoming 
attack, he used his other arm to carelessly parry the punch. Ryu's eyes 
widened, and within a split second, the outstretched arm retracted, forcefully 
impacted with Ryu right in the chest immediately after.

The young warrior skidded along the grass, and the demon propelled himself 
higher into the air, bringing his hands forward. On the ground, Ryu heard a 
small whining noise in the sky above him... the noise of pure energy being 
accumulated... and he looked up to see a small sphere conjuring within Shin 
Akuma's hands...

The whining noise grew louder, and the sphere in the demon's hands grew 
larger... Ryu was asking himself many questions in his head... wondering how 
his opponent could fly in the air... the total amount of power he possessed... 
but right now his instincts only focused on one thing... Run! His body was 
only a little bit fatigued, and he immediately flipped himself upright back on to 
his feet.

When more than enough energy was accumulated, the demon roared, and 
the sphere was finally discharged, hurling down towards the earth... Ryu 
backflipped to avoid the blast, but it hit the earth so hard that Ryu lost his 
balance and found himself on the ground once again. The fall almost knocked 
the wind out of him, and he breathed raggedly to try to rejuvenate himself. 
Looking behind him, he saw a huge, smoky, dirt-filled crater where he was 
last standing... He shook his head a bit to regain his bearings...

How does he... He tried to conceive how this much power could be carried by 
a being... but his thoughts were interrupted by the same whining sound 
again...

Looking up into the clouded sky, the dark warrior's hands began form another 
sphere of light... Lightning flashed behind him and thunder howled noisily as if 
it represented the power. Staggering to get up, Ryu looked up at the demon, 
and looked in the opposite direction. He could see that the only direction he 
could go was down the slope of the mountain... which ended at an upward 
slope safeguarding the raging ocean that could instantly drown a man under 
its massive tidal waves and decimate anything by the rocks... The warrior's 



eyes sloped with fear... and as he felt the energy from above release from its 
host... his survival instincts instantly snapped within him. RUN!!!

When the demon released the stored energy, rather than a huge sphere, he 
sent an entire barrage of smaller ones. Ryu got back on his feet, and did what 
his instincts told him... and he ran for life down the treacherous slope of the 
mountain... He could feel small explosions right behind his feet, one after 
another as he ran. Run! Don't stop! Run! The young warrior speeded up his 
pace as the slope became steeper. He knew if she slowed down or stopped 
now, he'd be tumbling down... so he continued to go in no direction other than 
forward.

The demon grinned evilly, and soon began to fly ahead, releasing an endless 
amount fireballs. He looked ahead and saw that the edge of the mountain 
was nearing, and he laughed maniacally. "WHERE CAN YOU RUN???"

Ryu just kept running, not looking back. He could hear the demon's evil 
laughter, and feel the explosions behind him... He knew the demon was 
purposely forcing him to run... testing to see how far he

can go... testing his limits... Keep going... He puffed as he ran... still feeling 
the explosions behind him... Keep going...

The slope of the mountain was so steep, it was impossible for Ryu to slow 
down now... and as he neared towards the bottom, he looked ahead to the 
rising of the slope that marked the edge of the mountain. This may be... my 
only chance...

Shin Akuma grinned and continued following from the air. He knew Ryu had 
two choices: Jump in to the chaotic waters below, or become pummeled by 
the tenma gou zankuu. He was hoping Ryu would choose the latter, and 
hopefully summon the evil intent from him through brute force. "Only a 
COWARD runs from battle! You are not yet defeated! To destroy yourself in 
this matter would be DISHONORABLE!!!"

I am not running away! And I am not destroying myself... not now! From the 
extreme speed built up from running down the mountain, Ryu used the 
energy to run up the rising... waiting until the last possible moment to launch 
himself. Backward.



The demon went wide-eyed as he saw Ryu leap... and saw his body coming 
straight for him! He tried to react, but it was too late... the young warrior's 
jump was so high that he managed to end up behind Shin Akuma... grabbing 
him from underneath the arms... crashing his head down against the slope of 
the mountain in a powerful suplex. Ryu flipped himself upright, turning 
around. He saw his opponent lying against the slope, but was now 
immediately getting up... and he saw that now there was no where to run. 
The slope was too steep to climb up, and he would have to get passed Shin 
Akuma anyway. He looked back... and saw nothing but the violent ocean...

"RYU!!!" the demon roared, finally standing up, "THERE IS NO ESCAPE! 
NOWHERE TO RUN! YOU HAVE LOST! YOU ARE

DEFEATED! IF YOU WANT TO LIVE ANOTHER DAY TO FIGHT... THEN 
SEAL YOUR FATE!!! UNLEASHING YOUR FULL POWER IS THE ONLY 
WAY TO FIGHT ME NOW!!!"

The young warrior lowered his hands to his sides. He looked back... and 
looked forward, putting his hands back into fighting position. He was 
uneasy... undecided... unsure of what to do... He took another look back... 
looking out at the sea and listening to the violent storm from above... He 
breathed slowly and closed his eyes... No choice... Ryu swallowed hard... 
lowered his hands... and ran.

"NOOOOOOOOO!!!" Shin Akuma launched himself forward to try to tackle 
the running warrior... but he was already too far ahead.

Ryu ran... and upon reaching the very edge of the slope... 
"TATSUMAKISENPUUKYAKU!" He span in numerous circles, giving himself 
as much horizontal distance as possible... and upon completion he positioned 
his entire body downwards and dived down to the waters below.

The demon instantly teleported and reappeared in the air, trying to intercept 
Ryu... but he had already gone too far down. "NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!"

*SPLASH*

Furious, Shin Akuma raised his hands high above him, immediately 
summoning energy... finally unleashing it as a powerful energy beam into the 
water. "COWARD!!!!!"



The waters rippled violently in a tremendous circle around the spot where the 
beam hit... but failed to reveal Ryu.

***

Ryu breathed slowly. He could feel the waves of water wash up against him 
as he was lying flat on the sands of the shore. The salty taste of seawater 
was in his mouth, and he coughed and spit to try to get rid of it. Holding his 
arms close to his body, he shivered from the coldness of the water.

The rain had stopped, but the thunder still lightly rumbled, and the lightning 
still danced in the air. Ryu didn't know how long he was in the water, be he 
knew it was quite a while. Wiping his hair down to get the water out, he 
looked up to see the edge of the mountain where he had jumped. When he 
was up there, he remembered seeing the shore from overhead, which made 
him take his near suicidal leap. I must've been crazy to jump... but there was 
no choice...

As he looked up at the mountain, he saw no trace of his demonic opponent... 
but he could already feel his evil aura... right ahead of him. Surrounded in a 
crimson aura, Shin Akuma stood with folded arms. "Coward."

Getting on his knees, and placing his palms on the wet sand beneath him, 
Ryu retorted, "I merely wanted to continue the fight on flat grounds, demon..."

"I see. So now that we are on an acceptable terrain, you think you can still 
destroy me? Cold, alone and helpless?"

Ryu growled, and got up on his feet into fighting position. "I... will never quit." 
Finding whatever strength left within him, he charged forward, yelling out with 
a voracious battle cry.

The dark warrior simply held position and stood with his arms still folded. As 
Ryu approached and soared to his opponent with a flying side kick... the 
demon instantly caught his legs, and lazily tossed him to the side, sending 
him skidding along the sand. With a grunt, he turned around and stretched 
out his arm, opening his palm.

The grounded warrior shook off the sand that covered his body, and stood up 
once again. I won't quit... As he watched the demon open his palm, he 



positioned his hands near his hip... calling up whatever energy he could 
summon...

Shin Akuma just looked straight-ahead giving Ryu a hard stare and with his 
hand stretched out, but not calling up any energy of his own...

Ryu continued to suppress as much energy as possible, letting it build up to 
its maximum limits... "SHINKUU..." and finally released it... "HADOKEN!!!"

The large blue sphere hurled towards the demon who was just standing still. 
Closer it came... and still he didn't move... until it finally impacted upon him. A 
huge explosion nearly blinded Ryu causing him to squint his eyes...

When the light of the explosion faded... Shin Akuma still stood. Still in the 
exact same position he was in before the fireball had collided with him. It was 
as if it never happened. Ryu clenched his teeth... and he could now feel the 
energy collect in the demon's open palm...

A whirring sound resonated louder as the energy accumulated... and 
countless of tiny projectiles of energy spewed in all directions from the palm...

The young one knew that there was only on direction to go... and he charged 
straight ahead... swatting away as many small shards of energy as he could... 
He was struck by some of them... but still pressed on ahead until he finally 
reached him... and he brought back his arm... lunging forward with all his 
might... striking right in the chest...

The punch landed with such force that it caused the demon's feet to grind 
backwards, making tread marks in the sand... but the demon himself acted as 
if he didn't feel anything... and reached his other arm to grasp Ryu's neck... 
raising him off the ground. "Shoshi."

Gasping for air, Ryu used his elbow to slam into Shin Akuma's forearm... only 
to find it as durable as iron. In another attempt, he swung one of his hanging 
legs around, kicking him straight in the head... finding the effort once again 
futile.

The demon reacted to this by clutching his hand tighter. "IT IS USELESS!" his 
voice boomed as he listened to Ryu's gasps, "USING SUCH MUNDANE 
METHODS TO TRY TO CAUSE DAMAGE TO ME? I THINK NOT."



Ryu's eyes began to slope, and he could feel his body beginning to go limp... 
he had almost no energy to do anything...

"AND TO THINK I SAW POTENTIAL IN YOU..." the demonic one continued, 
"SUCH A WASTE OF POWER. I HAVE HAD ENOUGH PLAYING. YOU 
TRULY ARE WEAK. JUST LIKE MY BROTHER. AND SOON YOU WILL 
SEE HIM."

Ryu knew he had lost. He was defeated. But at least he was beaten while 
fighting... and now he will die a warrior's death... Ch... Chun- Li... g... 
goodbye... He gasped for his last breaths of precious air... S... Sensei... I will 
soon be joining you... Everything began to get cloudy... and as the darkness 
began to set... he could hear a small, gentle voice in his head...

"Don't give up!!!"
...And suddenly... there was a light.

The young warrior could feel the grip around his neck loosen... and Ryu 
dropped to the ground...

Shin Akuma was caught completely off guard... and was pounded by a 
mighty flying kick... sending him to the ground.

Ryu's vision was blurry, and he shook his head a bit to regain his bearings... 
and when his vision became clear... he realized that it wasn't a small voice 
was in his head.

When he looked up... he saw what appeared to be an angel. She stood 
before him... her boots were almost knee high, and her muscular legs were 
covered by pantyhose... she was dressed in a blue Chinese uniform with a 
dragon design on the white portion at her waist... around her wrists were two, 
very large, spike-covered bracelets... and her hair flowed with the wind... hair 
that was tied by back an all-too-familiar red bandanna...

Hero of Heroes Ch. 23 - Trust Your Heart

By Night

She looked down at him as he regained his lost breath. He looked back... 
seeing that worried face he had seen many times before... it was definitely 
her. Ch... Chun-Li... don't look at me like that... He didn't want her to see him 
like this... cold, wet, and helpless... yet, he felt his body begin to warm as he 



looked into those gentle coffee brown eyes... There was a very long silence... 
and the woman finally opened her lips...

"Ryu... are you okay...?" she finally asked... Her breath was ragged... the 
journey was a long one... and she had never run that fast ever in her life...

He nodded slowly in reply... but he also had so many questions of his own... 
and Chun-Li seemed to know exactly what they were.

"I came here for you..." she continued... slowly kneeling in front him... taking 
his wet hand into hers and placing it on her knee.

"I... but... wh-why..." Her hand felt so warm... Ryu reflexively moved his other 
hand over her hand... and she did the same in return...

Chun-Li slowly moved her face forward... slowly kissing him ever so gently on 
the forehead... "Because I need to be with you... by your side..."

"B-but... y-you..." His voice trembled...

"I know..." she interrupted, "I know there is danger... but you coming back to 
me... is against all odds. I would rather fight... and die with you... rather than 
live the rest of my life alone... I love you, Ryu..."

"Ch... Chun-Li..." Ryu's heart was racing... even in the cold darkness, his 
body was already feeling so warm inside... Her face began to move closer... 
to meet her lips with his own... and he closed his eyes...

"ENOUGH," a deep voice interrupted.

Startled, both turned their heads to face the demon who had been standing 
there for some time...

"Ah... it appears we have a hero. My favorite."

Chun-Li narrowed her eyes and clenched her teeth. She let go of Ryu's 
hands, and slowly stood up... As the wind blew, her hair was tossed... as well 
as the bow of the red bandanna tying it back... "Don't you _DARE_ interrupt a 
woman about to kiss the man she loves...!"

"Hmph. And it also appears... that we have found what has made Ryu so 
weak."



She growled in hostility... "If you're going to destroy him... then destroy me 
too!"

"Hmmm..." Shin Akuma studied her... "I vaguely remember you... you were a 
part of the second tournament... and now it seems that

young Ryu here, has taken an interest in you. Back then, your skills did not 
interest me, but now you seemed to have... improved!"

"I have improved, for the better..."

"Yesssss... you were able to attack me relatively undetected..." The demon 
chuckled as he continued to examine her, head to toe... "Your power is quite 
different... and its limits are what interest me! Let us see how far they reach!"

"Yes, let's!" Chun-Li grinned, stepping into battle stance... but soon after, she 
felt a small tug at her arm...

"Chun... don't..." Ryu tried hold her back... "Please... his power... it's-"

"Shhhhh..." She put a finger on his mouth to silence him... putting another 
hand on his shoulder, she continued, "You're hurt... please rest..."

"Ch-Chun-Li..." Ryu's body was too fatigued to stop her physically... and she 
stood up to face the demon... her body suddenly bursting in a pure blue, 
whirling cyclone of energy, causing her hair and uniform to flow in the 
currents of power...

"I've lost the most important man in my life before... I'm not going to let it 
happen again... not without fighting!"

"Well then... enough talking. FIGHT!" Tightening his rope belt, and stomping 
his foot to the ground, Shin Akuma stood ready, bursting with a flame of pure 
energy.

Running forward, Chun-Li initiated the battle... jumping into the air and 
extending her legs into a flying kick straight in the demon's direction. 
"YAHHHHH!"

In a flash, he disappeared from his position... but Chun-Li could feel the 
instantaneous movement of his evil energy... and knew exactly where he 
was. After landing from her assault, she forcefully propelled her leg behind 



her... kicking what seemed to be air... but actually connecting with the demon, 
causing him to reappear from his teleportation!

Shin Akuma grunted, falling down from the blow, and in the distance, Ryu 
watched with wide eyes. As the dark warrior stood, dusting himself off he 
chuckled. "Interesting. Most interesting. Already... you show more power than 
even Ryu... show me more!" The demon charged, flailing his arms wildly into 
a flurry of punches towards her...

Chun-Li was able to block... but her opponent was attacking so fast that she 
could find no opening for a retaliatory strike... She was forced to move 
backwards... deeper into the forest... she just hoped that she would be able to 
find an opening before she ran out of room...

Back at the shore... Ryu watched helplessly with a worried look in his face... 
No... she'll get hurt... that... that should be ME fighting! This is my fight... not 
hers... He tried stand... staggering up to his feet... but unable to walk for more 
than a few steps... Chun-Li... please... try to hold on... I'll be there... I'll be 
there...

***
God... there must be somewhere I could...

Deep in the forest... Shin Akuma continued to unleash his seemingly endless 
barrage of punches and kicks at Chun-Li, barely giving her any room to 
breathe. She was growing tired of defending... she needed to attack! The 
more she backed up defending, the more her guard began to wear down...

The demon smiled, knowing her guard would break soon... and he continued 
to advance... "IS THIS REALLY ALL YOU HAVE???"

Chun-Li clenched her teeth as she blocked attack after attack... she couldn't 
keep this up forever. One punch came straight for her face... and as she 
blocked, she moved to her head back and to the side to avoid being impaled 
by the pointed spike of her bracelet... But from this view... she saw that in the 
distance was a tree...

Her opponent didn't stop... he continued to press onward... and she kept 
moving back... Only a few more steps...



"YOU CANNOT KEEP THIS UP, MY WARRIORESS!" the demon roared. He 
increased the power in his attacks... hoping to finally crush through her 
guard... but as he lunged forward with a heavy body punch, he missed 
completely... Chun-Li had backflipped right towards the tree behind her... 
Jumping up, she planted her feet against the trunk... using it to thrust her 
body forward into a powerful flying side kick...

Caught completely off guard, Shin Akuma soon found his opponent's boot 
slam into his face, sending him to the ground.

The Chinese warrior landed, breathing heavily, her arms stretched out at her 
sides... her blue aura of energy glowing around her... As her hot breath 
connected with the cool air, she created small clouds of mist. It was cold... 
but with her adrenaline rushing through her, her body disregarded it... 
completely focused on combat.

Grunting... the demon did not hesitate... and immediately catapulted himself 
forward. Chun-Li was ready... she blocked an incoming punch to her body, 
and followed up with a body punch of her own... but Shin Akuma was able to 
anticipate... catching her forearm. The demon stepped forward... getting 
close... very close.

I... I can't break his- Her thoughts were interrupted as she suddenly felt her 
opponent smash his forehead into her own, causing her to yell in pain...

"EVEN THOUGH YOU MAY SEEM TO BE POWERFUL..." Jerking his head 
forward, he smashed into Chun-Li's head a second time... "DO YOU 
HONESTLY THINK..." ...a third time... "THAT YOU COULD DEFEAT THE 
PURE DARK ARTS OF SHOTOKAN???" Reeling his head back... and 
driving forward with tremendous force... the fourth and final head-butt sent 
Chun-Li to the ground...

Her vision was blurry... N-no...! I REFUSE to lose!!! ...As she headed to the 
ground... she placed her palm flatly against the soft grass... and extended 
both legs forward as powerfully as she could... striking the demon in the chest 
with both feet, sending him staggering backwards. Taking this chance, she 
stood up immediately... but her head was in pain... and her vision was still 
blurry... Mustn't stop...



The demon was still vulnerable to attack... and Chun-Li shook off the effects 
of her dizziness... running forward, screaming in a battle cry. Her attack 
came, delivering a side kick. Shin Akuma was barely able to swat it away... 
but in one fluid motion... Chun-Li brought her arm over... swinging it into a 
backhand punch... piercing two of the spikes on her bracelet deep into his 
chest.

Shin Akuma roared out in pain...

"HOUYOKU SEN!!!" Removing her bracelet from his chest... Chun- Li brought 
her leg around, striking the demon in head, chest and midsection over and 
over... and she stepped forward... doing the exact same attack with her other 
leg. "YAHHHHHH!!!" She yelled out, as she finally ended her move... using 
her other leg to kick straight up, right against Shin Akuma's jaw, causing him 
to lift off the ground... and crash back down on his back.

She didn't stop. Her vision was clear... she could see perfectly... and now was 
the perfect time to end the battle. Jumping into air, Chun-Li did a complete 
flip... and positioned her heel downward... The finishing blow!

Victory was near... and as she came crashing down... the grounded dark 
warrior propped his feet up... positioning them so that they'd match perfectly 
with the woman's feet... and as she landed, her two feet connected with the 
demon's... and he straightened his legs, pushing her back up into the air.

Chun-Li gasped. The sudden uplift startled her a bit... but as she flew through 
the air... she felt as if she were flying... and she spread her arms out like an 
eagle... twirling gracefully in the air until she was re-positioned as she was 
before... ready to re-land the final strike.

But the demon was gone. His evil aura disappeared from underneath her... 
and she could feel it instantly moving... right beside her. She tried to quickly 
retaliate... but it was too late. Shin Akuma reappeared... reaching his hand 
forward, clutching her neck.

As he hovered in air, blood flowed freely from the stab wounds on his chest, 
soaking his large bead necklace. He grunted in disappointment. "Such a 
predictable move. And I thought that maybe your power had potential." The 
demon looked the woman over... "New packaging, same product."



The hand around Chun-Li's neck began to tighten... and she did her best to 
breathe as she began to channel her inner energy throughout her body... 
channeling it right into her palms... I'm... not finished... yet...!

With the last of her breath, she moved her hands towards her chest... facing 
them forward... and a small sphere of energy began to form...

Shin Akuma could feel the energy build up... and as he looked down... he 
realized it was too late...

The sphere instantly expanded tenfold... exploding from her palms... 
engulfing both her and the demon in a huge globe of pure energy...

The demonic one was forced to let go, and the explosion propelled him a 
good distance away from Chun-Li. "YOU...!" he yelled, catching his breath.

Floating in the air, surrounded by her blazing blue aura, the woman grinned.

That was the first taste of pure energy the demon had felt from the woman. It 
was brought out from nearly killing her... and perhaps if he attempted again... 
he could see more! Shin Akuma evilly grinned to himself... and within a split 
second he brought his hands back to his hips... and protruded them forward... 
releasing a huge beam of raw energy.

Wh-what...? Chun-Li had little time to think... and she put her hands out in 
front of her... channeling them with energy to try to repel the incoming beam 
as it met with her palms...

The sound of pure energy clashing against each other crackled throughout 
the terrain... The woman was able to use her own energy to nullify the 
attacking beam, but she didn't know how long she could hold on... It seemed 
almost too much for her... and she could almost feel herself succumbing... but 
thankfully... the power dwindled down... and, Chun-Li, relieved that she was 
able to hold off against the attack, nearly collapsed in the air. But her period 
relief was short... she could feel the demon instantly moving up from behind 
her... and she was too fatigued to retaliate... N-no...!!!

Shin Akuma placed both hands together, raising them above his head... and 
slammed them against the woman's back with a powerful hammer punch, 
sending her earthbound...



She screamed... Heading towards to earth, she closed her eyes and 
prepared for impact... but instead of hitting the ground... she felt herself 
abruptly stop... and safely changing direction to the side... as if someone had 
leaped out, and grabbed her... She could hear the sound of two feet landing 
on the ground... and behind her back... underneath her knees... she could 
feel two strong arms holding her. Opening her eyes... she looked up... and 
saw a man with fierce determination on his face... looking at the sky above.

"ENOUGH, DEMON!!! Enough testing her! It is ME you want!!! Not her!!!"

"R-Ryu..."

The young warrior lowered the woman he was carrying back onto her feet, 
and continued to look back into the sky.

"I am no longer interested in you!" Shin Akuma hollered, "You've shown me 
NOTHING! At least, SHE has potential!"

"It matters not!" Ryu retorted, "As long as I live and breathe... I will still FIGHT 
YOU!!!"

The demon clenched his teeth... roaring down at his brother's student... and 
dived down toward his position, fist first.

Ryu and Chun-Li both jumped out of harm's way in opposite directions, 
avoiding the impact. As Shin Akuma crashed into the earth, Ryu took the 
opportunity and rushed forward to attack.

"SHOSHI!" From his kneeling position, Shin Akuma leapt straight up, spinning 
in the air with his leg extended, swatting the charging Ryu away.

"RYU!!!" Chun-Li screamed as she watched her warrior get flying towards the 
ground. She noticed that the demon was still in the air from his spin kick... 
and she dash forward... launching herself into a flying side kick that nailed the 
body out of the air and to the ground.

Ryu was already back on his knees, and Chun-Li immediately ran towards 
him. "Ryu... concentrate on the moment... feel... don't think. Use your 
instincts... and most importantly... trust your heart!!!"

Nodding, the young warrior got back up... and together with Chun- Li... they 
ran forward to the fallen demon.



Chun-Li struck first with a body punch, but Shin Akuma was able to recover 
just in time to block it. She followed up with more attacks, and the demon was 
able to block... but he soon saw Ryu coming to join her. With a grunt, Shin 
Akuma blocked another strike from Chun-Li, and turned his attention to Ryu, 
stepping forward into his horse stance... delivering a side punch right in Ryu's 
chest...

The young warrior flew back once again... he was still not fully functional... his 
body was still hindered and fatigued... but his efforts were effective...

Shin Akuma was open, and that was all Chun-Li needed... She attacked from 
behind, striking him in the back with a side kick. She immediately followed a 
punch in the small of his back, and stepped forward... launcher herself 
towards the sky... taking the demon with her in a barrage of kicks... "TENSHO 
KYAKU!!!" The demonic warrior was juggled in multiple kicks... and Chun-Li 
twirled her body upside-down in mid-air... going into a splits... "SPINNING 
BIRD KICK!!!"

Ryu looked up in the sky, smiling... Chun-Li... He watched as the woman he 
loved juggled the demon with an endless series of her trademark kicks. But 
his own body wasn't doing so well... he had put up a hard fight... being beaten 
by Akuma... the exhaustion from running down the mountain... and the 
horrendous battle with the sea, struggling to get back on shore... the battle 
was nearly over for him... but as he saw the demon falling, he fought to get 
back onto his feet.

Chun-Li landed on the ground gracefully shortly after Shin Akuma landed on 
his back with a thud. "I will never give up! I will fight to the bitter end!"

The demon chuckled, wiping blood from his mouth as he stood... "Heh heh 
heh heh heh... and what makes you think you can prevail, my warrior?"

"..." She stood silent, but with an angry, determined look on her face...

"There... is NO WAY you can win! For I know your weaknesses..." His arm 
outstretched forward... and his palm opened... beginning to channel his inner 
energy into it...

The woman stared right into the demon's eyes... ready to retaliate to the 
energy attack coming...



More and more energy collected... and the whirring sound increased...

Give me your best shot...

But the blast didn't come in her direction. Shin Akuma moved his arm... and 
fired his large red sphere of accumulated energy straight at the staggering 
man at his side...

"RYUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU!!!!!!!!" She didn't even need to 
think. Her heart and instincts instantly made her catapult herself forward... 
and she dashed for him...

Ryu saw the blast coming... but his body was too weak to move... and he 
could only cross his arms into an "X" to try to absorb as much of it as 
possible... He prepared for the worst... but he felt his body suddenly become 
pushed to the side, forcing him to the ground... and soon after... he heard an 
explosion... followed by a scream.

She flew back... way back. And when she landed... she didn't get back up...

"CHUN-LI!!!!!!" Ryu felt a sharp pain shoot right through his heart, causing 
him to scream out her name. Right before him... in less than a few seconds... 
all seemed lost. The woman he finally came to love was down... and he 
himself had almost no power left within him... what could he do to stop this 
evil monster? And to finally have revenge for his master? Concentrate on the 
moment, Ryu... It was her voice... back in his head... telling him what she told 
him earlier... Feel, Ryu... don't think... feel... use... your instincts... Ryu closed 
his eyes... remembering every word she said to him... Trust... your heart... 
His eyes opened... and he looked at her fallen body... He could feel his hands 
clenching into fists... he could feel his legs move... and he could feel all 
fatigue in his body vanishing. He was not going to let anymore happen. At all. 
In that instant... he felt something spark inside him...

Shin Akuma walked forward with a serious look on his demonic face... 
Walking past what he thought to be a helpless Ryu, he approached the fallen 
body of Chun-Li. "YOUR SENTIMENT... WHY HAVE YOU LET THAT 
WEAKEN YOU???"

The woman could barely get up... but she was able to lift her head a bit to 
answer, "B-because... unlike you... I fight... from the deep recesses of my 
HEART! Not my anger!"



"I saw potential in you, my warrior... but it is this same weakness Ryu 
possess... which makes you worthless!" Standing near her... the demon 
revealed his palm once again... Swirling with energy... another red sphere 
was being summoned... "WHAT KIND WARRIOR THAT FIGHTS WITH 
HEART?"

Chun-Li trembled a bit and closed her eyes... waiting for the final blow...

When more than enough energy was accumulated... the sphere launched 
from his hand... and when Chun-Li prepared for destruction... she heard 
another blast come from the side... colliding against the incoming fireball, 
safely deflecting its trajectory, causing it to miss her completely.

In shock, both Chun-Li and Shin Akuma looked at where the blast came 
from... and saw Ryu on his feet... his arm stretched out with an open hand... 
Slowly, he walked forward, looking at the demon with a new, fierce 
determination in his eyes. When he got close enough... he opened his mouth 
to answer the question. "A true warrior."

The demon sniveled... growling though his clenched, razor sharp teeth... "I... 
SHALL GIVE YOU EXACTLY WHAT I HAVE GIVEN MY BROTHER AND 
MASTER!!!"

Ryu looked at his opponent straight in eye, completely unintimidated.

"SHUN... GOKU... SATSU!!!" Taking in as much dark power as he could... 
Shin Akuma burst into flames... and he lifted a leg off the ground... floating 
towards Ryu with extreme murderous intent...

Ryu still stood, doing nothing to stop him. The demon loomed in... grabbing 
his gi... and in a blinding flash of light, the demon began to perform the most 
forbidden technique in all of Shotokan...

Chun-Li shielded her eyes with her arm... the light was so bright... and the 
power being emitted was beyond anything she had felt ever felt... and she 
thought she had heard Ryu scream... but realized that it was herself... 
"NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!"

The shun goku satsu was initiated... and Shin Akuma instantly pummeled 
Ryu in fourteen of his most vital areas... and the fifteenth blow... the killing 
blow... went straight for his heart.



The flash of light had faded away... Chun-Li lowered her arm and opened her 
eyes... not wanting to see what had happened... but she needed to... And 
what she saw... was beyond her imagination.

The two men stood... face to face... Ryu's eyes were open... and his 
determined face was the exact same face as before... and in his hand... he 
had caught the demon's fist... a mere inches away from his heart.

Hero of Heroes- Ch.24- Keep Your Promise

By Night

The cold winds brushed past the bodies of two standing figures... One a man, 
one a demon. The man stood still... his eyes focused squarely on the fiery red 
eyes of the figure standing in front of him. And in his hand, he held the 
demon's fist... a mere inches away from his heart.

Shin Akuma's arm began to pulsate... straining as he tried to release the grip 
that Ryu had on his fist... and at the same time wondering... what sort of 
power could nullify the shun goku satsu...

But there was no answer... the only reaction given was an explosion of pure 
energy! Ryu roared... his battle cry echoing across the

regions... and he became engulfed in a royal blue conflagration, sending the 
demon flying.

The woman in the distance could only watch... unable to calculate the 
immense amount of power suddenly being exerted... but looking through the 
blue flames... she looked into Ryu's eyes... knowing full well how it was 
happening, and she smiled gently... < Ryu... >

From another distance, Shin Akuma quickly got onto his feet... "What... is this 
form of energy?! I do not detect anything of..."

"Satsui no Hado...?" Ryu completed. Through searing blue flames, his eyes 
pierced into the demon's... "Why do I need such dark power... energy that is 
summoned through a mind clouded with evil and murderous intent... when my 
mind is finally cleared and fully focused in the right direction...?"

"..." Speechless... but still listening...



"The shun goku satsu... forbidden by the arts of Shotokan because even the 
person who performed it would die... and your fate had become sealed by it. 
Your inner demons released themselves and you were no longer human..."

"Its power... is unequaled." The demon retorted.

"Unequaled... yet still limited." The young warrior paused a bit, making sure 
his opponent took in every word he was speaking... and he opened his mouth 
to continue. "The shun goku satsu... fifteen blows to the most vital parts of the 
body... the last one ending at the heart. But it is this last blow... which 
channels the dark energy needed to destroy the body... once directed 
through the heart, the other fourteen vital areas struck previously will all feel 
this energy course through them... causing the body to instantly collapse. 
Without the fifteenth blow... you have nothing."

Almost insulted by this speech... Shin Akuma launched himself high in the air, 
looking down at Ryu in an immense fit of rage. "I'VE HAD ENOUGH!" 
Cocking one arm back, he prepared to channel it with more dark energy for a 
tenma gou zankuu... but as his arm moved back... he could feel something 
grab his wrist from behind. Turning his head... he saw it was RYU!

With speed even faster than lightning streaking across the sky, Ryu had 
teleported and reappeared instantly behind the demon to interrupt his attack 
before it was even initiated. Still surrounded by a swirl of intense raw energy, 
he was not yet finished talking. "Why did you submit yourself to such 
darkness...? You've let power lure you down the dark path... when it is our 
hearts and spirit that make us warriors."

Listening to each word being said... Chun-Li down below, was completely 
fascinated. < Ryu... have you realized that... because of me...? And gosh... 
you sure know how to adapt to new energy FAST...! >

Shin Akuma on the other hand gave an anger filled grunt and snapped his 
arm back, causing Ryu to lose his grip on his wrist. With his other hand, the 
demon curled his fingers into a tight fist and swung his arm forward with 
tremendous force right at Ryu's midsection...

No reaction.

Ryu didn't even twitch from the impact. "When heart is pure, the mind is fully 
concentrated. When the mind is fully concentrated, the body is indestructible."



The words had the stench of truth within them... and enraged, Shin Akuma 
brought his other arm to strike for the head. The young warrior dodged as it 
were a natural reflex, and lowered his head a bit shortly before forcing his 
entire body upwards, slamming his

knee squarely into the demon's gut. The unexpected blow had so much force, 
it caused Shin Akuma to hunch over and groan in pain... and Ryu raised both 
of his arms, bringing his hands together over his head, and crashed them 
down on his opponent's back with a crushing hammer punch. Shin Akuma 
headed towards the ground, smashing into it with a loud thud, causing even 
Chun-Li to jump. Knowing full well that things were becoming catastrophic... 
she slowly crawled over to the think trunk of a tree in the distance, and looked 
up in the sky above to observe the upcoming events...

Roaring in the air, Ryu stretched his arms and collected massive amounts of 
pure energy through his body, enveloping his entire self in a blue swirl of 
light. The demon down below slowly got to his feet... and could feel the 
intensity of the power being accumulated.

In an instant, Ryu extended his right arm forward, and rather than releasing a 
sphere, he let loose a large bolt of energy toward the earth-bound demon. 
Extending his other arm, another bolt was released... and finally his right arm 
retracted once again, and fired off a third one. Shin Akuma looked upward, 
seeing the incoming energy projectiles... but rather than attempting to 
defend... he stood still... and grinned. When the bolts reached their 
destination, they exploded upon Shin Akuma's body, one after another, which 
resulted in him lying down on his back in the middle of a huge crater.

The calm, serious tone on the young warrior's face never left him, and he 
looked down at Shin Akuma who was slowly getting to his knees...

"So much power, my young warrior... something I've never felt in all my years 
of searching..." The demon began chuckling as he slowly staggered back to 
his feet. "Heh heh heh... perhaps... this is will finally be my chance... to die...!"

"Mmm..." Ryu nodded, "we warriors all walk our different paths to reach the 
same goals. Unfortunate that you had to choose the path of darkness... 
achieving power too quickly without knowing your boundaries... The more 
powerful you become, the more destructive you become to yourself..."



"I see... so it appears we have a hero of purity... a hero of heroes..." The grin 
on the demon's face turned upside-down. "Ryu... I shall show you which path 
you should have taken!" Finally putting an end to the conversation, Shin 
Akuma quickly prepared himself to launch skywards... but was immediately 
interrupted. Within the mere bat of an eye, Ryu had warped from the air to the 
surface... materializing right in front of his opponent, landing his fist upwards 
into the gut with a painful uppercut. Shin Akuma could only growl in pain as 
he felt his body crunch forward... and he soon felt the fist of Ryu's other arm 
smash into his face with seemingly careless precision. And moves just didn't 
seem to end. There was no stopping the young warrior as he struck the now 
exposed solar-plexus with his elbow... followed by swinging his body to the 
side and bringing his arm around to smack the head... and finally using his 
momentum and direction to leap into the air, and delivering a full turning side 
kick to the midsection.

As the demon flew, Ryu immediately shot his arm forward, letting a bolt of 
energy fire from his hand... only to see it suddenly pass through open air. 
Feeling the familiar movement of energy... Ryu turned his head upward back 
into the sky, seeing that his opponent had warped at the last possible 
moment. The young warrior's eyes narrowed at the skyward demon, as he let 
out a soft breath of air. Shin Akuma was breathing raggedly, his body 
hunched over from the painful blows inflicted to him.

Down at the ground at a safer distance, the young Chinese warrior still 
watched from the tree she was standing under. Her eyes never left the scene 
of battle... and by what she could see now, it

appeared it had finally ended. But even though it seemed the demon was 
completely exhausted... something didn't feel right... an uneasy feeling... < 
There... there is still great evil in the air... > She knew the demon wouldn't let 
himself become destroyed like this... and she could feel something terrible 
coming... Reaching her hand forward... she called out to her man... "Ryu..."

Looking over his shoulder... Ryu saw her... and the tightness of his clenching 
fists loosened as he saw that look in her eyes... the look of worry... of 
concern... of love. At the distance he was at, he could only nod... 
acknowledging that he too could feel exact same disturbance... but in that 
same nod he also returned the look she was giving to him... "Chun-Li..." Both 



took a deep breath... only looking at each other for a few more seconds... 
until finally looking back up into the sky.

Rejuvenated, but still breathing audibly... Shin Akuma at last spoke. "You 
were right Ryu... you were right... I... can no longer compete with your 
precision... can no longer match your ability... Ryu... you've shown me... your 
true power..."

The young warrior said nothing and continued to listen.

"... But... You were right about something else..." The demon only paused to 
catch a few breaths before continuing... "... Those who follow the path of 
darkness... never know the limits of their power... and the more power that is 
accumulated... the more fatal it becomes to the user..."

"..."

"... And... I would much rather die..." A deep breath... "... EXCEEDING ALL 
BOUNDARIES... AND EXTINGUISHING YOUR PURE SPIRIT!!!" And in an 
instant... the demon exploded into a huge sphere of pure red light...

Down at the grounds of the earth... Ryu's eyes turned into saucers and his 
mouth hung open as he heard the whirring sound of pure energy become 
summoned to limits beyond control.

And with a roar... Shin Akuma released the overwhelming amount of power 
he could no longer hold onto... unleashing it into a huge beam of crackling 
energy, which was wider than twice his entire height...

The entire dark sky was completely lighted by the intensity of the blast as it 
headed towards its target... and knowing that any hesitation could cost him 
his life... Ryu instantly positioned his hands near his hips to collect as much 
energy within himself as he could... "SHINKUU...!!!!!" ... releasing it as a 
beam of blue light at the last possible moment before becoming obliterated... 
"HADOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOKEN...!!!!!"

The waves of energy clashed against each other... creating a flash of light 
which caused Ryu to close his eyes, and Chun-Li to hide her face in her arm. 
The demon had no care to the blinding illumination, and kept his red eyes 
focused on his target... From the initial collision... the two warriors continued 
to concentrate their energy on one another... The demonic warrior grinned 



evilly as he felt his energy beginning to reach levels of absolute overload... 
and he continued to channel even more throughout himself... plunging his 
beam of energy harder against Ryu's resistance...

It was nearly too much... the young warrior could feel himself slowly 
becoming overpowered... and he positioned himself into a deep front stance 
to gain a deep, strong balance. The more each moment passed, the more he 
tried to summon the strength and energy to overpower the force pressing him 
deeper and deeper against the earth. < It's... it's just too much...!!! > Groaning 
through clenched teeth... Ryu tried to continue channeling energy... little by 
little... and for a while... his ray of light was beginning slowly

pushing his opponent's back... only to have it being returned back to him with 
even more power!

Shin Akuma smiled in victory... he could feel the wave of his dark energy 
forcing itself upon Ryu more and more and more. And at the same time... the 
demon could feel every cell in his body threatening to explode... Through 
complete madness... he let out a maniacal, demonic laugh that could even be 
heard through the loud clashing sounds of energy.

< I... c... c-can't... > Ryu's legs began to shake as he struggled to keep his 
balance. Hearing the laughter overhead... the young warrior knew that 
destruction was imminent. His arms were straining... and the only energy of 
his own that could be visible was the energy exerting at his hands. Ryu slowly 
began to give in... letting himself go... and in doing so... pictures began to 
form within his mind... pictures of his past... places... events... people...

Through closed eyes... he saw his entire life passing by. Through all the 
memorable events flashing through his eyes... he recognized certain special 
people... There was a middle-aged, calm, gentle, caring man guiding him 
through the arts he grew up with all his life... < Sensei... > There was a 
monstrous behemoth with an eyepatch and a huge scar burned onto his 
chest... < Sagat... > There was an elder gentleman, whose advise is 
invaluable to whomever he tells gives it to There was a man who's brown hair 
was tied back into a pony tail, and even through a black eye and bruises, he 
still gave a winning grin and a motivational thumbs-up... < Dan... > There was 
a serious, cool tempered warrior in a red Bushido uniform with his wife and 
best friend... < Guy... Rena... Maki... > There was a blonde-haired man, 
showing a trademark smile, standing alongside his beautiful blonde-haired 



wife, and asking for one last fight... < K... Ken... Eliza... > And finally... there 
was a young, absolutely enchanting woman... with long, dark, flowing hair 
and gentle, light brown eyes... eyes that were filled with

tears... and through the tears... Ryu could see her full lips move... moving to 
form his name... < Ch... Ch-Chun-Li... > Throughout all the people that held 
the most importance in his life... the last one he saw was the one who was in 
that special place within his heart... and Ryu's closed eyes squeezed tighter... 
mentally saying farewell to everyone...

Unable to even open her own eyes from the brightness of the streaks of 
light... Chun-Li could feel it... feeling Ryu slowly give in... and she wasn't 
ready AT ALL for him to do so... especially without knowing his true feelings 
for her... The evil energy begin cast down towards the earth was too much for 
her own depleted energy to have an effect on... and despite the her tears 
leaking... it was too bright for her to open her eyes... The only thing that she 
could think of... was call out his name... 
"RYUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU!!! !!!!!!!!!!"

Despite the loudness of energy clashing against energy... he could hear her 
voice...

"PLEASE!!!!!! YOU... MUSTN'T... GIVE UP!!!!!! I... I..." < Say it Chun... Say 
it... with all your heart...! > "I LOVE YOU, RYU!!!!!!!!"

The words were so powerful when he heard them this time... They were so 
powerful... that they needed a response. While desperately trying to hold 
back... Ryu remembered that he promised her... that he would one day tell 
her his true feelings. He wanted to tell her... he NEEDED to tell her! < I... I 
can't give up!!! I WON'T GIVE UP!!! >

With a loud battle cry that could be heard throughout the entire region... Ryu 
concentrated all his remaining energy inward... causing Shin Akuma's energy 
beam to press against his very palms... and using the inward momentum... 
Ryu redirected his own

energy back... intensified with all the power from his entire self... his mind... 
his body... and his heart.

The demon from above... was completely mystified by the sudden backlash... 
and the blue beam of pure energy became _HUGE_ as it instantly consumed 



his own... and proceeded to consume himself. With Shin Akuma's energy 
levels already completely beyond his own control... he painfully roared in 
agony as he felt Ryu's energy course through him like incalculable volts of 
electricity. Each and every cell in his entire demonic body was reacting, and 
the demon knew... that at last he was about to receive his fate. Through the 
searing pain surging throughout him, he gave one last evil grin to himself... 
and Shin Akuma's entire body exploded... his power made flesh finally 
releasing itself from its host... and slowly dissolving and dissipating into the 
air...

When the pure beam of light had subsided... the cold winds howled 
throughout the land... and Ryu still stood on his feet. His body... completely 
drained of its stamina... slowly began to collapse... but before he reached the 
tranquility of repose... he could feel Shin Akuma's evil presence finally gone 
and eradicated... and he could hear the running of footsteps. As his eyes 
went dark... he could feel his body comfortably fall into the soft... warm... 
loving arms of a woman... and at last he fell into a well-deserved slumber.

Chun-Li held Ryu close as she slowly sat to the ground. In the cool air, her 
body instantly became warm... and her tears flowed freely down her face as 
she smiled... "I'm so happy, Ryu. Now... you can finally keep your promise..."

Hero of Heroes Ch. 25 - The Perfect Sunset.

By Night

The eyes of the young Shotokan warrior twitched as he felt the cool winds 
lightly brush against his body. His arms, feet, chest, and face felt cold from 
the open exposure to the air... but Ryu had soon began to feel warmth all 
over... Against his forehead, he could feel warmth that he could identify as 
smooth, soft skin. Against his ear, he could feel and hear the slow, steady 
beating of a heart. He was _CLOSE_ against someone... and he could feel 
his head slowly rising and falling from the person's steady breathing. A pair of 
warm, gentle arms was also holding him... holding him as if they never 
wanted to ever let go... As he was collecting his thoughts together... he 
sniffed the air, inhaling nothing but a sweet aroma... and the Japanese 
warrior knew that the person who was holding him so dearly was female. Just 
from the scent alone, he knew that it was none other than Chun-Li...



Ryu felt so at ease... so peaceful... and he never wanted to ever leave this 
position. Since his body was already so exhausted from the raging battle the 
night before... he was pretty much unable to move very much anyway. 
Having his body completely relaxed and being held so close against the 
Chinese woman felt so good that it caused him to only press himself deeper 
against her... and he could feel her arms wrap around him even tighter and 
feel her body slightly move to get into a more comfortable position as he did 
so... Damn, this feels good... After a few moments that seemed to take a 
lifetime to pass... Ryu finally opened his eyes slowly, squinting a bit from the 
rays of light emitting from the overhead, afternoon sun... but soon everything 
came into focus... He could see the royal blue color of Chun-Li's infamous 
Chinese uniform decorated by its golden swirls. On the ground, he could see 
her spiked bracelets neatly placed next to her. There was a small leaf on her 
shoulder, and from the shadows that he could see on the ground, Ryu finally

concluded that they were comfortably relaxing against the trunk of a tree.

The Shotokan warrior tensed up a bit once he looked up at the sleeping 
woman he was leaning against. Knowing now that since the battle is over... 
he still has one thing left to do. He was never a man to break his promise... 
and he wasn't going to start by breaking the most important promise he could 
ever keep. But he was so nervous... he knew she wanted to hear his true 
feelings... but there was something more he wanted to tell her. Throughout 
the young warrior's entire life... he has been searching for the meaning of the 
fight... and during the entire time, his best friend, Ken Masters had been 
telling him there was always something more. Although Ryu never forgets 
any form of wisdom from anyone, he had always regarded the gaijin's advice 
as something that only a person like him would get involved with. But now... 
Ryu had finally realized that his friend was right all along. By the time you 
realize you had someone... you'll realize it's already too late... At first Ryu 
didn't understand what his friend had meant by those words... A woman loves 
you, but you never realize it... and once you do... she's gone! Ryu tensed up 
again at the thought... I'd hate to admit it my friend, but you're right... she's 
come and gone in my life many times... I just hope... I won't let it happen 
again... not this time!

Ryu continued to think to himself... and his thoughts were interrupted by a 
slight "Mmm..." The tensing of Ryu's body had caused Chun-Li to slowly 
awaken... and he could feel her arms gently move up and down his back. 



Feeling her body finally move felt so nice that Ryu also let out a slight 
"Mmm..." in return...

The Chinese woman slowly opened her eyes... and as her blurry vision 
cleared... she could see that the man she held the night before was still lying 
comfortably in her arms... "RYU!!!" Lifting her cheek from his forehead, Chun-
Li looked into Ryu's open eyes, seeing that he was fully awake. She pulled 
her arms closer toward

her, causing her to squeeze Ryu tightly. Although surprised by her 
suddenness, Ryu returned the hug shortly, wrapping his arms around her as 
well... and they held each other in a peaceful embrace for what seemed to be 
forever... "Chun-Li..." They could both feel their hearts beating, and the 
closeness of their bodies had completely warmed them both... When they 
finally released, Chun- Li smiled down at Ryu, and she moved one hand that 
was on his back and placed it on his head, slowly ruffling through his hair... 
"How are you doing?"

"Last night, I think I've used up more energy in just a few hours than I ever 
have in my entire life..."

Giggling, the Chinese woman moved her hand from his head down to his 
shoulder and rubbed it in a slow circular motion, causing him to lightly 
shiver... "Hope you rested well. You deserve it... after all you saved me, 
yourself, and avenged your master!"

"Mmm," Ryu nodded. He didn't quite know how to respond, but he knew he 
couldn't stay in silence. "Yeah... I... I did have a good rest... nothing felt more 
peaceful than sleeping with you..." After those words were said, Ryu cringed, 
instantly wanting to take them back. You idiot! What kind of response was 
THAT???

The smile on Chun-Li's face only got wider and her brown eyes began to light 
up... "Ohhhhhhh... so since you liked sleeping with me... you'd probably like 
to sleep with me again in the future wouldn't you...?" she asked in a teasing 
voice.

"Uh..." Ryu started to blush, not expecting her to respond in that way... 
"Well... heh heh... I uh... sure... I mean... heh..." He couldn't help but chuckle 
while he stumbled for words to say...



Damn... I almost forgot how cute he was when he gets like that... Interrupting 
him, Chun-Li placed a finger on his lips. "Don't worry... I

know you what you mean." And with that, she took her finger off his lips, 
moving her face closer to him.

"..." Ryu backed his head away a bit... but as soon as he looked into her eyes 
and the smile on her face, he felt himself becoming lost in them and dropped 
his resistance... As he felt her hot breath begin to brush against his lips, he 
closed his eyes, letting her get even closer until their lips met. Ryu fumbled a 
bit as they kissed slowly... but soon began to join in as Chun-Li lightly ran her 
fingers through his hair and down the back of his neck. Chun-Li broke the 
kiss shortly after, smiling as she pulled away. When she opened her eyes, 
she could see the Japanese warrior open his slowly, seeing that he was 
already missing the wonderful feeling of her soft, warm lips pressed up 
against his.

"I'm just so glad you're alive, Ryu," she said softly as she gently placed her 
right hand on his cheek.

Liking the feeling of her warm palm against his cheek, Ryu tilted his head a 
bit so he could lean a bit more against it. "It was all because you came..."

"M-me? I... I didn't do much! He actually roughed me up quite-"

"But it WAS because of you!" Ryu interrupted, "I was almost completely in the 
darkness... but then suddenly, I could feel the grip around my neck loosen... 
and once I opened my eyes, I saw you!"

"Oh..." That was all she could say, knowing that it WAS indeed true. She just 
let herself listen as Ryu just kept on talking... something he usually doesn't 
do...

"And when I saw you about to be blasted by that demon... I... I knew I just 
couldn't let that happen..."

"You too?" Chun-Li suddenly asked.

"Huh...?"

"I mean... you also couldn't let someone that you cared so much about get 
hurt, or possibly die...?"



"Oh... well..." Ryu finally sat up a little bit, and brought his arms around, lightly 
wrapping them behind her waist. Just tell the truth! "That's exactly it. I... I was 
determined to win... not because of overcoming Satsui no Hado... not to 
avenge Sensei... but... for... FOR YOU!"

Chun-Li began to feel warm inside... feeling his arms wrap around her... and 
hearing those words come out of his mouth. "And I was determined to see 
that you were to come back to me safe... and I'm so glad that you are safe 
now. I... I-"

"Ch-Chun..." Ryu interrupted. He knew what words were going to come out of 
her mouth... but this time he wanted to say them first. Now is the time, Ryu. 
No backing out on your promise now. Ryu's thoughts were telling him to do 
one thing... but he just couldn't get his lips to move.

There was a short moment of uncomfortable silence, until Chun-Li broke it. 
"Ryu? What...? Something... wrong...?"

"Oh... it... it..." COME ON! What's your problem? "It's just that... my body is so 
exhausted... I mean... from all the fighting last night..." YOU COWARD!

"Oh... I see..." Chun-Li's eyes looked down, knowing that what he just said 
wasn't exactly what he wanted to tell her.

Ryu lightly bit his lip, cursing himself inside his head. Dammit... why can't I tell 
her? Ahhhhh....! M-maybe I need to find a better setting... Releasing his hold 
around her waist, Ryu planted his hands on the floor to finally stand up, 
offering his right hand to the Chinese

woman still sitting. "You're wounded too... maybe... maybe we should go the 
hot springs. They'll heal us quickly..."

Chun-Li's eyes looked up again, and she smiled up at Ryu as she brought up 
her soft hand to meet Ryu's rough, dry one. As Ryu pulled her up she 
reached with her other hand to pick up her bracelets which she had placed 
next to them, and with her hand held in his, he slowly led her down the path 
to the springs.

***

"Wait... what's that?" Something had caught Ryu's eye and they stopped in 
the middle of the path. In a small distance, off the trail, he could see large 



round spheres connected to each other, formed into a what appeared to be a 
necklace. Ryu walked closer, taking his lady along with him to get a closer 
look.

Upon close inspection... it was undeniable. It was Akuma's beaded necklace. 
Reaching over with his free hand, Ryu picked up the necklace, and held it at 
face level. There was still blood on it from when Chun-Li had pierced his 
chest with her spiked bracelets, and some of the beads were missing, 
destroyed along with Akuma's own destruction. The Shotokan warrior just 
stood still and stared at them. Many thoughts went through his head, and for 
many moments, he just stood and stared, almost forgetting that he had 
someone with him.

"Um..." Chun-Li finally spoke out after a long while.
"Oh... I'm sorry..." Ryu apologized, turning his head to face her. "It's ok! Just 
that I thought you were TOTALLY zoning out on me!"

"Well, this necklace just reminds me of a lot of things..." Ryu turned his head 
to look at it one last time before turning his head back to

Chun-Li. "Um... Chun-Li... before we go to the springs... I need to do 
something first..."

"Oh... what is it?"
"Just some things I wanted to say to Sensei..."

Chun-Li smiled, knowing that she too went through exactly what he's going 
through now... "Sure, Ryu! Lead the way!"

Keeping the beads in his left hand and Chun-Li's hand in his right, Ryu went 
down a different path, deeper into the forest.

***

"Wow... it's so beautiful..." Chun-Li was captivated by the scenery. Ryu and 
Chun-Li were at a lush, green area of the forest surrounded by trees. There 
were flowers growing by the tree trunks, the grass was lush and full, and 
there was even a waterfall right in the middle of the area. And nearby the 
waterfall... Chun-Li could see an oval shaped, white rock formation.

"This is where Ken and I buried Sensei..." Ryu said in a gentle tone. Being at 
this place is always torture for him. "When we were young, I used to always 



come here. I just loved the surroundings so much that I could just lie under a 
tree for hours. It was such a peaceful place that... this was the only place 
where I felt Sensei could rest after he was murdered. Then when I would 
came back here, it was always horrible since seeing his grave would always 
remind me of that incident."

"And now that he's been avenged... how do you feel?" Chun-Li asked.

"Well... let me tell that to him right now then."

"Of course!" Chun-Li watched as Ryu slowly walked towards the grave of his 
late master, letting go of her hand. Gosh... this is almost exactly the same 
thing I went through with Father...

The warrior of Shotokan took a bow, and slowly lifted his arm, holding up the 
beats of his fallen opponent. Looking at the stone formation, he gathered up 
everything he wanted to say mentally. For the longest time Sensei... I have 
wondered when this day would come... the day when I would stand here... 
telling you that I have finally defeated him. The demon. Pausing in his 
thoughts, he continued. It appears that day is today... and now you can finally 
be at peace. Your brother was a the greatest opponent I have ever faced... 
and in destroying him... I have not only saved myself and avenged you... but I 
have saved him as well, freeing the demons from within him. Ryu lightly flung 
his arm... tossing the beaded necklace towards a tree nearby the grave, 
having it hang off one of the stubs from the trunk. Rest well warriors... let the 
heart of this forest be your home forever. Ryu turned his eyes back towards 
the rock formation, and he sat on both knees. For countless moments he just 
stared... recapturing every moment he had ever had with the only man that 
he looked up to as a father.

Chun-Li watched Ryu sitting the entire time, thinking about her own moments 
with her own late father. She didn't mind waiting, knowing that she herself 
took quite a long time when she was going through the routine. So she just 
stood, smiling from behind him, holding her bracelets in front.

"Sensei..." After many minutes of silence that seemed to have passed all too 
quickly for him, Ryu finally spoke aloud.

Chun-Li's head, which was hanging down from the waiting, finally looked up 
hearing the break in the long silence.



"There were so many things you've taught me... and there was one thing that 
had always stuck in my mind..." Ryu finally began to stand up, and once he 
was on his feet, his arm extended to its full length with his hand curled into a 
tight fist. "You always asked... 'What do you see beyond your fist?' I've 
always been looking for the answer of that question. And now, I think I'm a 
little closer to that answer..."

"Hmm...?" Chun-Li couldn't help listening to Ryu's words...

"There is only so much a fist can do..." Ryu continued, "But there seems to be 
a limit... which is why I can never truly see anything beyond it." Right then 
and there, the fingers slowly began to spread part, and Ryu's fist opened into 
an open palm. "... And I've finally realized... if you open up that fist... then the 
amount of what can be done is limitless."

From behind him, the Chun-Li had listened to each word and as a warrior 
herself, appreciated the philosophy being said. But when she thought he had 
finished, he still continued.

"When you first left us... vengeance was on my mind for quite some time. I 
was always thinking about how I would obtain it until this very day."

The Chinese woman winced a bit. I wish he'd stop reminding me of myself... 
it's embarrassing!

"... But events that I have never once anticipated had occurred. While I was 
constantly seeking revenge for a dead person... those who were still alive... 
had slowly began to enter my heart."

At that moment, Chun-Li's heart missed a beat... R... "Chun-Li..." Ryu turned 
around, holding out his open hand. "Y-yes, Ryu...?"

"We should let Sensei rest now... let us continue to the springs..."

"Oh... okay..." She had expected something else... but she guessed that this 
probably wasn't the right time yet...

***

The coolness of the air had caused the hot springs to emit more amounts of 
steam than usual. There was no one around except for the warriors that had 
just arrived, holding clean towels in their arms. There were two areas: A lower 



area for the men by the wooden deck, and the upper area on top of the small 
waterfall for the women. It was the exact same hot springs area where Ryu 
and Ken had fought in the third Street Fighter tournament before he set off to 
face Gill, and where Chun-Li had been to watch him.

As Ryu looked up at the women's area, he let go of Chun-Li's hand. "Um... 
should I stay down here while you go up-"

"Ryu..." Chun-Li interrupted, reaching over to take his warm hand back into 
hers. "No one's around... why don't we both go up to there together...?"

Ryu muttered a small protest of some sort, but Chun-Li interrupted again.

"I'd be all alone up there... and besides, the view is much nicer!" Her other 
hand came around putting it on top of Ryu's, completely warming it.

The Japanese warrior felt a small tingle surge through his hand and run up 
the length of his arm. He knew that he shouldn't protest any further. "...Okay."

"Yay!" Chun-Li cheered and she pulled Ryu, this time leading him across the 
deck and up towards the top of the waterfall area.

Once they approached a spring large enough to fit the both of them, Ryu 
stepped towards the edge and lightly stuck his toes in to test the temperature. 
It was definitely hot and the steam arising from it was hot as well. Once he 
put his foot back on the edge, his hand let go of Chun-Li's hand, and went to 
the knot of his black belt and began to undo it. Once he was finished, a large 
cloud of steam emerged from the spring, causing Ryu to close his eyes and 
turn his head away. As soon as his eyes opened... he could see that Chun-Li 
had placed her bracelets down, and reached for the bottom of the top of her 
uniform and slowly pulled it upwards. "Oh... um..." he interrupted.

"Hmm?" Chun-Li stopped, leaving her hands where they were.

"Um..." Ryu's face began to turn red... "H-how about I go in first w- while you 
can undress at the other area..."

Chun-Li couldn't help giggling and when she stopped she smiled, 
appreciating his respect for her modesty. Awwww... he's such a gentleman... 
and a sweet gentleman at that... "Okay, I'll be right back then." Turning 
around, she walked off towards the lower area and Ryu waited until she was 



out of sight. Once she disappeared, he shed his clothing and slowly stepped 
his left foot inside the hot spring followed by the right.

Ahhhh this feels nice... Ryu closed his eyes, feeling the heat hot spring all 
over his body. It felt like all the tension and wounds he felt melted away. As 
he let his body relax, he could hear the faint dropping of clothing in front of 
him... and when he opened his eyes... he saw a lovely creature before him.

A captivating, voluptuous Chinese woman stood across from him, completely 
without clothing. Her arms were folded in front of her with white towels draped 
over them, covering everything that would be too revealing to Ryu's eyes. Her 
ponytail was now in a small loop

tied together by the red bandanna so that her hair wouldn't get wet once she 
stepped in.

Ryu swallowed hard, feeling heat build up within his face which was not 
caused by the hot spring. Most men would probably sell anything and 
everything they own just to catch the sight that Ryu has right before him. After 
taking almost too long of a gaze, Ryu mumbled a bit, unable to form whole 
words.

Chun-Li just smiled down at him... a smile that caused him to blush even 
harder than he already was. She was giggling inside, loving how just a simple 
smile can cause the man's brain to turn into mush. Finally, she kneeled down, 
setting one of the towels on the edge, and slowly stepped into the spring one 
foot after another. Once her feet touched the bottom, she sat down low 
enough so that her head was left above the surface of the water. 
"Mmmmmm..." she lightly moaned out loud as she lightly rubbed her neck 
with the one towel she was still holding.

The Shotokan warrior sitting across from her finally steeled himself together 
and was able to speak normally again. "Is... is the water hot enough...?"

After rubbing down her neck, she looked at him through the constant 
emerging clouds of steam. "Definitely... this feels so nice... as if all the 
poisons in my body are slowly drifting away..."

Ryu smiled a bit, having a bit of an uneasy time with this beautiful woman 
right across from him. "That's good... these springs are great at healing the 



body..." Ryu decided to finally rip his gaze off of Chun-Li and turn his head to 
his side. "Looks like you were right... the view IS much better from up here."

Chun-Li looked over to where Ryu was looking and could see a wonderful 
view of the springs down below, and the forest in the distance. Next to the 
springs... she could see the deck... the same

deck where Ryu and Ken had fought... "I told ya. I know... because I've been 
here before. You remember right...?"

"Yeah... I... I do. You came to watch the third tournament..." An 
uncomfortable feeling suddenly came over Ryu...

"Well... I didn't exactly come to watch the tournament..." Chun-Li lightly 
rubbed her arms with the towel as she nervously spoke... I'm not going to get 
anything from him unless I tell the truth... "I... I came to watch you."

Ryu's heart missed a beat... he was expecting her to say that... and it just 
made things uneasier. Now is the time, Ryu. Don't hold back. Ryu shifted his 
eyes downward towards the water. What's the problem? You can't leave her 
hanging like this! Ryu's eyes and head turned to look at random places in the 
water... his mind was just in a riot. He so wanted to tell this woman his true 
feelings for her... but he was so afraid. Afraid that perhaps he might say it in 
the wrong way. Or perhaps he might say too much or too little.

"Ryu...?" Chun-Li gently asked, interrupting his thoughts. "Y-yes...?"

"Is... is something w-wrong...?" She looked at him with concern- filled eyes. 
Gosh I hope I didn't scare him by saying that... "You... you seem a little 
subdued... was it something I said...?"

"No...! No no no..." Ryu quickly denied. There we go... now continue... "It's 
just that..." Keep going... "...that maybe... maybe that fight winded me up 
more than I thought..." WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT??? YOU COWARD! 
YOU LIAR!!! HOW COULD YOU LIE TO HER?

"I... I see..." She failed to see the truth in his eyes, but decided to accept the 
answer anyway...

"I'm s-sorry... I..."
"No, it's okay... I mean after all... I was pretty much spent as well..."



Ryu weakly smiled but his mind was yelling at him. You've just destroyed a 
demon but failed to tell this woman you love her?! What kind of man are 
you?!

"Well..." Chun-Li spoke up again, and lightly raised her hand above the 
surface of the water, motioning him to come towards her... "Why don't you 
come over here... I heal much faster when someone I care about is close to 
me... so maybe you do too."

The heart of the Shotokan warrior began to beat fiercely at her offer. "Uh... 
I..." He stuttered a bit, but once he got himself back together, he knew he 
couldn't reject this offer. "O-okay..." Perhaps it'll be easier if I am closer to 
her...Ryu slowly treaded over across the spring, slowly approaching her. The 
closer he neared, the more he could feel his heart threatening to explode. 
Through the steamy clouds, her face just looked so angelic, and her skin was 
almost glowing from the wetness of the water. Once he was only a few inches 
away from her, he swallowed hard to steel himself a bit, and moved to her 
right side, sitting right next to her.

"That's better..." Looking up at his eyes, Chun-Li smiled warmly, bringing her 
right arm to wrap around his back, and bringing her left arm around to hold 
onto his right shoulder.

Ryu looked back into her gentle, light brown eyes... they were just so full of 
allure that he couldn't help getting lost in them. Feeling her arms around him, 
he brought his own left arm around her back and right hand down beneath 
the water to hold her waist. His hand tingled at the touch of her skin... her 
skin was so soft, yet her flesh was so firm and warm. The towel protecting 
Chun-Li's modesty was barely being held up, only being held by her upper left 
arm and it

was almost ready to fall. Ryu sucked in his breath lightly, hoping that she 
wouldn't hear it, and tried to remain in control of himself.

As they looked in each other eyes, neither of them said anything... and just let 
themselves relax letting the hot spring finally take its effect as it caused all 
tension in their bodies to just melt. It felt so nice that neither of them felt like 
saying a word, and just let each other feel comfortable being close together. 
Ryu finally regained enough control of himself, and leaned his head forward 
to rest his cheek against Chun-Li's head.



The Chinese woman closed her eyes, and gently set her head down on Ryu's 
chest, moving her body a bit to hold him closer. I could stay here forever with 
him...

***

Even though it did seem like forever, Ryu and Chun-Li sat in embrace in the 
hot spring for hours, until the sun was starting to heard towards the horizon. 
The temperature of the hot spring remained constant, keeping them both 
steadily warm.

Chun-Li lightly fluttered open her eyes, noticing the redness of the sky above. 
She moved her head a bit, causing Ryu to also open up his eyes, and he 
removed his cheek from her head, sitting upright. Chun-Li looked up him and 
smiled lightly. Even though she was so happy that he was here right next to 
her, something was missing... She could see in his eyes ever since he first 
woke up that he's been holding back something from her. And even now, he 
still holds the same look. Ryu... please tell me... it's almost as if you're not 
even here. I might just have to... encourage him a bit... "Ryu...?"

"Y-yes...?"

She moved her hand from his shoulder, and placed it on his cheek and slowly 
dragged him towards her as she moved towards him.

Before Ryu could even react, he felt Chun-Li's lips quickly make contact with 
his. It took him a little while to realize what was even going on, but once he 
did, he slowly began to join in, pulling her a little bit closer. Chun-Li on the 
other hand decided to increase the passion... and she began to slowly snake 
her tongue forward, entering Ryu's mouth to meet his tongue which was 
sitting idle. Her tongue slowly glided across the underside of his tongue 
repeatedly swirling it, until Ryu timidly began to join her... Once she felt him 
joining in, she let her tongue slowly dance with his for a few more moments 
before slowly pulling away. After placing her arm across her chest to hold the 
towel in place, she finally spoke. "Ryu... if you have something to say to me... 
please... don't hold back. Just tell me."

The kiss had definitely loosened him up a bit, and Ryu slowly nodded. "You're 
right... I... there's been something I've wanted to tell you... and also ask 
you..."



"Well then, big boy... please do."

Okay Ryu... here goes... Ryu closed his eyes, steeling himself... and opened 
them, looking directly into Chun-Li's. "Chun-Li... did you hear what I was 
saying to Sensei earlier?"

Completely pleased that Ryu was finally talking, Chun-Li answered, "Yes. I 
couldn't help overhearing you, but yes. I heard it all."

"Then you heard me say to him that... I've learned to open up my fist...?"

"Mhm," she nodded.

"Well..." Ryu moved his hand that was on her waist and brought it up over the 
surface, curling it into a fist, and opening it briefly after. With his open hand, 
he reached for her free hand and held it firmly.

"It's YOU... who is the one that helped me open it. And in doing so... you also 
helped open up my heart..."

Chun-Li's eyes lit up, and her smile widened even more...

"Do you remember how I said... those who are still alive... are slowly entering 
my heart...?" he continued.

"Yes," she answered in a whispering voice, "Yes I do."

"It... it's YOU who entered my heart. The special place in my heart... the place 
where I just can't let go of you... ever."

"..." She was completely speechless...

"In the past... I let you come and go in my life numerous times. And now... 
now that you've come into my life again and are here with me... I don't want 
you to go this time..."

"R..." she started, but she never finished that sentence. "Chun-Li... I love 
you."

The three words... the three words that Chun-Li has heard only in her dreams 
was now being said to her straight from his lips and into her ears. She felt a 
warm, loving feeling in the pit of her stomach and soon felt it throughout her 
body, causing her to squeeze Ryu's hand harder. The arm that was around 



his back pulled him in a little bit and she moved closer against him... almost 
burying her face into his neck... "I love you too..." she whispered.

Ryu's arm pulled her closer, and held returned the hug pressing his cheek 
deep against her head. Once they released each other, Ryu looked into 
Chun-Li's eyes filled with so much happiness. "Can I ask you something...?"

"O-of course, dear..."

"Well... since we have an annoying habit of being together and separating... I 
was just wondering... if maybe... you want to break that habit... to just be 
together... and never separate."

"Ryu...?" she asked smiling, "Is this your way of proposing to me...?"

Ryu couldn't hide the red shade that was forming in his face. "Heh... well... y-
yeah..."

There was a long silence as Chun-Li just sat there and looked straight into his 
brown eyes. For her, time seemed to have completely stopped... and the 
silence lasted so long that Ryu was actually getting a bit worried... but 
finally... he could feel her move his hand towards her chest to feel her rapidly 
beating heart. Her mouth moved, but there was no sound...

"Huh...?" Ryu asked, leaning forward to try to hear better.

Her mouth moved again, and this time he could barely hear a whisper saying 
the word "...yes..." And her mouth moved again and yet again... saying the 
same word, over and over, louder each time... "...yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, 
YES!"

The warrior sighed in relief... finally free of the torture of her silence, and 
smiled soon after. This time the smile he wore was a true one. One filled with 
so much happiness that he's never felt all in his life. They wrapped their arms 
around each other, hugging each other tightly, both of them laughing with joy. 
When they finally released each other, Ryu asked, "What took you so long to 
answer...? I thought maybe you were going to pass out from shock..."

"Oh... it's just that... I was thinking about us. Thinking how long we've known 
each other as tiny children all the way up to now. And



thinking about our future together... about how I'm finally going to live my 
dream of becoming your wife." While smiling, Chun-Li sniffled a bit as she 
wiped a small tear that escaped her eye... "Look at me... I'm... I'm crying 
again...!"

"It's okay..." Ryu gently replied, helping her wipe away another tear, "I'm just 
sorry that I didn't propose to you with a ring... or on my knees... instead I 
chose to do it in a hot spring..." Ryu then looked down... and back up at her... 
"...and in all my manly glory too... kuso...!" Feeling completely embarrassed, 
Ryu brought a hand up to brush through his hair while his face turned beet 
red.

After another quick sniffle, Chun-Li began to chuckled and brought her finger 
at his pectoral and drew small circles with it. Looking outward towards the 
horizon, she saw that the sun was setting, causing the sky to turn crimson. 
With the beautiful sky combined with the scene of the lush, green forest down 
below, the view was absolutely breath taking. Chun-Li looked back at Ryu, 
and reached her hand up to Ryu's hand which was still in his hair. Taking 
hold of it once more, she took one last look at that irresistible blushing face of 
his, and before reaching over to kiss him, she whispered, "Ryu... it was 
perfect."

chapter 26 - hearts of fire

Hong Kong

The door to the apartment opened and Chun-Li led Ryu in, her hand never 
leaving his, and her smile never leaving her face. They were both in casual 
clothing, Ryu wearing a jacket and shirt underneath and khakis pants, and 
Chun-Li wearing a blue tank top underneath a black jacket, and white jeans.

A week has passed since Ryu had asked Chun-Li's hand in marriage. After 
the unforgettable day in the hot springs, they had spent the night talking 
about their future together back at Ryu's small home. Although they hadn't 



decided on an exact wedding date, they did talk about spending lots of time 
together traveling the world, and continued talking the entire night until they 
finally fell asleep in each other's arms. The next day, they both decided to 
start their traveling starting with where they were, and Ryu took her from 
beautiful locations in the forest to places which held historical treasures 
throughout Japan. The man has traveled the world many times over, and 
although he traveled seeking battle, he never overlooked any scenery that 
held value. And now he was happy that he was able to finally have a 
companion... a companion that he loved, and who loved him back...

Just the day before the arrival in Hong Kong, Ryu had taken Chun-Li to 
Hokkaido, a place where she had always wanted to visit. It was there where 
he had finally bought her an engagement ring and complementary band for 
himself. Her ring was a simple, but still elegant, where the stone was finely 
cut and fitted snugly into the golden band. That very night they stayed at one 
of the lodges nearby the tourist areas, where they just held each other in their 
arms, with nothing but feelings of love and contentment.

Now they had returned to Hong Kong to tell Gen, his grandsons, and all of 
Chun-Li's local friends about their engagement. Everyone else such as Ken, 
Guy, and countless other warriors around the planet will also hear the news 
once the couple visits them. But for now, after just leaving their flight back 
and having a quick dinner, Ryu and Chun-Li had decided to take a well 
deserved rest back at the comfort of Chun-Li's apartment.

It was late, and after leading Ryu in, Chun-Li turned on the lights and hung up 
her keys. After hanging them up and putting down her sports bag with some 
of her belongings, she took another look at her hand looking at the ring Ryu 
had given her. It's so beautiful... She sighed happily, and proceeded to close 
the open door and lock it.

After setting down his usual worn duffel bag, Ryu noticed how she constantly 
stared at the ring and suddenly asked, "Is the ring not of your liking? I can get 
ano-"

"Ryu!" Chun-Li interrupted, "You've asked that a thousand times! As long as 
it's from you, I'll always love it!"



"I know I know... I just had to ask a thousand-and-first time... because I want 
you to be happy that's all..."

"I wouldn't want it any other way." Chun-Li smiled warmly while slowly moving 
her hand to lightly stroke Ryu's cheek. "Ryu, you're just so sweet... always 
willing to make sacrifices... whether it’s money or even your own life..."

The Shotokan warrior's face warmed at the touch of her hand, and he 
reached over doing the same. "A man will always make sacrifices for the 
woman he loves..."

The smile on Chun-Li suddenly turned into a cutesy frown as she lightly 
rubbed her cheek deeper against Ryu's palm. "But that was such a huge 
sacrifice... I mean, this time, I REALLY thought I would've lost you..."

Ryu's hand slightly crept past her cheek, moving around to the back of her 
neck and massaged it a bit with gentle fingers, slowly pulling her closer... "If I 
didn't... I may not have been able to conquer the dark energy influencing 
me... and you would've lost me anyway. That was the main obstacle that 
prevented me from confessing my feelings to you... an obstacle that needed 
to be destroyed. And besides... business before pleasure."

The frown on Chun-Li's face then turned into a lopsided smirk as she let Ryu 
draw her closer to him... "Wha...? Where'd you'd get THAT line from...?"

Pausing a bit, Ryu looked upward trying to remember, "Oh uh... it was when I 
was at Ken's back at the States... It was when I was watching a cartoon with 
his son... some evil, but very cunning robot said it... Megatron was his name I 
think... I think it was called something like uh... Beast Wars..."

"Ehhh...?" Chun-Li's eyes widened, but she still kept smiling, "Aren't you a 
little too old to be watching cartoons?"

Ryu looked down a bit, "Well maybe..." and he looked back up to look into her 
eyes, "I'm still a kid at heart... but I can still be a grown-up, and do grown-up 



things... like this..." Finally pulling her back in, Ryu slightly parted his lips and 
met with Chun-Li's...

"Mph...!" Chun-Li's eyes widened again, but soon began to slowly close as 
she joined in. She was surprised by Ryu's sudden boldness... but she 
enjoyed it anyway, and wished he could become bolder like this more often.

The kiss was short but sweet, and as they pulled away from each other, 
Chun-Li removed her hand from Ryu's cheek and placed it on her own to try 
to hide her blush.

The couple spent the next few moments just standing with their hands still 
holding, and just looked into each other's eyes, mentally saying endless 
things to each other... They loved moments like this... moments where it was 
silent... where so many words were said to each other from just pure 
expression... All that they've wanted and all they've ever needed was right 
there, right in front of them... words weren't even necessary.

"So..." Chun-Li spoke up, finally breaking the long silence, "You hungry or 
anything?"

"Oh... well, not really... The dinner we had pretty much filled me up. Why do 
you ask? You wanted to go out again?" Ryu asked in return.

"Oh, no reason... It's really late to be going out anyway... I just wanted to 
maybe make you something so we could stay up a little and talk more..."

Lightly rubbing her cheek, Ryu responded, "That's so nice of you Chun, but 
you don't have to make me anything. We can always stay up just talking, like 
how we always did back in Japan..."

Chun-Li leaned a bit more against Ryu's warm palm and lightly kissed it, 
loving how he called her "Chun". It was short, simple, cute, and only people 
close to her called her that. "So you want to get ready for bed then...?"



"Sure... but I really need a shower."

"Okay then big boy... take your shower, and I'll be in the room waiting for you 
right in bed..." The way Chun-Li had said that last sentence with that tone of 
seduction had caused Ryu to blush a bit...

"Uh... o-okay..." was all he could mutter as he pulled away, finally letting go of 
Chun-Li's hand and headed towards the bathroom, taking his duffel back with 
him. Although the two of them have already spent a week sleeping in each 
other's arms, Ryu still hadn't forgotten what had happened in her bedroom 
that one day... and from the tone in Chun-Li's voice, he knew that she hadn't 
forgotten either. M-maybe tonight she wants to... Ryu shook his head briefly, 
clearing his mind of the thought. No... stop thinking like that... He made his 
way into the bathroom, turning on the light and closing the door.

Chun-Li watched as he went in, and lightly giggled to herself. He's so cute 
when he gets like that... She headed toward her bedroom, relieved at last that 
she was able to finally sleep in her own bed once again. After walking 
through the doorway and turning on the light, she looked inside for the 
longest time, as if she hadn't seen it in a year. It does feel like a long time 
doesn't it...? I guess because of all the fighting... and of course spending all 
that time with him... She turned to head towards the wall that separated the 
bedroom from the bathroom and a few seconds later, she could hear the jets 
of water begin to blast. She sighed softly, and slowly walked over to her bed 
and sat on edge. She looked down at her hands that were in her lap, looking 
at her ring and remembering the times she spent with him back at Japan... 
especially the times they were alone together. Each night, they were in each 
other's arms just talking until gradually falling asleep... but nothing else more 
intimate had occurred. The Chinese woman brought her hands and held them 
over her heart which was beating a bit faster now... I so wanted to make love 
to him... but I guess that maybe I was afraid... Chun-Li lifted her head a bit 
and looked at the wall once again... He wanted to make love too... I know it... 
I could see it in him, especially the night he got me the ring... I guess we were 
both afraid...

As Chun-Li continued her thoughts, they were soon interrupted by a scream 
coming from behind the wall. "Huh...?" Standing up, she left out her bedroom, 



and within an instant, the door to the bathroom flung wide open, with a 
dripping wet Ryu bolting out, having only a towel wrapped loosely around his 
waist.

"Ahhhh...! Ack...!" Ryu's body lightly shivered as he tried to hold the towel in 
place.

Oh my god... Chun-Li stared at Ryu's perfectly muscular frame, drinking in 
each detail... Control yourself Chun... control yourself... She tried, but failed to 
stop from blushing... but she did manage to calm herself enough to prevent 
herself from completely pouncing on him...

"Uh... Ch-Chun... uh..." Ryu said in a very scared voice.

"Y-yes Ryu? What's wrong?" she asked, her face still very red.

"Well uh... there's uh... a..."

"What...? There's a what...?"

"A-a..."

"A...?"

"A... s... s-s..."

"Enough with that snake impersonations... just tell me!"

"S-S-S-SPIDER...!!! Th-there's a s-spider in the shower...! C-can you uh... kill 
it for me... please...?"

"..." Chun-Li nearly face-faulted, making sure she heard his words correctly... 
and then burst into an uncontrollable laughter. "A SPIDER?!"



"Y-Y-YES! Chun... please... you must kill it! I noticed it once I started the 
shower... now I can't take a shower until I know it's dead...!"

"Ryu...?" Chun-Li then teasingly asked, "You're telling me... that a guy who 
can shatter rocks in his bare hands... who can create bolts of energy that can 
destroy buildings... a punch with the searing intensity of a dragon... a kick 
with the destructive power of a hurricane... and who just completely 
annihilated an insane demon... is brought down by an itsy-bitsy teeny-weenie 
SPIDER?!"

"There's nothing 'itsy-bitsy' and 'teeny-weeny' about THIS spider! It's HUGE! 
PLEASE kill it for me!"

"Why must I kill it, huh? You're a man! Why can't YOU kill it?" she continued 
teasing, trying her best to hold in her laughter.

"Because...! It's... it's hairy, ugly... uh..."

"And those are reasons why I have to kill it for you? Hmmm?"

"L-look... I just really, really hate spiders okay...? Ever since I was young... 
and once KEN found out I hated them... ahhh... it was just horrible...!"

"Okay okay you big baby! I was just joking! I'll kill your little spider for you!" 
Chun-Li let out a few chuckles and headed towards the shower with the water 
still running.

"Th-thanks..." Ryu said in a completely relieved voice.

As Chun-Li rolled up a bit of toilet paper in her hand, she reached over with 
her other hand to turn off the water. "Gosh, you really ARE scared of spiders 
aren't you?" she asked from inside.

"Y-yeah... and the tricks Ken played against me just made it worse..." Ryu 
responded, looking inside, eagerly waiting for her to kill the spider.



"Awww, you poor thing!" Chun-Li said giggling, looking inside the shower 
soon afterward. "Now where are you... let me see you so you can stop 
scaring my precious little Ryu! Oh, there you are... GOTCHA!" With a quick 
motion, Chun-Li smashed the spider with the toilet paper in her hands and 
stood back up walking out of the bathroom.

"You got it...?" Ryu asked.

"Yup. You want proof?"

"Uh..." Ryu noticed that she still held the toilet paper containing the squashed 
spider within... "N-no! That's not necessary..."

"No no no! You wanted to know if it's dead, so here it is! Take a look!" With 
that, she slowly held her hands at face level and slowly spread out the sheets 
of paper, exposing the squished spider remains to Ryu's eyes...

"AHHHHHHHH!!! HEY! NO!" Ryu yelped in fear and slightly jumped back at 
the gruesome sight... but Chun-Li stepped forward.

"No! Take a look! It's dead! Seeeeee?"

"GET THAT AWAY FROM ME!" Ryu took more steps back, but Chun-Li just 
took a step forward each time...

"Look look look!" Chun-Li spread the toilet paper all the way open, showing all 
of the disgusting spider guts causing Ryu to turn around and run, holding on 
to his towel the best as he could.

Ryu ran towards one side of the room, desperate for escape from the 
seemingly evil Chun-Li... but she just kept giving chase. Ryu tried to evade 
her by jumping over the futon, only to see her easily jump over it as well, 
continuing to mercilessly pursue, laughing wickedly. She kept up her playful 
chase throughout her bedroom, living room, and finally in the kitchen where 



she had him cornered... Ryu could do nothing but turn his head towards the 
wall to prevent looking at the hideous sight...

"Hehehehe," Chun-Li laughed evilly, "it's just a spider, Ryu." Crumpling up the 
toilet paper into a ball, she tossed it, without even looking, all the way across 
to the opposite corner of her apartment where it landed perfectly in the 
wastebasket placed there.

Ryu let out a huge breath, completely relieved that she had stopped teasing 
him... "Nice shot..." he commented.

"Thanks, hehe. So why are you so freaked out about spiders?"

"Oh I dunno..." he replied looking down towards the floor, not wanting to think 
about spiders, "they just scare the pants off of me..."

"I... I see..." The smile on Chun-Li's face grew a bit wider having realized that 
Ryu in fact, wasn't wearing pants... Gosh... I was having so much fun teasing 
him that I didn't pay too much attention to how he looks...

Ryu could see Chun-Li's eyes move up and down as he looked at him, and 
he blushed terribly, pulling his towel a bit higher.

"Ryu... you know... I just gotta say it... you're pretty damn hunky..." she said in 
a quiet voice while her face grew red as well.

"Uh..." Ryu stumbled, "Well I... th-thanks..." Looking at Chun-Li, he noticed for 
the first time tonight how her tank top clung to her body, revealing quite a bit 
of her curves and creamy skin to his eyes... Looking downward, he also 
noticed how her white jeans seemed to really accentuate her well-rounded, 
womanly hips... "Y-you're looking v-very good yourself..."

Chun-Li's eyes lit up with a sparkle, and her face seemed to grow even 
redder as she smiled very shyly. "Thanks!"



"Heh..." Ryu continued to blush as he gave a shy smile in return, while Chun-
Li giggled back and they just stood there for a few moments just looking at 
each other.

Holding a finger close to her mouth, she finally continued, "Better finish your 
shower..."

"O-okay..." Stepping out of the corner, Ryu walked towards the bathroom 
once again, passing Chun-Li as she never let her eyes off of him. He could 
feel the tiny invisible hairs on his back start to stand on end, just by feeling 
her gaze from behind him... When he finally made it back to the bathroom, he 
closed the door and started up the shower again soon after.

Oh my GOD he was hot... Feeling her face burning like fire, Chun-Li decided 
to head back to her bedroom to sit down.

Once she entered the room, instead of sitting, she let herself lay completely 
on her back to look up at the ceiling. I'm surprised I was able to prevent 
myself from just pouncing on him right there and making him completely 
mine... but then again, that'd be a little bit too forward wouldn't it...? Chun-Li 
sighed, and then rested her hands behind her head. Ryu was looking at me 
too... and I know from that look that he was having some thoughts of his own 
too... that naughty boy...! He hardly seems the type though... he's just so 
sweet and innocent... Pausing in thought, she turned her head to the side, 
just looking at a random location in the bedroom. You have to take charge, 
Chun... he's not going to make any moves until you at least encourage him a 
bit. And from these past nights with you being so close to him... you know 
he's been having those desires too... Turning her head to the other side... she 
spotted her nightstand... and remembered that inside she kept candles in the 
event of power failures in the building. Oh my.. she thought as something 
began to stir in her head...

Sitting up, she leaned to open the doors of her nightstand, and found many 
thick, white candles and holders. Before reaching in, she looked down at her 
hand at golden ring that rested on her slender finger. Bringing her hand up to 
her mouth, she pressed it close to her lips and closed her eyes, remembering 
all that she and Ryu have been through... all the promises he's made and 



kept... his confession of love to her... his proposal... and their precious times 
alone... Ryu... I love you so much... and I would never be doing this if I loved 
you any less... I want us both to learn what we can give to each other...

Opening her eyes... she reached in, grabbing three pairs of candles, making 
sure they were of different sizes. After making her selection, she reached in 
again to take out candleholders large enough to hold three, placing one on 
top of the nightstand in front of her, and one on the opposite. After carefully 
placing the holders to a suitable place next to the lamps, she set the candles 
in place, trying to find the best position to put them in. When she was done, 
the candles were placed right next to one another in a triangle, the tallest one 
behind the two shorter ones. Smiling to herself, Chun-Li then got a match, 
and lit it with a quick scrape. Lighting one candle, she threw away the match 
and used the lit candle to light the other candles.

Once each candle was lit, she turned off the lamp and walked over to shut 
the door. Stepping back to view them from in front of the bed, Chun-Li smiled 
to herself warmly at her set-up. With the only light being candlelight, the 
entire room was dim, but everything could see be seen in the low orange 
light. Plus Chun-Li could smell the sweet scent from the melting wax and 
could even feel the light warmth emitting from the flames. Gosh... I never 
knew it could look this good... sometimes I amaze even myself...

Chun-Li spent so much time setting up and admiring her work that she soon 
heard the water in the bathroom turn off, signaling that Ryu was done with his 
shower. She gasped as many thoughts went through her head, specifically 
wondering what would happen if he were to come in the room, catching her 
do all this... Slow down, Chun... slow down... no need to rush now... you have 
all night... the art of seduction has no time limit... and besides, you need a 
shower too... lovemaking is always good right after one... well... at least that's 
what I've HEARD... Opening her dresser, Chun-Li took out her nightshirt, and 
carefully selected some undergarments. Taking her articles with her, she 
exited the room closing the door, and sat down on her futon while Ryu finally 
emerged from the bathroom just a few moments later.

Clouds of steam escaped out the door along with him, and he lightly brushed 
his hand through his wet hair. He was dressed back in his traditional karate gi 



again, but with his black belt slung over his shoulder and his jacket 
completely open, revealing his chest and abdomen...

Chun-Li blushed at this sight, loving how her man looks fresh out of the 
shower... God he looks so nice and fresh... I could just EAT him...

"Chun? You're not in bed yet?" Ryu asked, breaking her thoughts.

"Well..." she started getting herself back together, "I need a shower too, and I 
just wanted to wait until you were done... so why don't wait here and watch 
TV or something while I take mine and we can go to bed together, okay?"

"Well, I can just wait in bed-"

"No!" Chun-Li interrupted, "Wait here! I want us to go to bed together! 
Pleeeease, Ryu?" She fluttered her eyelashes a bit for a little more effect...

The act she was putting on was so cute that Ryu just couldn't refuse... "Okay, 
I'll wait here then..."

"Yay!" Chun-Li sprang up from the futon and bounced happily towards Ryu. 
Planting a kiss on his cheek she gave him a cutesy smile and headed to the 
bathroom and shut the door.

That woman... Ryu sighed to himself as he sat down, She sure is 
something... and I wouldn't have it any other way... Reaching for the remote 
control placed on the table, Ryu looked at it puzzled, not too familiar with 
home electronics. He never liked television too much anyway, so he decided 
to put down the remote control and stood up. As soon as the ends of his 
uniform were tied together, he wrapped his black belt around his waist, 
tightening it with a quick, practiced motion. After getting into a ready stance, 
he began to slowly practice his forms, careful not to hit any objects and not to 
make too much noise. He knew that if Chun-Li found out he was doing this, 
she'd probably yell at him, but he couldn't help it. She can take the warrior 
away from the fight, but she can never take the fight away from the warrior.



***

He kept practicing tirelessly until he heard the running water from inside the 
bathroom stop. He quickly sat down and waited... only to hear the sound of a 
hair dryer turn on. With her long hair this could take a while... Ryu stood up 
again to get ready to do more practicing... That's okay though... since her hair 
is so beautiful whenever she styles it...

Ryu flawlessly stepped into move after move, performing a different form 
each time until FINALLY he heard the hair dryer turn off. Quickly ending his 
kata, Ryu sat back down at the futon and waited again for her to come out. 
After about five minutes, he looked at the door, still waiting for it to open... but 
finally gave up and stood up once again. She's going to be in there forever...

As Ryu stepped back into ready stance and started up another kata... the 
door opened. Uh oh...

"RYU!" he heard from behind him. "You're PRACTICING?!"

"I'm sorry Chun... I..." Ryu looked back to where he heard the voice and saw 
a female figure dressed only in large nightshirt with a familiar yellow 
chickadee in the middle known as Piyo Piyo. Her hair was tied back by the 
long red bandanna tied into a bow, with the loops and the ends having the 
same length. Her ponytail seemed to flow with her head movements 
elegantly, and her round bangs hung over her forehead ever so lightly. Her 
hair was completely dried, giving it a slight brownish highlight. She even 
appeared to be wearing a little bit of make-up and some lip-gloss that caused 
her full lips to shine. "Uh... I..." Ryu still looked for words to say but was cut 
off...

"That's okay honey... It's you after all..." Chun-Li said in a forgiving tone. At 
least him practicing was better than him waiting in the bedroom, which 
would've been a disaster. Slowly walking towards him she gently took his 
hand into his... "Come on, Ryu... let's get ready for bed..."



With Chun-Li being so close to him, Ryu couldn't avoid the lovely aroma 
emitting from her hair which caused him to close his eyes as he lightly sniffed 
the air... It smells sweeter than usual... like strawberries... As he opened his 
eyes and looked at her face, he noticed her lips were shining as well... Her 
lips... they look so soft and warm... Ryu proceeded to look down, 
remembering that that was the same Piyo Piyo nightshirt she was wearing 
the last night he was in Hong Kong... She's... she's being beautiful and cute 
at the same time...

"Well Ryu...?" Chun-Li asked again, driving Ryu out of his daze.

"Oh uh... yeah... let's..." he finally answered.

"Good..." Leading her fiancé towards the bedroom with one hand, she 
switched off the final light which lit the apartment with the other, leaving it 
completely dark. A second later, she opened the door to the bedroom... 
revealing the candlelit scene she had set up just for him...

Ryu squinted a bit from the sudden brightness of the candles... and soon felt 
his face turning very hot... "Ch-Chun...?" he asked in a low voice...

"Yes, sweetie?" she returned in a whisper and slowly walked into the room, 
closing the door after Ryu walked through and locked it... making sure he 
heard the thunk of the deadbolt being turned...

"..." Ryu couldn't say anything in return... his heart was throbbing so hard it 
threatened to explode... and his legs were shaking so much as he stepped 
forward...

Stepping in front of him and still holding his hand, Chun-Li walked backwards 
until she finally sat down on the side edge of the bed, pulling Ryu down with 
her so he sat right next to her...

Ryu's hand felt as if it was going to melt in Chun-Li's... and as he looked over 
at her, he saw her face lit dimly by the candles, noticing the detailed shadows 
on her face, giving her such a seductive appearance... seeing a hunger and 



love in her eyes... as if a predator just caught her prey... and was going to 
take her sweet time lavishing every last taste of him... I'm... I'm being 
seduced... yet... I just can't resist... He just kept looking into her starry eyes... 
becoming lost in them...

Chun-Li didn't say a word, knowing that words would only destroy the mood 
right now... and slowly moved her lips towards Ryu's neck... lightly breathing 
against it causing Ryu to breathe audibly...

Ryu closed his eyes... Ch-Chun... and tilted his head back a bit... inviting 
Chun-Li to do whatever she wanted...

Moving forward a little bit more, her lips made contact with his neck... 
brushing across it with gentle strokes... kissing it tenderly... With each kiss, 
Ryu sucked in his breath, and tilted his head back some more... but just as he 
expected Chun-Li to continue, she slowly pulled away. Letting go of his 
hand... she slowly snaked her way behind him... brushing her ample chest 
against his upper arm and finally firmly against his back...

The helpless warrior did nothing but breathe deeply and audibly as he felt 
Chun-Li's breasts brushing firmly against his back causing each invisible hair 
to stand on end. As he became lost in the incredible sensations coursing 
throughout his entire body, he soon felt her two arms sneak their way 
beneath the folds of his gi and gently caressing the skin of his chest... As she 
began to gently glide her hands all over his upper torso, she moved her body 
in unison... causing Ryu to feel both her hands brushing lovingly across his 
chest and her breasts brushing lovingly against his back at the same time...

Chun-Li smiled wickedly to herself as she could hear Ryu breathing heavily... 
and from behind him, she slowly moved her mouth towards his right ear... 
and finally purred... "Ryuuuu..."

"Ch-Chun..." was all Ryu could whisper back... completely being 
overwhelmed by her charms...



Chun-Li continued her slow, steady, gentle strokes on him... allowing herself 
to feel every contour of his upper body, from his firm pectorals, to his rippling 
abdominal muscles... His muscles tensed each time her slender fingers 
passed over them... and she heard Ryu breathe a bit deeper each time she 
lightly passed over one of his nipples... It made her feel so good knowing that 
Ryu was putty in her hands... letting her do whatever she wanted with him... 
and she finally decided to speak again in a quiet whisper... "Ryu... that night 
we spent here... in this room... do you remember it...?"

Through his closed eyes... Ryu had trouble trying to form words... even 
feeling her breath against his ear when she talked caused him to tremble... 
but was able to eventually answer in a whisper, "Y-yes... yes Chun... I... I r-
remember..."

"So you remember..." she continued, keeping the seductive tone in her 
whisper, "when we kissed, right...?"

"I... I could never f-forget..." he responded, barely able to keep his voice 
audible enough for her to hear...

"Ryu..." she began... "that was your first kiss, wasn't it...?"

The Shotokan warrior couldn't figure out what to say... but he felt so good all 
over his body that he could only mutter the truth... "Y-y... yes..."

Moving her lips closer to his ear and being satisfied with his answer, she 
lightly napped at his earlobe with her lips. Continuing stroking at his chest, 
she could feel his heartbeat... beating so fast she could almost hear it... "So 
that means..." she continued... "...you're a virgin... aren't you... my Ryu...?"

"..." Even through all the wonderful feelings he was feeling... Ryu couldn't 
help but let his body lightly slump... Gosh... she... she... really does want to 
know doesn't she...? "Y... yes..." he finally answered...



Inside, Chun-Li could feel a warm feeling at the pit of her stomach begin to 
spread through her whole body, causing her to clutch Ryu even closer 
against her... "You make it sound as if it's a bad thing..."

Gaining a little bit more control over himself, Ryu slightly turned his head to 
talk to her a little easier... "Well... I mean... I'm how old...? Th-thirty uh..."

"Hey now..." Chun-Li interrupted, pulling him closer... "age shouldn't matter at 
all... I think it's a good thing, Ryu... because... you're saving yourself... to 
make love with someone you really love and loves you back..." And after 
saying that, Chun-Li lightly snaked her tongue around Ryu's outer ear... 
gently flicking his lobe, and gently probing the inside...

"Mmmmm..." Ryu lightly called out... enjoying both her tongue and her 
words...

"Besides..." she whispered... "I'm not that much younger... and like you... I've 
also saved myself... for that one special person..."

"Ch-Chun...? Y... you...?"

"Mhm... all those nights in Japan... I've wanted to tell you that... but I couldn't 
bring myself to... and tonight... being where we were that time ago... I wanted 
to maybe... complete what we started... take the time to fully explore each 
other..."

"..." Ryu was speechless... and Chun-Li only worked more on him... pressing 
her body DEEPLY against him... and finally wrapping her arms tightly around 
his waist...

"I love you, Ryu... I want to show and make you feel how much I do... and I 
want you to show and make me feel how much you love me too... you don't 
have to worry about hurting me or anything like that either... so please... 
please... make love to me tonight..." And after her request, she lowered her 
head a bit... lightly kissing Ryu's neck before fully suckling on it like a 
vampiress...



Her words were words that Ryu just couldn't say no to this time... The voice in 
his head that told him to refuse her the last time... he simply told it to shut the 
HELL up. As he began to drown from the treatment she was giving to his 
neck... he slightly opened his eyes, looking at her hand that was placed about 
his waist... looking at the golden ring he had gotten her... Placing his hand 
over her hand... he looked and saw that his band had matched her ring 
perfectly, and he moved it so that the two rings were touching, then moving 
his fingers to intertwine with hers, holding her hand tightly beneath his. After a 
few moments, Ryu slowly turned his head toward hers... causing her to pull 
away from his neck... and look right into his eyes...

Sliding away from his back finally... and moving her way in front of him... she 
sat on his lap... wrapping her powerful legs around his waist... and her arms 
behind his neck. She looked down at him while he reached up with his arms 
wrapping behind her own neck and massaged it a bit before pulling her closer 
to give her his answer with a deep, passionate kiss...

The kiss was probably the greatest kiss they had ever given each other... so 
full of passion and so full of meaning. They eventually found their tongues 
slowly moving forward together... finally meeting... and they slowly swirled 
against one another as the kiss heightened...

The only sounds that could be heard in the room were the noises of their 
passionate kissing, and the occasional, soft moan coming from Chun-Li... and 
after what seemed to be like an eternity... they finally pulled away from each 
other... leaving a small thread of saliva still connecting their mouths as they 
did so...

Ryu lightly brushed his fingers through her light bangs to see her beautiful 
face, and moved further back to stroke the length of her ponytail. Chun-Li 
looked back into his eyes, seeing the desire in them... and smiled warmly, 
with complete happiness. She reached down to kiss him tenderly once again, 
and as Ryu began to kiss back, she pulled her body away from him, standing 
up and walking backwards just a bit.

Ryu tried to reach over to pull her in for another kiss, but she was too far 
away. From her standing position, Chun-Li gazed upon at him with an 



innocent look on her face, her eyes filled with such sensual promise... Not 
yet, Ryu... not yet... She then raised her arms up a bit, and brushed one hand 
through her soft bangs to meet her other hand which was at the red 
bandanna that had tied her hair. Ryu could only sit there and watch as she 
slowly pulled the two ends of the bow, seeing the loops disappear until the 
bandanna was completely undone.

After tossing the bandanna onto the bed, Chun-Li let her hair lightly fall down 
to her shoulders and down the middle of her back. She then lowered both her 
hands down her body until it reached the bottom of her nightshirt. Ryu's eyes 
never stopped following her hands, and she smiled, seeing the way he was 
breathing nervously, trying his best to keep control of himself, feeling his 
heart throbbing beneath his chest. K-keep control...

Arching her back, Chun-Li slowly pulled her nightshirt upward... and even the 
ruffling sound of it brushing against her body could be heard throughout the 
quiet room. Ryu went wide-eyed as he saw her panties and her well-toned 
abdomen becoming revealed, causing his face to feel like it was on fire. Then 
his eyes widened even more as her white bra was exposed to his eyes... and 
she was now standing in front of him, clad only in her lingerie. As he tried his 
best not to look too long at any one place, he turned his eyes to hers.

Chun-Li smiled seductively at him, and let her Piyo Piyo nightshirt fall lightly 
onto the floor... moving her hands back up to slowly run through her long hair. 
Breathing more deeply, Ryu tried to calm his shaking nerves. He could feel 
his manhood beneath his pants continue to grow as he watched her arch her 
back and swirl her hips while she played with her hair right in front of him. G-
god... I... I think I'm gonna d-die...

She looked at his face, seeing the redness, and smiled to herself before 
looking down at Ryu's pants. She could see the evidence of his arousal... and 
decided to arch her back even more, heaving her chest closer to him, wanting 
to increase that arousal. From the way she was teasing him, it was 
impossible for Ryu not to look down her body... He couldn't stop himself from 
looking at her breasts... noticing how they were perfectly encased in her white 
bra and how they lightly moved as her arms did. His eyes continued to travel 
lower to her slim, but powerful waist, and down to her hips where he could 



see her French cut panties that were barely covering the patch of black hair 
underneath... Then finally he looked down to her legs seeing how they were 
still strong. After all, she's the strongest woman in the world and her legs are 
the ultimate kicking force the planet as ever seen. They were still extremely 
toned, and yet, they still held a very feminine look.

Ryu took his time studying her as if time had stopped... even seeing how her 
bra and panties both had small, matching, white bows in the front... and 
Chun-Li continued her movements until he had his fill. Lowering her arms 
back down to her sides, her hair fell back down to her shoulders, and she 
approached him again slowly until she sat back on his lap, wrapping her bare 
legs around him again. He could feel her loins right on top of his, and 
although he doubted it at first, he definitely knew she was delicately gyrating 
against him...

Chun-Li smiled as she looked at his face... seeing the obvious red shade all 
over and how he was having a hard time keeping his eyes open. Taking in 
every detail of his handsomely chiseled face, she gently stroked his cheek 
with one hand and brushed her hair behind her ear with the other. Moving 
forward, she wasted no time... and tenderly kissed him again, closing her 
eyes as she did so. Ryu responsively closed his eyes while bringing his arms 
around her waist, feeling his hands lightly tingle as they touched her bare, 
soft skin. As they kissed, Chun-Li held Ryu's head in place with her hand 
behind it, and increased the passion by invading his mouth with her tongue.

Ryu felt himself drowning, but was still able to return the kiss with just as 
must passion as he was receiving. The heat of the moment was so intense 
that he nearly did not notice Chun-Li's other hand traveling downward... right 
onto the knot of his black belt. Deciding it was best not to break the kiss, he 
continued on and didn't stop her. As the moments ticked by, he could feel the 
tightness of his belt loosen until finally it was gone...

Pulling away from the kiss finally, Chun-Li backed away a bit and placed both 
hands on his chest. Ryu kept his eyes closed as he felt her slightly opening 
his top to reveal more of him to her eyes. His muscles twitched as she her 
fingers ran across them, feeling how powerful and how perfectly toned they 
were. Ryu couldn't help but suck in his breath as she caressed him thinking 



she'd be feeling him forever. But to his surprise, he felt her move her hands 
away... and placed them on his own hands.

"Ryu..." she lightly purred...

Ryu looked back at her nervously and didn't give a word of response, but it 
was clear he was giving her his full attention.

"Now that I've touched you..." she continued, "I want you to touch me..." With 
that, Chun-Li took both of his hands and guided them to her light, creamy 
thighs. His hands were shaking incessantly and she could feel him resist a 
little... but she continued on despite it. When his hands were fully placed on 
them, he lightly breathed inward and also heard her as well. "Mmmm... that's 
it..."

Ryu steeled himself a bit more... allowing himself to fully savor what she was 
giving him. As he gently ran his hands back and forth along her thighs, he 
found that they were extremely firm... yet her skin was so delicate, flawless 
and smooth...

Chun-Li breathed steadily and decided it was time to move on. She stopped 
him by lightly clutching his hands, and began to guide them upward to her 
waist. Like he did with her thighs, Ryu took his slow time and explored her 
midsection with his hands. He took notice of how nicely her stomach was a 
bit similar to his own in that it was powerfully toned, but it was a lot more flat 
and the skin was so much smoother...

Chun-Li loved how he was slow and gentle with her, but he was almost TOO 
gentle... making it a tease to her body. It drove the woman crazy... and she 
began to guide his hands upward once again. Ryu was a bit surprised at the 
sudden clutch of his hands... and felt right where they were headed. He 
resisted... and looked up into her eyes, unsure if he should go on. Chun-Li 
was breathing a little raggedly and her eyes were partially closed... Her hands 
stopped, and she simply looked back at him... waiting for him to continue on 
his own... Ryu... p-please...



Ryu could see that Chun-Li wanted him to follow his own instincts... and 
steeling himself once again... he placed both hands delicately on her rounded 
breasts...

"MMMM..." Chun-Li couldn't stop herself from softly moaning... and she 
arched her back a bit so that her breasts would press deeper against his 
hands.

Ryu's fingers gently closed against her warm, firm flesh... and he had to 
breathe slowly as he began to timidly massage them. Her breasts fit perfectly 
into his hands... and he began to work them in a slow, steady, circular 
motion.

The more time Ryu spent, the more Chun-Li moaned out. She let her arms 
drop, not needing to guide him anymore, and simply let her weight lean 
against him...

Realizing he had a little control, Ryu moved forward to lightly brush against 
her jaw line with his lips. Her head was already tilted back, so instead of 
kissing her, he proceeded lower along the surface of her neck. Her neck was 
so warm that he could feel the blood running through the veins... and he 
slowly suckled at the warmest area he could find...

"R... R-Ryuuuu..." Chun-Li whispered through her moans of delight as she 
brought her hands around his head to hold it at her neck and tilted her head 
back even more to give him better access. The sound of hearing his name 
being called out and her fingers massaging the back of his neck made Ryu 
suckle deeper at her sensitive neck while he slowly glided his hands from her 
breasts to her backside... As he worked on her neck, his fingers fumbled at 
the catch of her bra... until Chun-Li's hands reached back to help him.

With a small, but audible snap... the ends of her bra fell... and Ryu shifted his 
hands to her shoulders, slowly sliding the straps down her slender arms... 
Ryu pulled himself away from his suckling treatment... and began kissing his 
way down to her shoulder to her clavicle... until finally he was right in front of 
her exposed breasts. It was the first time ever in his life that Ryu had seen 



the bare bosom of a woman this close... He could feel his already red face 
turning redder, causing him to breathe hotly against her left breast...

Feeling the heat of his breath brushing against her breast was another tease 
to her... but the teasing didn't last long. Ryu opened his mouth slightly... 
tracing it along the outer curve of her breast until he was over her nipple... 
and began to gently suckle her. "A-ahhh... ohhhh... R-Ryuuuu..."

Chun-Li arched her back and ran her hands along the back of Ryu's neck and 
through his hair. At the same time he slowly traveled his arm up and down 
her smooth backside and brought his other hand to gently massage her free 
breast... She felt like she could die... it just made her feel so good... She felt 
as if she was giving Ryu all the warmth and nourishment he could ever 
need...

Ryu continued to nurse off her, using his tongue to play with her hardened 
nipple while his fingers lightly pinched and teased the other. Wanting to give 
her right breast an equal amount of attention, he pulled away and suckled on 
it, while bringing his hand to cradle the left. Chun-Li was in ecstasy... arching 
her back to fit perfectly with whichever of his arms was around her... grinding 
her hips against his, causing him to suckle even deeper at her... She 
completely drowned in his ministrations, causing her to whisper out her 
lover's name over and over... This was the first time a man had ever given 
her this type of treatment... and he was being so gentle in doing so as well... 
Ryu was a man that possessed the strength to shatter stones in his bare 
hands, and yet... with Chun-Li in his arms, he was so gentle with her as if she 
was so fragile... handling her so delicately that he was afraid she'd break... 
treating her like a jewel...

After an uncountable amount of time, Ryu was finally satiated and slowly 
pulled away from her breast, much to her relief and disappointment at the 
same time... She regained control of herself breathing as steadily as she 
could, and finally opened her eyes, looking into Ryu's. After smiling sweetly at 
him, she hungrily kissed him again while unobtrusively sliding his gi off his 
body. Ryu fumbled a bit at her kiss from feeling the air touching his back as it 
became exposed... and once he tried to join in again, Chun-Li placed her 



hands on his chest, and pushed him down onto the bed until he was lying 
fully on his back.

Chun-Li held him down and hunched over so that her hair dangled on and 
around his neck. Looking over him in the flickering candlelight, she took his 
hand into hers, and brought it to her lips to kiss the back of it. Ryu closed his 
eyes as her kisses trailed down to his wrist and down the length of his arm 
until she at his neck. Soon her lips were at his chin, and he could hear and 
feel her lightly suckling at it. Her slowness caused his skin to tingle... and she 
continued down his neck until she was at last down to his chest.

Ryu felt her stop, and opened his eyes, seeing that Chun-Li raised her head a 
bit to study his well-defined upper body. She just sat there, looking at him for 
a while until her hands finally slithered their way to his chest, and she 
caressed his tone pectorals in slow, circular motions, feeling every single 
contour.

She continued rubbing his chest in a similar fashion as he did to her until her 
hands traveled downward to his stomach. She repeated the treatment, 
circling her hands over his hard abdominal muscles, feeling every detail. She 
had to admit... she loved how her man was so perfectly well built like this. 
Damn... they're rock hard... She could do this forever... but after a few 
minutes, she decided to stop feeling him... and finally taste him.

After moving her hands back up to his pectorals, she leaned over so that her 
bare breasts lightly pressed up against his stomach and planted a gentle kiss 
in the center of his chest. Ryu breathed inwardly as his muscles twitched and 
quivered to her every touch... and he placed his hands gently on her head to 
stroke her long, soft hair.

Chun-Li lightly flicked each of his nipples one after the other with her tongue, 
and made her way downwards to his stomach. She kissed each muscle one 
by one and used then her tongue to glide across his entire abdominal region. 
She took her slow time tasting him, as if she wanted to savor every last lick of 
her favorite ice cream...



Ryu's exhaling became deeper as she went on, and once she was at the 
lowest region of his stomach... the closeness of her and his most sensitive 
area caused his breathing turned into soft moans of pleasure.

Chun-Li finally reached to the top of his pants and stopped. Looking back up 
at Ryu, she waited until his eyes met hers. When he finally looked back at her 
with a red face, he noticed how she was blushing just as much as he was. He 
placed a hand on her flaming hot cheek and lovingly rubbed it as she pressed 
her face against it. Then with her hands at both sides of his hips, Chun-Li 
slowly pulled his pants and briefs down his legs at the same time... finally 
freeing his hardened manhood. O-o-oh my...

Ryu's blush turned even redder as he felt the air touching his newly revealed 
areas... and continued to watch Chun-Li as she simply admired his fully-
grown member. It was the first time she's seen a man in all his manly glory 
like this... and she was just entranced.

After a few moments of studying him, Chun-Li placed on hand on his inner 
thigh, and the wrapped the fingers of the other lovingly around his hardness. 
Soft moans of pleasure escaped Ryu's lips as she began to stroke him... 
slowly moving her hands up and down his shaft and his thigh.

Starting off at a slow steady pace, Chun-Li fondled and stroked him as he 
started to join in... rotating his hips to match her hand. As time went by, she 
sped up and slowed down her pace until they found just the right tempo to 
move at. "Ryu... do you like this...?" she softly asked.

Ryu could barely make out a "H... h-hai..." response through all the pleasure 
he was feeling...

"Mmm..." she returned... and she slowly moved her head down, breathing 
hotly against the tip of his manhood. The heat of her breath against him was 
almost overwhelming... and she could hear his moans increasing... as if he 
was begging for her...



Continuing her steady stokes, a clear drop of fluid appeared out of his tip, and 
Chun-Li used her thumb to lightly spread over the sensitive head of his 
member... After moving her fingers down... she lightly lapped at him with her 
tongue, drawing a short groan from his lips. Deciding to finally go on further to 
satisfy her own hunger, Chun-Li wrapped her lips delicately over the head 
and suckled it slowly and softly, teasing it with her tongue. Pulling away 
shortly after, she went on to lick up and down his entire length, completely 
wetting it with her saliva.

Ryu's hips bucked in response to the rush of pleasure he was feeling... 
drowning in the passions she was offering... He felt her go on a bit more until 
she finally stopped, and held his member in her hand, stroking slowly while 
lightly blowing on it.

"Do you want more...?" she asked.

Looking down at her, he had trouble keeping his eyes open... Trying his best 
to maintain control, he nervously nodded...

Chun-Li smiled sweetly at him, and after looking down at what was in her 
hand, she steeled herself... slowly beginning to draw Ryu's arousal into her 
mouth, carefully... very slowly... Ryu's eyes squeezed shut as he felt her soft, 
warm lips surrounding him and he let out a gasp of pleasure... Slowly, she 
continued moving down until nearly all of him entered in, and she suckled 
lightly...

Ryu couldn't help but call out Chun-Li's name a few times and grab the bed 
sheets with his hand to clutch them... The feeling of her warm, wet mouth 
around him and suckling him was euphoric... In response, his other hand 
moved over to her head to stroke through her soft hair and his hips gently 
moved along with her, while being careful enough not to choke her. Together, 
they went slow and sped up... repeating the process... until they found just 
the right pace... Chun-Li pumping his manhood steadily in her mouth, her 
tongue swirling around him as she moved up and down while Ryu perfectly 
matched her rhythm with his hips.



As the minutes ticked by... Chun-Li continued to feast deep, long, slow 
suckles off him... and started to go faster... Ryu's moans increased along with 
her speed... feeling her lavish his member deeply in her mouth and her hand 
and hair brushing briskly against his thighs... "Ch... Chun... m... m-mou 
dame..." He softly murmured in Japanese that he was getting close... not 
knowing how much longer he could hold back...

She didn't stop... and increased her speed... seeing how far she could take 
her man... Ryu knew he couldn't escape... and he couldn't help but continue 
matching her speed... his moans increasing in volume... his manhood 
beginning to pulsate... signaling he was getting to the extreme brink...

Hearing his cries of pleasure and feeling his hardness throbbing inside her 
mouth... Chun-Li stopped... withdrawing him completely and replacing her 
mouth with her hand, holding him. Feeling her mouth pull away both relieved 
and disappointed Ryu, and he breathed slowly and steadily as he wound 
down, feeling the euphoric sensations fading away. Chun-Li licked her lips 
lightly, and planted small, gentle kisses on the tip of his manhood, and rested 
her cheek against the length, stroking it softly. She couldn't keep herself from 
smiling... It made her feel so good to bring her man so close to the edge... 
and before the night was finished, she definitely wanted to bring him over it...

After softly licking him a few more times, she kept him in her hand, and 
slithered her way back up, kissing his stomach, chest, neck and chin until she 
was directly over him once again. Ryu was still recovering from the passion 
she had given him, and Chun-Li blushed... seeing how cute he looked as he 
breathed softly...

But as she studied his face, Ryu suddenly brought his arms at her sides... 
and using replenished strength, rolled over on the bed until he was toppling 
over her. Chun-Li shrieked playfully, surprised at this sudden action. Using 
one hand to stroke her smooth side and the other to gently caress her cheek, 
Ryu looked deep into her eyes while she returned a playful oh-no!-what-are-
you-going-to-do? look back at him. She never knew Ryu was an aggressive 
type when it came to making love... but it appeared Ryu had several 
surprises hidden in store for her.



Ryu kissed her lips softly, and moved down to kiss her neck, working his way 
down, in the similar fashion that she did to him. After briefly kissing and 
suckling both breasts, he continued down to her flat, smooth belly with his 
tongue, and stopped once he reached her white panties...

Chun-Li felt like she was on fire... feeling Ryu travel down her body just like 
she did to him... What she knew he was going to do next made her tremble... 
causing her most precious area to become even wetter that it already was...

After observing the juncture of her legs, he placed a hand delicately on her 
panties... feeling with gentle fingers how moist they had become. Chun-Li let 
out a sharp gasp at his touch... loving the feel of his fingers on her most 
sacred region... But as soon as he touched her, his hand was gone, causing 
her to whimper. "R-Ryu... m-more..."

Ryu complied... but only to press his lips deeply against the material of her 
panties... causing even more frustration to the woman... Her face completely 
red, Chun-Li hurriedly rushed her hands down to her panties to immediately 
slip them off... but soon felt both her wrists grasped firmly by Ryu's own huge 
hands. "Ryuuuu...! D-don't... please... p-pleeeease don't tease me..." Her 
voice was filled with so much need... and she bucked her hips softly against 
him in frustration...

Ryu held her down, waiting until she regained control of herself. Chun-Li 
knew he wouldn't go on until she did so, and she swallowed, letting herself try 
to relax... Damn... all the things I did to him... he learns quick...

Once she was calm... she soon felt Ryu's hands leave her wrists... and felt 
them on her sides where he traveled down to the edges of her hips... 
Anticipating what was going to happen next, Chun-Li started breathing 
heavily again... and her breathing became even heavier... as she felt herself 
becoming exposed to the air... her panties being slid down her long, slender 
legs...

Ryu looked over at her... for this was the first time he has seen a woman 
completely nude... There was no word he could find other than beautiful... her 



namesake. His eyes traveled all over her body until they met up back into her 
deep, brown eyes. "Chun-Li..." he softly whispered in his best Mandarin 
tone...

A warmth in the pit of Chun-Li's stomach spread throughout her when she 
heard this... and she completely melted... "Ryu..."

After admiring her beauty for a few moments, Ryu delicately placed a hand 
on her soft patch of black hair... In response, Chun-Li tilted her head and 
arched her back to press deeper against his hand, moaning audibly in 
delight... O... oh god... Ryu weaved his fingers through her soft pubic hair in a 
circular motion... and finally trailed lower to her opening... feeling his fingers 
becoming drenched by her honey oozing from it...

Bringing a hand up to her mouth, Chun-Li lightly bit her index finger in her 
lips... and her hips pushed lightly against his hand, wanting more... Ryu 
granted that desire... and his index and middle fingers carefully entered her... 
The woman moaned out... feeling him partially inside, gently moving his 
fingers in and out... She was in an ocean of pleasure... and as she began to 
drown... her moans nearly turned into a scream as she felt his thumb lightly 
rubbing against the small bump of flesh right above her opening... causing 
her to drown even deeper...

Her wetness flowed out... completely soaking Ryu's fingers... and as she 
started to thrust her hips more against him, his fingers were gone... Placing 
his hand on her inner thigh, Ryu moved his head down... and repeatedly 
rubbed his cheek deep against the other... looking up at her face waiting until 
she looked back down at him. After a few moments, Chun-Li regained control 
of herself... and looked down at his waiting eyes. As they gazed at one 
another, Ryu stroked her inner thigh, and breathed hotly against her nether 
region...

Chun-Li set her hand on Ryu's cheek, stroking it lovingly, while smiling down 
at him... and moved behind his neck... slowly pulling him forward... Ryu wet 
his lips with his tongue... and proceed in the direction she was guiding him... 
until his tongue met her opening...



Chun-Li gasped in response... closing her eyes... holding his head in place... 
and brought her free hand to massage one of her own breasts. Ryu licked her 
slowly... tasting the fluids flowing out of her... and moved up... and brushed 
his tongue against her clitoris...

"AHHHHH...!" Chun-Li shrieked... She lightly pinched her hardened nipple, 
and brought her hand up to her mouth... biting against her index finger... 
What Ryu was doing to her just felt SO good... It was nothing compared to 
what she felt whenever she was by herself. Electric sensations sizzled within 
her... causing her to move against him desperately for more and more...

Ryu, knowing what to do now, incessantly went on... tenderly licking and 
suckling on her clitoris... and traveling back down to her opening... repeating 
the process over and over... feeling her excitement augment with each 
passing moment...

Chun-Li's head pressed deeply to the side against her pillow as she 
continued to bite her finger... her moans of pleasure echoed within the walls 
of her bedroom... and her hips thrusted against Ryu repeatedly... The 
euphoric sensations were coursing throughout her entire body... and as the 
endless moments went by... she began to feel herself reaching her climax as 
Ryu went faster and faster... licking her like a cat... constantly with no 
apparent intention of stopping... "R... R... RYUUUUUUUU...!!!"

Chun-Li could no longer hold back... and she climaxed... screaming out his 
name... holding his head against her so he wouldn't escape... Her wetness 
released violently... and Ryu slowed down his pace... licking her slowly and 
softly as she wound down... stroking her soft thigh...

The woman licked her lips, breathing slowly through them... trembling as Ryu 
brought himself back up to her, kissing her sweetly... Regaining her energy, 
Chun-Li kissed back and brought her hands to his powerful shoulders. As 
they kissed, she gently pushed him over sideways, and they rolled over until 
she was on top once again. Pulling away, Chun-Li raised herself onto her 
knees a bit above him, looking into his eyes...



Ryu looked back... seeing nothing but love in them... and reached up for her, 
wrapping his arms around her waist, while she placed her own behind his 
neck... bringing up him up to hold his head firmly against her breasts... 
"Mmmmm..."

As they embraced each other, Chun-Li tenderly placed a kiss on Ryu's 
forehead, while he gently tasted her warm flesh between his lips... With her 
eyes closed, she exhaled softly, and felt his arms shifting to touch her chest. 
Wanting to maintain control... Chun-Li stopped him... taking his wrists into her 
hands... holding them down at both sides of him... completely pinning him 
beneath her...

Ryu helplessly tried to restrain against her, but her hands were holding down 
his wrists with incredible strength... and he gave up resisting... letting himself 
become the prey to his predator...

Smiling seductively at him... Chun-Li positioned herself so that her knees 
were around him, and her thighs rubbed against the sides of his waist... Her 
hips were right above his own... and she slowly lowered herself... As Ryu saw 
what she was doing, he closed his eyes... waiting to be surrounded... but 
instead... he felt her press against his stomach. Opening his eyes at this, he 
saw her smile turning wicked... Sh... she... she's evil...!

While keeping him pinned underneath her, Chun-Li slowly glided her hips 
back and forth over his hard abdomen... brushing her soft patch of black hair 
against it... lightly making it slick with her honey... Ryu moaned out... his body 
aching from her intense teasing. Chun-Li moaned with him... feeling his 
muscles rippling over her sex caused her to tremble... and she was having a 
more difficult time keeping control of herself...

As they went on... the teasing eventually caused Chun-Li to hunch over 
slightly, letting one of her breasts hang over his mouth. Ryu moved his head 
forward a bit... and suckled lightly at her... causing her to gasp out 
desperately... Both had trouble maintaining control of themselves... and 
Chun-Li had to force herself upright again, ripping Ryu away from her 
breast... Both moaning together... Ryu called out her name... and Chun-Li 



lowered herself close to his face... Silencing him, she softly whispered, 
"Shhhhhhhhh..."

Ryu breathed steadily... feeling his wrists become freed... Her hands touched 
both sides of his face and she whispered another, "Shhhh..." Raising her hips 
slowly upward... she mounted him so that her womanhood was right above 
his manhood... Ryu let out a sharp breath of air as he felt one hand leave his 
face and guide itself down to wrap around his length... Lowering herself... 
Chun-Li pressed against him carefully... until his tip was right at her opening... 
and she stopped... looking at Ryu as he looked back.

Both gazed at each other... deep into their loving eyes... seeing the desire... 
the hunger... and the assurance... Chun-Li steeled herself... although her 
endless years of training as a warrior had broken her quite some time ago... 
she knew it still might hurt a little...

Carefully... she _slowly_ took him in... watching Ryu's face as she did so 
intently. She loved how Ryu closed his eyes... gasped... and tilted his back... 
and she lowered herself even deeper being careful not to rush herself... 
tensing tightly and moaning out when at last she was finally at the hilt... Ryu 
moaned with her... feeling every inch of him becoming surrounded... and he 
lay completely still...

Spending a few moments finally joined together... they both stroked each 
other's cheeks... both feeling euphoric feelings once again... so much 
different from any other time since now they were truly making love... Chun-Li 
then initiated... slowly gliding her hands onto his chest... and started to 
move... softly thrusting her hips...

Ryu moved in sync with her... matching her movements as best he possibly 
could... and they slowly gyrated against each other in a smooth, steady, 
methodical rhythm... As he felt her move against him, he arched his back to 
thrust himself as deep in her as possible at each interval... letting her name 
escape his lips...



Chun-Li loved this position... she was in control of both herself and him... able 
to control the intensity of their lovemaking... Moving her hips against him 
hungrily, she started to accelerate her pace... arching back as she began to 
sit upright... tracing her hands up and down his chest and sides... her breasts 
lightly bouncing... "Mmmm... R-Ryu... Ohhhh... a-ahhhh...."

Ryu felt her body rise away from him... and as she did, his hands followed 
her... from her hips to her breasts... Holding both breasts in his hands, he felt 
them mold firmly against them as she pumped his hardness and in and out of 
her repeatedly... her thighs closing against both sides of his waist...

Nearly losing herself through the rush of pleasure... Chun-Li leaned back 
even more... feeling him differently inside her as she changed her angle... But 
with her chest far away from Ryu's... she began to miss feeling him close... 
As she thrusted herself back and forth... she needed him to hold her badly... 
and she slowly heaved his body up...

Ryu felt Chun-Li pulling him up and he wrapped his arms around her until 
they were both sitting upright on the bed... He held her close... feeling her 
breasts press firmly against his chest and her legs wrapped around his waist, 
holding him against her as they continued to make love...

Seizing control... burying his face in her neck, Ryu suckled at her like a 
vampire while Chun-Li responded in cries of pure ecstasy. With her man 
holding her so strong and secure, she let her arms simply hang... and arched 
herself fully against him... melting like butter as she felt herself nearing 
another orgasm... "Ahhh...! G-god... th-that's s-soooo good... R-Ryu...!"

Ryu could feel her walls tightening around his hardness... and not wanting to 
deny of her of release... he increased his speed... faster and faster... pushing 
her over the edge... suckling at her neck incessantly... pounding into her soft 
core...

"Ryuuuu... I... oooh... I-AHHHHHH!!!" It was all too much for her... and she 
could not keep herself in check any longer... Chun-Li came... the warmth of 
her nectar completely rushing over Ryu's member thrusting inside her... her 



muscles clamping tightly against it... whispering his name as she winded 
down...

Ryu traced his lips along her jaw line, then kissed her lips tenderly... Still 
holding her powerfully in his arms, he let her body ease down... still feeling 
her slowly moving against him... Brushing away her bangs and a drop of 
sweat from her brow with one hand, Ryu watched and waited as he brushed 
her long, black hair with the other.

Opening her eyes, Chun-Li saw Ryu looking back at her with the same gentle 
expression he always wears... and she smiled warmly, wrapping her arms 
around him to hug him close... He had given her pure, sensuous pleasure... 
and as she held him in her arms, she knew she wanted to do the same with 
him...

Backing away a bit, Chun-Li placed her hands on Ryu's shoulders... and 
pushed him back down on his back... wanting so badly to please him... 
Following him down, she let her legs straighten, so that her thighs were 
surrounding his thighs... and her entire body lay completely on top of him...

Ryu moaned softly... feeling the warmth of her body completely against his... 
causing him to hold her even closer against him. With an arm wrapped 
around his back and another behind his neck, Chun-Li kissed him long and 
deep... full of meaning... and pulled away... gently massaging the back of his 
neck... Looking down at him, she sweetly smiled at him... and started moving 
her hips slowly... rotating them in a slow, circular motion...

Ryu arched back... circling his hips with her as they resumed their passionate 
lovemaking... Through his soft moans, Chun-Li occasionally kissed him, 
pulling away shortly after...

Ryu's hands slid all over her backside and through her hair... and Chun-Li 
arched her back... lifting herself off him to breathe... and returning back down 
to hungrily feast off his neck... repeating herself whenever she needed to let 
her body cool... They moaned together... grinding against each other with 
increasing intensity... causing the bed coils to so squeak...



As they rocked against each other, their levels of passion heightened... 
causing them to thrust more urgently... Chun-Li could feel Ryu's pelvis 
constantly brushing against her clitoris, causing her to clutch even more 
tightly around his manhood inside her... Ryu felt as if her passage could hold 
him still... but he kept on arching his back, thrusting into her despite it... 
moving in perfect time with her...

The sounds of their lovemaking were heard throughout the room... They 
constantly adjusted their speeds... going slowly and gently so they could fully 
savor the moments being together... speeding up whenever they wanted to 
increase the height of passion... and slowing back down whenever they drew 
each other too close... calling out each other's names throughout the night...

Eventually... it began to get difficult for either of them to maintain control of 
themselves... Chun-Li arched firmly against him, heaving her breasts against 
his chest while Ryu arched in return, plunging himself as deep inside her as 
possible... Even as they tried to slow down... they still pressed each other 
dangerously close... Chun-Li moaned lowly, breathing raggedly and 
desperately as she brushed her hair back with her hand while Ryu softly 
muttered, "M... mou sukoshi..." telling her in his native language that he 
couldn't hold back much longer...

They exchanged a kiss... and kept going despite how close they were 
getting... Chun-Li's moans increased in volume while Ryu moaned more 
softly and quietly... Going faster as faster... their lovemaking intensified... and 
Chun-Li's body began to shudder... driving Ryu in and out of her repeatedly... 
When it became too much for her... she arched herself even more against 
him... flinging her head back causing her hair to toss into the air... and she 
clamped down extremely hard against him... screaming as she violently 
released into her orgasm...

Her honey rushing all over his member, Ryu grunted from the extreme 
tightness of her inner muscles... and he soon reached the point of no return... 
Ryu exploded inside her... thrusting heavily so that his seed released as deep 
into her as possible while she bucked wildly against him... While feeling him 
release inside her... mixing with her honey... through the waves of passion, 
Chun-Li moaned softly... and collapsed on top of him...



Their hips still slowly and lightly moved together in the aftermath... and they 
held each other close... Both breathing steadily and moaning softly... Ryu 
wrapped his arms around her back, holding her secure as Chun-Li held his 
shoulder in her hand and placed the other on his pectoral. After a few 
moments, Chun-Li finally faced him... running a hand to fix her messy hair, 
she kissed him very tenderly... Ryu kissed back... feeling her tongue gently 
swirling against his own as he joined in...

Releasing each other... Chun-Li whispered, "Wo ai ni..." in Mandarin while 
Ryu whispered back, "Aishiteru..." in Japanese... and they held each other 
once again, drowning in their "I love yous"...

As they lay against each other completely spent... damp with sweat... they felt 
nothing but pure bliss, peace and contentment... letting their bodies go 
completely limp... feeling the euphoric effects of their orgasms slowly swirling 
away and their hearts beating rhythmically together...

After a few minutes of gently kissing, Chun-Li slowly pulled him out of her... 
and they moaned together... already missing the feelings. As she rested her 
head on Ryu's chest, he brushed through her long, soft, black hair with slow, 
loving strokes while his arm was wrapped close around her back where she 
could feel his engagement band against her skin. In his arms... Chun-Li just 
felt as she always did whenever she was in them... so secure... so safe... so 
right... There was no force in existence that could pull her away from him. If 
anyone was so foolish enough to even try, Ryu would kill him quickly and 
without mercy.

Opening her eyes briefly, Chun-Li noticed the red bandanna she tossed onto 
the bed placed right next to Ryu. Reaching over, she took it into her hand, 
and placed her hand on his chest... holding the soft material against him. Ryu 
looked down at it and smiled... remembering how it was his token to her. 
Smiling back with her ring up against her lips, Chun-Li put her hand back on 
his shoulder while reaching over to kiss him tenderly on the forehead... and 
went over to both sides of the bed to softly blow out the small flames melted 
candles...



Chun-Li rested her head back onto his chest, wrapping her arm snuggly 
around him, and her ring against his chest. Closing her eyes, she listened to 
Ryu's steady heartbeat. Stroking through her hair in the darkness, Ryu 
whispered words of love into her ear while she whispered back... and they 
quietly communicated until they eventually fell asleep together in their arms...

With Chun-Li soundly sleeping to the rising and falling of Ryu's chest and his 
heartbeat and Ryu sleeping with his most precious possession in his arms... 
the two warriors slept the most peaceful sleep ever in their lives...


